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PURPOSE OF THE TEACHER RESOURCE MANUAL

This Teacher Resource Manual (TRM) is designed to help teachers implement the Mathematics
Preparation 10 course. The TRM is a support document that provides helpful information to classroom
teachers. The instructional and assessment strategies presented are suggestions only and are not legally
prescribed. The general and specific outcomes in the program of studies for Mathematics Preparation 10
are included in this manual to assist teachers. These outcomes have been shaded to show that they are
prescriptive in nature.

The Rationale, Philosophy, Student Expectations, Instructional Focus, Horizontal Correlation, and High
School Course Structure from the program of studies for Mathematics Preparation 10 are also shaded
and included on pages 3-14 of this manual.

A complete copy of the program of studies for Mathematics Preparation 10 is available at the Alberta
Learning web site at <http://www.learning.gov.ab.ca>.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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HOW TO USE THE TEACHER RESOURCE MANUAL

The Mathematics Preparation 10 TRM is intended to help teachers translate the Mathematics
Preparation 10 program of studies into classroom practice. The design of the manual is as follows.

STRANDLists the strand and substrand as per the program of studies.

!GENERAL OUTCOME This section lists the general outcome from the program of studies.

SPECIFIC OUTCOMEThis section identifies the specific outcome by number and in words.

MANIPULATIVES Manipulatives used in the activities provided for the specific outcome are listed
here. This list is not exhaustive, as many other manipulatives may be used in addressing the outcomes.

SUGGESTED LEARNING RESOURCESResources that are commonly found in Alberta schools
have been identified for each specific outcome. Included are resources that are currently authorized for
Alberta mathematics courses and resources that are no longer authorized but may still be available in
schools. Teachers are encouraged to use current authorized resources whenever these are available.

TECHNOLOGY CONNECTIONSAny technology required to carry out the suggested activities for
the specific outcome are listed here. Students should be able to complete the Mathematics Preparation
10 course using a scientific calculator. However, if a teacher wishes to include the use of graphing
calculators in the course, activities to support this have been included, where appropriate. The decision
to use a graphing calculator lies with the teacher. It is not a requirement of this course. Note: The list
of technology connections cited in this document is not exhaustive. There are many computer programs,
web sites and other technology connections that would be useful in addressing the outcomes. This list
only cites technology that is used in the activities provided for the specific outcome.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONSThese are ideas for instruction and sample
student activities. This list is not intended to be comprehensive enough to provide all activities required
to teach the course. It does, however, provide sample activities to help guide the teacher in developing
further teaching activities.

Teaching NotesThese are suggestions for the teacher that other teachers have found helpful. This
section also provides a place for teachers to write notes to themselves for the next year.

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENTA variety of assessment approaches
should be used to collect information about student learning. These assessment samples have been
provided to model broad-based assessment. Again, the samples includedare not intended to be
comprehensive but rather to provide ideas upon which the teacher can build.

8
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PROGRAM RATIONALE AND PHILOSOPHY

Rationale

Mathematics is a common human activity,
increasing in importance in a rapidly advancing,
technological society. A greater proficiency in
using mathematics increases the opportunities
available to individuals. Students need to
become mathematically literate in order to
explore problem-solving situations,
accommodate changing conditions, and actively
create new knowledge in striving for
self-fulfillment.

A significant proportion of Grade 9
Mathematics students have marks that are close
to, or slightly under, the pass mark of 50 per
cent. These students are not sufficiently
prepared to succeed in either Applied.
Mathematics 10 or Pure Mathematics 10 in
senior high school. Nor does the alternative of
Mathematics 14-24 address their needs. A
senior high school mathematics course is needed
to meet the needs of Grade 10 students who
wish to enroll in either Applied Mathematics 10
or Pure. Mathematics 10, but do not possess the
prerequisite skills.

Students should not have to repeat outcomes for
which they have already achieved an acceptable
standard. Because of the sequential
development of mathematical skills, some
students will need to begin their programs with
Grade 7 or Grade 8 outcomes. Others may only
require preparation in some of the Grade 9
Mathematics outcomes. Variable credits allows
for this flexibility. Schools can offer and
students can choose from 1 to 5 credits for.
Mathematics Preparation 10 depending on the
needs of the student.

Philosophy

A senior high school mathematics course that
simply repeats the outcomes of Grade 9
Mathematics is not the optimal solution for
Grade 10 students who have not met the

standards of junior high mathematics. These
students require a course that will address their
individual needs with a focus on the mathematics
skills and knowledge they lack from junior high
school mathematics, or earlier. Students entering
Grade 10 need a repertoire of fundamental
mathematics skills and concepts. They also need to
understand the ideas that make up those concepts
and how they are related.

Students are required to demonstrate effective
communication skills. When accomplishing
program outcomes, _students will be expected to
explain, to illustrate, to reason and to make
connections. Multiple solution strategies to
problems and problem contexts will be expected as
students work through routine and nonroutine
problems.

Technology is an integral part of this mathematics
program. Calculators and computer programs are
used to enhance conceptual understanding and to
facilitate higher order thinking through exploration,
modeling and problem solving.

Students learn by attaching meaning to what they
do; and they must be able to construct their own
meaning of mathematics. This meaning is best
developed when learners encounter mathematical
experiences that proceed from the simple to the
complex and from the concrete to the abstract. The
use of manipulatives can address the diversity of
learning styles and developmental stages of students
and can enhance the formation of sound,
transferable, mathematical concepts. At all levels,
students benefit from working with appropriate
materials, tools and contexts when constructing
personal meaning about new mathematical ideas.
The learning environment should value and respect
each student's way of thinking, so that the learner
feels comfortable in taking intellectual risks, asking
questions and posing conjectures.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Student Expectations

It is important for students to develop a positive
attitude toward mathematics so they can become
confident in their ability to use mathematics to
solve real-life problems. Students should
receive a level of mathematics education
appropriate to their abilities and needs. At the
completion of this program, students must have
the mathematical knowledge, skills and attitudes
needed to allow them to succeed in high school
mathematics and become mathematically literate
adults.

The program of studies incorporates the seven
interrelated mathematical processes that are
intended to permeate teaching and learning.

The students are expected to:

Communication [C]

Connections [CN]

Estimation and
Mental
Mathematics [E]

Problem Solving
[PS]

Reasoning [R]

Technology [T]

F Visualization [V]

communicate
mathematically
connect mathematical
ideas to other
concepts in
mathematics, to
everyday experiences
and to other
disciplines
use estimation and
mental mathematics
where appropriate
relate and apply new
mathematical
knowledge through
problem solving
reason and justify
their thinking
select and use
appropriate
technologies as tools
to solve problems
use= visualization to
assist in processing
information, making
connections and
solving problems.

For more details on these mathematical processes,
please refer to the Alberta Program of Studies for
K-9 Mathematics, June 1996, pages 6-11.

Instructional Focus

Students are curious, active learners who have
individual interests, abilities and needs. They come
to classrooms with different knowledge, life
experiences and backgrounds that generate a range
of attitudes about mathematics and life. Course
delivery must be commensurate with differing
abilities, interests and learning styles and be
designed to enable students to have success in
mathematics. The use of projects and technology
should be emphasized to facilitate entrance into
Applied Mathematics 10.

4 / Program Rationale and Philosophy
(2000)
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Several additional considerations are important.

' "1The use of diagnostic strategies is
encouraged to determine a student's area of
strength and weakness. From this,
individualized instruction should emerge.
Concepts should be introduced, using
manipulatives, and gradually developed
from the concrete to the pictorial to the
symbolic.
Problem solving, reasoning and connections
are vital to increasing mathematical, power
and must be integrated throughout the
program. Activities that take place in the
classroom should stem from a problem-
solving approach with connections to the
real world whenever possible. A minimum
of half the available time within all strands
could be dedicated to activities related to
these processes.
In mastering basic facts and arithmetic
operations, the emphasis should be on
developing understanding of the
concept/processes, not on rote drill and
practice. Although drill and practice needs
to be part of a mathematics program, it
should occur after students have developed
an understanding of the concept/process and
should not occur in isolation. If students
understand the process, the amount of time
needed for drill and practice is significantly
reduced.
There is to be a balance between estimation
and mental mathematics, paper and pencil
exercises and the appropriate use of
technology, including calculators and
computers.
By decreasing emphasis on the size of
numbers used in paper and pencil
calculations, more time is available for
concept development.
There is an assumption made that all
students have regular access to appropriate
technology. For Mathematics Preparation
10, the scientific calculator and standard
spreadsheet programs are appropriate.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Horizontal Correlation

The General Outcomes from Mathematics Preparation 10 have been correlated to the corresponding
General Outcomes in Grade 6 through Grade 10. These are shown in the chart below:

GENERAL OUTCOMESNumber Strand

Substrand Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8

Number Concepts Develop a number sense Demonstrate a number Demonstrate a number
Students will: for decimals and common sense for decimals and sense for rational numbers,

use numbers to describe
quantities

fractions, explore integers,
and show number sense for

integers, including whole
numbers.

including common
fractions, integers andrepresent numbers in

multiple ways.
whole numbers. whole numbers.

Number Operations Apply arithmetic Apply arithmetic Apply arithmetic
Students will: operations on whole operations on decimals and operations on rational

demonstrate an numbers and decimals in integers, and illustrate their numbers to solve
understanding of and
proficiency with
calculations
decide which arithmetic

solving problems. use in solving problems.

Illustrate the use of rates,
ratios, percentages and

problems.

Apply the concepts of rate,
ratio, percentage andoperation or operations

can be used to solve a
problem and then solve
the problem.

decimals in solving
problems.

proportion to solve
problems in meaningful
contexts.

6 / Program Rationale and Philosophy
(2000)
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Grade 9 .7tiathematics Preparation 10 Grade 10

Explain and illustrate the
structure and the
interrelationship of the sets of
numbers within the rational
number system.

Develop a number sense of
powers with integral exponents
and rational bases.

Demonstrate a knowledge of the
interrelationships ,of the sets of
numbers within the real
number system.

Develop a number sense of
powers with integral exponents
and rational bases.

Analyze the numerical data in a
table for trends, patterns and
interrelationships.

Explain and illustrate the
structure and the
interrelationship of the sets of
numbers within the real number
system.

Use a scientific calculator or a
computer to solve problems
involving rational numbers.

Explain how exponents can be
used to bring meaning to large
and small numbers, and use
calculators or computers to
perform calculations involving
these numbers.

Decide which arithmetic
operations can be used to solve
problems and then solve the
problem.

Illustrate and apply the
concepts of rates, ratios,
percentages andproportion to
solve problems.

Use basic arithmetic operations
on real numbers to solve
problems.

Describe and apply arithmetic
operations on tables to solve
problems, using technology as
required.

Use exact values, arithmetic
operations and algebraic
operations on real numbers to
solve problems.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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GENERAL OUTCOMES--Patternsaiffi Relations Strand

Substrand Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8

Patterns Use relationships to Express patterns, including Use patterns, variables and
Students will: summarize, generalize and those used in business and expressions, together with

use patterns to describe extend patterns, including industry, in terms of their graphs, to solve
the world and to solve those found in music and variables, and use problems.problems. art. expressions containing

variables to make
predictions.

Variables and Use informal and concrete Use variables and Solve and verify one-step
Equations representations of equality equations to express, and two-step linear
Students will: and operations on equality summarize and apply equations with rational

represent algebraic
expressions in multiple
ways.

to solve problems. relationships as problem-
solving tools in a restricted
range of contexts.

number solutions.

14
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Grade 9 Nathenuttics Preparation lo Grade 10

Generalize, design and justify
mathematical procedures, using
appropriate patterns, models and
technology.

Generalize, design andjustify
mathematicalprocedures, using
appropriate patterns and
technology.

Generate and analyze number
patterns.

Solve and verify linear equations
and inequalities in one variable.

Generalize arithmetic operations
from the set of rational numbers
to the set of polynomials.

Solve andver y linear
equations and using
one variable..

Generalize arithmetic
operations from the set of
rationalnumbers to the set of
polynomials.

Generalize operations on
polynomials to include rational
expressions.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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GENERAL OUTCOMESShape and Space Strand

Substrand Grade 6 Grade 7 Grade 8

Measurement
Students will:

describe and compare
everyday phenomena,
using either direct or
indirect measurement.

Solve problems involving
perimeter, area, surface
area, volume and angle
measurement.

Solve problems involving
the properties of circles
and their connections with
angles and time zones.

Apply indirect
measurement procedures
to solve, problems.

Generalize measurement
patterns and procedures,
and solve problems
involving area, perimeter,
surface area and volume.

3-D Objects and 2-1)
Shapes
Students will:

describe the
characteristics of 3-D
objects and 2-D shapes,
and analyze the
relationships among
them.

Use visualization and
symmetry to solve
problems involving
classification and
sketching.

Link angle measures to the
properties of parallel lines.

Link angle measures and
the properties of parallel
lines to the classification
and properties of
quadrilaterals.

Transformation
Students will:

perform, analyze and
create transformations.

Create patterns and
designs that incorporate
symmetry, tessellations,
translations and
reflections.

Create and analyze
patterns and designs, using
congruence, symmetry,
translation, rotation and
reflection.

Create and analyze design
problems and architectural
patterns, using the
properties of scaling,
proportion and networks.

10 / Program Rationale and Philosophy
(2000)
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Grade 9

Use, trigonometric ratios to. solve ,
problems involving a right
triangle.

Describe the effects of
dimension changes in related
2-D shapes and 3-D objects,in
solving problems involving area,
perimeter, surface area and
volume.

Specify conditions under which
triangles may be similar or
congruent, and use these
conditions to solve problems.

Use spatial problem solving'in
building, describing and
analyzing geometric Shapes.

Apply coordinate geometry and
pattern recognition to predict the
effects of translations, rotations,
reflections and dilatations on
1-D lines and 2-D shapes.

.7tlathematicsPreparation io

Solve problems using right
angle triangles.

Solve problems using perimeter,
area, surface area and volume.

Specify conditions under which
triangles may be similar and
use these conditions to solve
problems.

Create and analyze patterns
and design, using symmetry,
translation, rotation and
reflection.

Grade 10

Demonstrate an understanding of
scale factors, and their
interrelationship with the
dimensions of similar shapes and
objects.

Solve problems involving
triangles, including those found
in 3-D and 2-D applications.

Use measuring devices to make
estimates and to perform
calculations in solving problems.

Solve coordinate geometry
problems involving lines and line
segments.

, ----
Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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GENERAL OUTCOMESStatistics and Probability Strand

Substrand Grade,6 Grade 7 Grade 8

Data Analysis Develop and implement a Develop and implement :a Develop and implement a
Students will: plan for the collection, plan for the collection, plan for the collection,

collect, display and display and analysis of display and analysis of display and analysis of
analyze data to make data gathered from data, using measures of data, using technology, aspredictions about a
population.

appropriate samples. variability and central
tendency.

required.

Evaluate and use measures
of central tendency and
variability.

12 / Program Rationale and Philosophy
(2000)
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Grade Nalhematics Preparation io Grade 10

Collect and analyze experimental
results expressed in two
variables, using technology, as
required.

Develop and implement aptan
for the display and analysis of
data.

Analyze experimental-results
eXpr6sed in two variables.

Implement and analyze sampling
procedures, and draw
appropriate inferences from the
data collected.

Apply line-fitting and correlation
techniques to analyze
experimental results.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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High School Course Structure

Upon successful completion of Mathematics
Preparation 10 a student may enroll in Applied
Mathematics 10 or Pure Mathematics 10. A
student who is not successful in Mathematics
Preparation 10 may either repeat the course or
enroll in Mathematics 14.

Mathematics 31

Applied
Mathematics 10

Applied
Mathematics 20

Applied
Mathematics 30

Mathematics
Grade 9

Or Pure Pure Pure
Mathematics Mathematics 10 Mathematics 20 Mathematics 30

Preparation 10

Mathematics 14 Mathematics 24

14 / Program Rationale and Philosophy
(2000)
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STRANtl: NUMBER (NUMBER CONCEPTS)

GENERAL OUTCOME

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING Interactions 7, pp. 88-90
RESOURCES Mathpower 7, pp. 62-63

Minds on Math 7, pp. 262-267
Minds on Math 8, pp. 264-267
TLE 7, Introduction to Integers, Student Refresher pp. 18-19,

Demonstrate a! knowledge of the interrelationship of the sets of
numbers within the real number system.

. Compare and order integers. [R, V] (7-12)

Number lines
Thermometer

Currently Authorized Resources

Teacher's Manual pp. 48-51

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 275-277
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 35-37

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Visual and concrete materials are
useful for integer instruction.

Demonstrate
In order
relevant
banking,

1. Write
that

2. Draw
the

to students that many real-life situations involve
to help students understand integers and their operations,
real-world applications, such as temperature, altitude,
games and sports.

the integer that corresponds to the phrase, or write
corresponds to the integer.

integers.
use

a phrase

+7 on

word phrases integer
a loss of $5

move 6 units right
positive 3

16
12° below zero

+7
18 m above sea level

3 under par

19
+212

a number line from 10 to +10. Circle 8, 5, +2 and
number line.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Strand: Number (Number Concepts)
ISpecific Outcome: 1. Compare and order integers. ER, V} (7-12)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes
3. Using a number line, write an integer that satisfies:

4 greater than 3
2 less than 0

between 3 and +2
2 units to the left of 1
3 units to the right of 1

4. Compare the following integers, using "greater than", "less than"
and <.

Compare:

4, 7
5, 17
3, 3
0, 6

5. Arrange the following integers from smallest to largest.

6, 7, 1, 0, 3, 5, 4
17, 21, 42, 3, 92
29, 19, 9, 49, 79

16 / Number (Number Concepts)
(2000)
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Strand: Number (Number Concepts)
;Specific Outcome: 1. Compare,and order integers. [R, V] J7-12)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes

Don't use vector quantities, such as
velocity, where the negative sign
means direction, or scalar quantities,
such as mass, where the negative
sign is meaningless.

Performance

1. Show on a number line why 3 is less than 1.
2. Use a number line to arrange 4, 6, 0, 2.

Journal Entry

1. Explain why a negative number farther left from 0 is smaller than a
negative number closer to 0.

2. Explain why a positive number is always greater than a negative
number.

Interview

1. Explain why a golfer likes a negative golf score.
2. Use integers to talk about altitudes.
3. Use integers to talk about bank accounts.

Portfolio

1. Use newspapers or magazines to find articles that include integers;
e.g., golf scores, hockey plus/minus, stock market.

Paper and Pencil

1. Plot points +5 and 5 on a number line. What do you notice about
them? Why do you think number pairs such as 5 and +5 are called
opposites?

2. Write an integer for each of the following situations:
a. A person walks up 9 flights of stairs.
b. An elevator goes down 7 floors.
c. The temperature falls by 17 degrees.
d. Sue deposits $150 in the bank.
e. The peak of the mountain is 2023 m above sea level.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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STRAND: NUMBER (NUMBER CONCEPTS)

GENERAL OUTCOME

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Demonstrate a knowledge of the interrelationship of the sets of
numbers within the real number system.

2. Find and be able to model an understanding of common
multiples, common factors, lowest common multiples, greatest
common factors as it applies to whole numbers. [C, PS, R, V]
(6-4)

Timetable grid

Currently Authorized Resources
Mathpower 7, pp. 176-177
Mathpower 9, pp. 182-186
Minds on Math 7, pp. 92-102
Minds on Math 8, p. 154
TLE 7, Fraction Conversions, Student Refresher pp. 10-11,
Teacher's Manual pp. 32-35

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 134-135
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 10-11

Scientific calculator
Graphing calculator (optional)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes An understanding of common factors and greatest common factors
(GCF) will be useful to students in reducing fractions to lowest terms
and in problem-solving situations.

It is often useful to pose a problem as a starting point for instruction;
e.g.:

Sue's uncle donated 96 juice boxes and 64 chocolate treats for
her party. What is the largest number of people that can be at the
party and share the food equally (without breaking treats)?

Students worked with factors, common factors and prime numbers in
previous grades. It may be necessary to review the terms factor,
common factor and prime number before extending to prime
factorization.

Adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 7.

1. Have students use the "splitting into equal groups" model of
division to work out the answers to the following questions.

8 -I- 2 = ? 2 ÷ 2 = ?
6 ÷ 2 = ? 0 ÷ 2 = ?
4 -,- 2 = ?

18 / Number (Number Concepts)
(2000)
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:Strand: Number (Number Concepts)
!Specific Outcome: 2. Find and be able to model an understanding of common multiples, common factors, lowest

common multiples, greatest common factor as it applies to whole numbers. [C, PS, R. V]
(6-4)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Have them discuss the last situation: 0 objects to split up with 2 in
each group.

Then have them consider 2 ÷ 0 (2 objects split up with 0 in each
group). Most students will see the question itself as being silly
and, therefore, there is no answer.

Activity: Building patterns on a number chart

Goal: To explore number concepts and their relationships, such
as:

primes and composites
multiples and factors
odd and even numbers
divisibility rules for 2, 3, 4, 5, 9

Materials: Each student receives

a number chart 1 to 100
colour pencils or markers (7 different colours)

Student instructions:

1. Place a yellow check mark on all multiples of 2. Look at
the pattern and describe it. (Possible student descriptions:
a) Alternate squares are filled. b) It looks like a
checkerboard. c) Those are even numbers. They are
multiples of 2.)

2. Continue by placing a red check mark on all multiples of
3. Look at the pattern and describe it. (Possible student
descriptions: a) They are even and odd numbers. b) Some
numbers have both red and yellow checks. c) Some
numbers have two factors.)

3. Continue by placing a blue check on all multiples of 4.
Look at the pattern and describe it. (Possible student
descriptions: a) All are even. b) Some numbers have all 3
colours. c) Some numbers have 3 factors.)

4. Continue filling in the pattern in the following way:
purple multiples of 5
green multiples of 6
orange multiples of 7
black multiples of 8

Reproduced, by permission, from Manitoba Education and Training. Grades 5
to 8 Mathematics: A Foundation for Implementation. Winnipeg, MB:
Manitoba Education and Training, 1997.
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1Stranil: Number (Number Concepts)
Specific Outcome: 2. Find and be able to model an understanding ofcommonmultiples, common factors, lowest

common multiples, greatest common factor as it applies to whole nuMbers. [C, PS, R, V]
(6-4)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 2. Lowest Common Multiple (LCM)

2.1

x 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
2 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
3 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36
4 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48
5 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60
6 6 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72
7 7 14 21 28 35 42 49 56 63 70 77 84
8 8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96
9 9 18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81 90 99 108
10 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
11 11 22 33 44 55 66 77 88 99 110 121 132
12 12 24 36 48 60 72 84 96 108 120 132 144

Cut the grid into horizontal strips. To find the LCM for 3 and 5,
place the 3 and 5 strips together and check the lowest number
common to both strips.

2.2 To find the LCM, use repeated division by prime factors.

2 24 40
x2 i2 20

x2 6 10
xi, 3 x 5

41 +

2 12, 10, 9
6 5

2x2x2x3x5= 120 2x3x2x5x 3=180

2.3 Use a calculator to generate multiples of a number by keying in the
number and the + key repeatedly. Note: Different procedures
apply to different calculators.

Extension: Using the TI-83 calculator, select
Math --> Number

LCM

enter the 2 numbers separated by a comma. Close
bracket. ENTER.

20 / Number (Number Concepts)
(2000)
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;Strand: Number (Number Concepts)
!Specific Outcome: 2. , Find and be able to model an understanding of: common; ultiples.:common factors, lowest':
I 2 .

common multiples, greatest common factor as it applies. to whole numbers. [C, PS, R, V]
k f'(64)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES /SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 2.4 Use a prime factorization.

I
LCM=2x2x2x3x5

= 120

3. Greatest Common Factor (GCF)

3.1 To find the GCF of 24 and 36 using the listing of factors method,
list the factors for each number.

24 =
36 =

2,
2

3,

3.
4,

4
6, 8, a 24

9, 18, 36

Circle the factors in common and select the greatest common
factor, which in this case is 12.

3.2 To find the GCF, use repeated division by prime factors.

3 36 24
2 12, 8

2 6, 4
113, 2

GCF= 3 x 2 x 2 x 1= 12

3.3 The prime factorization method should also be considered in
determining the GCF. To find the GCF of 24 and 36 using prime
factorization, first write the prime factors for each number:
24 = 2 x fx 2x 3

36= 2 x 2 x 3 x 3

Then choose factors common to both numbers and multiply them
to get the GCF. The GCF of 24 and 36 is 2x 2 x 3 = 12.
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Strand: Number (Number Concepts)
Specific Outcome: 2. Find and be able to model an understanding of common multiples, common factors, lowest

,0 4 4 Acommon multiples, greatest conunon factor as it appliesto whole numbers. (C, PS, R, V]
(6-4)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Suggestion: Read Spaghetti and
Meatballs for All!: A Mathematical
Story by Marilyn Burns.

Extension: Using the TI-83 calculator, select
Math ) Number

GCF (

enter the 2 numbers separated by a comma. Close bracket.
ENTER.

Application Questions

1. Three sisters, Janice, Jackie, and Gaye, live in 3 different cities.
Janice returns home every 2 years, Jackie returns home every 3
years, and Gaye every 5 years. If the sisters were last reunited in
1990, what year will they get together next?

Reproduced, by permission, from Manitoba Education and Training. Grades 5 to 8
Mathematics: A Foundation for Implementation. Winnipeg, MB: Manitoba
Education and Training, 1997.

2. You are making reservations for a dinner party at a local restaurant.
The restaurant can sit the guests at tables of 2, 3, 4 or 5. If all the
places at a table must be filled and the maximum number of guests
the restaurant can accommodate is 28, what is the maximum number
of guests you can invite to the dinner party for each of the above
seating arrangements?

22 / Number (Number Concepts)
(2000)
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!Strand: Number (Number Concepts)
:SpecificPutcolne: .2. Find and be able to model an understanding of common multiples, common factors, lowest

common multiples, greatest common factor as it applies to whole numbers. [C, PS, R, V]
(6-4)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes

Questions should include components
that do and do not require calculators.

Paper and Pencil 0

1. Chris is filling loot bags for his little sister's birthday party. He
has 24 toys, 36 caramels and 60 chocolate treats. What is the
largest number of bags that can be filled if all the treats are to be
used, no treats are subdivided, and all children receive the same
items in their loot bags?

2. John is creating a miniature, quilted wall hanging made of square
blocks. He wants the wall hanging to be exactly 15 cm by 20 cm.
a. Find the size of the largest finished square block with whole

number side lengths that can be used to exactly cover the area.
b. Find the GCF of 15 and 20.
c. Compare your answers in part a and part b, and describe what

you notice.

3. Sarah decides to make a quilt for her bed based on the design John
used in question 2. However, she feels that she should enlarge the
block size so that it will not require as many blocks. The bed quilt
must be 200 cm by 250 cm.
a. Make a list of possible sizes for the square blocks.
b. What is the largest square block that can be used?
c. Sarah decided that the blocks should be larger than 15 cm but

smaller than 30 cm. What size would the finished blocks need
to be to make this work?

4. The GCF of 8 and an unknown number is 4. Find three possible
values for the missing number. Describe what all the values have
in common.

5. Bill and Jenny regularly exercise at a local gymnasium. Bill
exercises one day out of every 6, and Jenny exercises one day out
of every 4. If they both start today, and the gymnasium is open
every day, how many days will they exercise on the same day in a
5 week span?

6. Find the LCM for:
a. 9, 12, 15

b. 5, 10, 20

7. Find the GCF for:
a. 36, 42, 60
b. 40, 50, 65

° Paper and Pencil questions 1 to 4 and 8 to 11 are adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum:
Grade 7.
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Strand: Number (Number Concepts)/
!Specific Outcome: 2. Find and be able to model anunderstanding of common multiples,fcommon factors, lowest

i

1 common multiples, greatest common factor as it applies to whole numbers. [C, PS, R, V]
,(6--4)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 8. a. The LCM of two numbers is 24. Find all possible values for the
numbers.

b. The GCF of 8 and an unknown number is 4, and the LCM of the
two numbers is 24. Find a possible value for the unknown
number.

9. If the GCF of two numbers is 8, and the LCM is 80, what are the
possibilities for the pair of numbers?

10. Joe and Pat work part-time at a music rental store. Joe works once
every four days, and Pat works once every six days.
a. If they both started work on September 27, and the store is

open every day, what will be the next date they work together?
b. Find two more dates on which they will work together.

11. Solve the following, using a number line.

Sarah has three aunts who live in other provinces of Canada. Her
aunt who lives in Vancouver visits every fourth summer, her aunt
who lives in Calgary visits every third summer, and her aunt who
lives in Toronto visits every second summer. The family had a
reunion when Sarah was 6 years old. Sarah's dad is planning
another reunion when all his sisters visit again. How old will Sarah
be at the next reunion?

Interview

1. Ask students why the GCF has to be a factor of the LCM.

Journal Entry

1. Explain how you would find the LCM for 4, 7 and 5.

Performance

1. Have students find LCMs using multiple strips.

24 / Number (Number Concepts)
(2000)
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STRAND: NUMBER (NUMBER CONCEPTS)

'GENERATIOUTCOME

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANLPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Demonstrate a knowledge of the 'interrelationship of the sets of
numbers within the real number sykem.

3. Demonstrate and explain the meaning of proper and improper
fractions. [C, R, V] (6-9)

Fraction blocks
Fraction strips
Fraction circles

Currently Authorized Resources
Interactions 7, p. 63

Mathpower 7, pp. 48-49
Minds on Math 7, pp. 92-102
TLE 7, Fraction Conversions, Student Refresher pp. 10-11,
Teacher's Manual pp. 32-35 (review only)

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 142-144
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 20-21

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes This outcome should not require a great deal of time.

It is important that students understand
the concepts associated with fractions Use common everyday situations, such as the following, as the focus
before they develop calculation skills
using algorithms. Otherwise students
don't understand why the algorithms
apply. When students participate in
activities using symbols, they should
be able to use manipulatives to
confirm their answers.

for informal class discussion to determine what students already know
about fractions.

You and a friend ordered two pizzas, each cut into 6 equal slices.
You eat all of your pizza and one slice from your friend's pizza.
Express the amount of pizza you ate as an improper fraction. If

Visualization is important in
developing the meaning of fractions. your friend ate the remaining pizza, express the amount she ate as
Building patterns from blocks can be
very effective.

a proper fraction.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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!Strand: !Number (Number Concepts)
Specific Outcome: 3. Demonstrate and explain the meaning of proper and improper fractions. [C, R,y] (67-9)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes
8

1. Use fraction circles to a show that is equivalent to 2-2 .
3 3

00000)00

2. Using pattern blocks, let

Then, if

represent 1 whole.

represents
1

, illustrate 11 as a mixed number and
6 6

as an improper fraction.

1-1
6

AAAAAAA
7

6

26 / Number (Number Concepts)
(2000)
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Strand: Number (NumbertOncepts)
e,

ISpecific Outcome: 3 Demonstrate and explain the meanin&pf proper and improper fractions. [C, R, Ni] (6-9)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes

In order to relate improper fractions
to a number line, the relationship
between improper fractions and
mixed numbers should be developed.

Paper and Pencil

1. The complete rectangle represents one whole. For each diagram,
what fraction is represented by the shaded portions?

a.

c.

2. If

3.

are needed to build

b.

d.

, then:

a. What fraction of the whole does the shaded portion
represent?

b. What fraction of the whole does the shaded portion below
represent? (answer in improper fraction form)

0 1 2 3
Show the position that represents:
a.

b.

3
5

12
5

4. The sketch to the right shows the pattern for
a stained glass project.

a. If the shaded portion of the pattern uses 3 of a pane of coloured

glass, how many panes of glass will be used in completing this
design?

Performance

1. Use pattern blocks, where the value of the yellow hexagon is one
whole, to make a pattern with a value of 2i .

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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'STRAND: NUMBER (NUMBER CONCEPTS)

Demonstrate a knowledge of the interrelationship of the sets of
numbers within the real number system.

4. Distinguish between exact values and decimal approximations of
square roots and cube roots. [E, T] (8-8)

GENERAL OUTCOME

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Square tiles
Grid paper

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 18-20
Interactions 8, pp. 42-52
Interactions 9, pp. 43-44,84-85
Mathpower 8, pp. 28-31
Mathpower 9, pp. 8-11
Minds on Math 9, pp. 300-304
TLE 8, Square Roots, Student Refresher pp. 10-11, Teacher's
Manual pp. 32-35
TLE 9, Square Roots, Student Refresher pp. 6-7, Teacher's
Manual pp. 24-27
TLE 10, Approximating Irrational Numbers, Student Refresher
pp. 8-9, Teacher's Manual pp. 28-31 (the only place for cube
roots)

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 18-19
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 106-110

Scientific calculator

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Students should be aware of the
perfect squares from 1 to 625.
They should know the common
squares and at least recognize that
a number is a perfect "square."
For example, students should
know 252 = 625 and should
recognize 289 as being a perfect
square.

Some time should be spent on this
before beginning the outcome.
This is used again in working with
the Pythagorean theorem.

A simple introduction to this activity is to have students compare
their calculator answers to the square roots of perfect squares and of
non-perfect squares. Some will round at a different number of digits
and show that these are approximations.

Another option is to have students write down the calculator display

for -5 (1.414 ...), clear the calculator, and then use the calculator to
multiply that number by itself. This sometimes can demonstrate that
the decimal value is not exact.

28 / Number (Number Concepts)
(2000)
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!Strand: Number (Number Concepts)
:Specific Outcome: '4. Distinguish between exact values and decimal approximations of square roots and cube

roots. [E, T] (8-8)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 1. A player at third base must throw the ball to home plate. If the area
of a square baseball diamond is 751 m2, what is the distance from
third base to home plate?
Since A = S2

751 = S2

= S
27.4 =S

The approximate distance is 27.4 m, which is 751 m rounded to

the nearest tenth. The exact distance is 751 m.

2. A power pole that is 4.9 m high is held up by a guy wire anchored
2.0 m from its base. How long is the guy wire?

2.0 m

4.9 m

a2 +62 =c2
4.92 + 2.02 = C2

28.01 = c2

a(711 = c
5.3 = c

The guy wire is approximately 5.3 m long. The exact measure is
28.01 m.

3. Have students use known squares to estimate square roots; e.g.:
Make a number line such as the following:

2 3 4 5 6 7

If II 11111h111 11}lrlllrnlllililiii 1 i 11 1 ii 11 11 11
0 4 9 16 25 36 49

To estimate the square root of 28, find it on the number line and
decide where it is in relation to the nearest squares and

corresponding square roots. For example, V2-8- is less than 5.5 and
is approximately equal to 5.3.

4. Have students use known cubes to estimate cube roots.

Number 2 3 4
Cube 1 8 27 64

The cube root of 35 is between 3 and 4 since 35 lies between 27
and 64.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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'Strand: 'Number (Number Concepts)
Specific Outcome: 4. .Distinguish between exact, values and decimal approximations of square roots and cube is

roots. [E, T] (8-8)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes The following activity may be used to approximate the square root of a
number. However, it requires a considerable amount of time.

1. Using grid paper (1 cm x 1 cm), mark out an area that is 6 squares
by 6 squares. Cut an additional strip that is 1 cm x 6 cm. How
many squares do you have in all? (42)

Cut the 1 cm x 6 cm strip in half lengthwise, and align these two
strips on adjacent sides of your original square. Use the result to
estimate Nai (Diagram 1).

Diagram 1

6.5

6.5

This does not quite make a comp ete square, so ,42 = 6.5 but is
slightly less than 6.5.

Use a similar procedure to estimate ,174-3 (Diagram 2).

Diagram 2
6.5

This square iscovered twice. Therefore, NIZ is slightly more than
6.5.

6.5

30 / Number (Number Concepts)
(2000)
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&RAND: NUMBER (NUMBER CONCEPTS)

GENERAL OUTCOME Demonstrate a knowledge of the interrelationship of the sets of
numbers within the number system.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

5. Differentiate between principal square root and positive and
nega6e square roots of a number. Give examples where answers
would involve the positive (principal) square root, or both positive
and negative square roots of a number. [C, CN, PS, R.] (9-3)

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 18-20,25
Interactions 9, pp. 84-85
Mathpower 8, pp. 28-31
Mathpower 9, pp. 8-11
Minds on Math 9, p. 306
TLE 8, Square Roots, Student Refresher pp. 10-11, Teacher's
Manual pp. 32-35

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, p. 18
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 106-107
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 50-53

Scientific calculator

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Just as subtraction is the opposite of addition and division is the
opposite of multiplication, the opposite of squaring a number is to

Recognize that _,r4- is different

from 1,/-71 . -Ft is -2, but

is not a real number.

find the square root.

For example, 22 = 2 x 2 = 4 and ( -2)2 = (-2) x (-2) = 4. Therefore,

the square roots of 4 are 2 and 2. Positive numbers always have two
square roots: one positive and the other negative.

The symbol j. stands for the positive square root of 4. The positive
square root is also called the principal square root.

Thus J. = 2

The symbol ,/i stands for the negative square root of 4.

1-4- = 2

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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'Strand: Number (Number Concepts)
Specific Outcome: 5. Differentiate between principal square root and positive and negative square roots of a

j oiel ,t, number. Give examples where answers would involve the psitive (principl) square root, 1a
L or both positive and negative square roots of a number. [C, CN, PS, 12] (9-3)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES /SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

The extension requires
Pythagorean theorem.

From the following number line, 14-1 and J. are opposites.

Opposites

-14 -vi 0 Vi

1. If you want to find the length of one side of a square garden whose
area is 25 m2, explain why you would use only the positive square
root of 25.

2. A square has one vertex at (0, 0) and an area of 25 square units.
Find the coordinates of the other vertices for four such squares.

(0,0)

Extension: There are more squares than the four obvious ones. Find a
few of them, and explain how they are found.

32 / Number (Number Concepts)
(2000)
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Strand: Number (Number Concepts)
Specific Outcome: 5. Differentiate between principal square root and positive and negative square roots of a

number. Give examples where answers wouldinvolve the positive (principal) square root,
or both positive and negative square roots of a number :. [C, CN, PS, R] (9-3)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 1. In each of the following situations, determine if both positive and
negative square roots are appropriate or if just the principal square
root is appropriate.

a. Tracy was asked to find the length of the diagonal of this
rectangle. Should she use both square roots, or only the
principal square root?

18 cm

12 cm

a2 b2 = C2

122+ 182 = c2
144 + 324 = c2

468 = c2

= c

b. Travis was asked to solve the following equation. His work is
shown. Should he use both square roots, or only the principal
square root?

2x2 + 17 = 67
2x2 =50
x2 =25

x=

c. The result when 7 is taken away from the square of a number
is 18. What are the possible values for the number?

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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STRAND: NUMBER (NUNHIER CONCEPTS)

GENERAL OUTCOME

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Develop a number sense of powers with integral exponents and
rational bases.

6. Recognize and illustrate the meaning of a power, base, coefficient
and exponent, including rational numbers or variables as bases or
coefficients. [R, V] (9-4)

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 52-55
Interactions 7, pp. 38-39
Interactions 8, pp. 35-40
Mathpower 7, pp. 18-19
Mathpower 8, pp. 4-5
Mathpower 9, pp. 16-18,26-29
Minds on Math 7, pp. 30-31
Minds on Math 8, pp. 456-461
Minds on Math 9, pp. 276-279,292-295
TLE 7, Powers and Exponents, Student Refresher pp. 2-3,
Teacher's Manual pp. 16-19
TLE 9, Powers, Bases and Exponents, Student Refresher pp. 8-9,
Teacher's Manual pp. 28-31
TLE 9, Laws of Exponents 1-2, Student Refresher pp. 10-13,
Teacher's Manual pp. 32-39

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 16-17
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 94-95

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Exponents and Powers
4 is called the exponent.

In order to develop if----- It tells you to multiply 4 factors of 2.

skills with exponents, ,, 2 }..-- e is called the exponent form.
students have to know 2 is called the base. It tells you what
the names of these number is multiplied.
parts.

2 is called a power.
Read: 2 to the exponent 4 or the fourth power of 2

24 = 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 (expanded form)
Some powers have common names.
52 F 5 squared
43 < 4 cubed

34 / Number (Number Concepts)
(2000)
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Strandi NiMber (Number Concepts)
'Specific Outcome: 6. Recognize and illustrate the meaning of a power, base, coefficient and exponent, including

rational numbers or variables asibases or coefficients. V) (9-4)_

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Some older scientific calculators
cannot find the power if the base is
negative. Most newer calculators,
and all graphing calculators, can
handle negative bases.

The numerical factor of a term is called the coefficient. In the expression
2x4, the 2 is considered to be the coefficient of the power x4. The
coefficient of the term x2 is 1.

Term Coefficient
2x4

2
3m2n

3

5y 5
x 1
x 1

X
2

3

I

3

Examples

1. What is the value of the coefficient in each of the following
expressions?

a. X4 b.
5

Simplify Rational Numbers with Whole Numbers as Exponents

Students need to evaluate powers using pencil and paper.

Examples

1. Evaluate.

a. 32 b. 32 c. (-3)2 d. e. (0.03)2 f.

2. Which is larger, 34 or 43?

23
3

3. Students need to be able to evaluate powers with calculators.
Evaluate:
a. 2.78
b. 3893
c. 231

d. 34
e. (-3)2

4. Which of the following symbols, <, > or = would you place between

52 and (-5)2 to make a true statement?

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Strand : Number (Number Concepts),
Specific Outcome: 6. RecOgnize and illustratethe meaning of a power, base, coefficient and exponent, including

rational numbers or variables as bases or coefficients. [R, V] (9-4)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 5. Evaluate these powers mentally.

a. ii12

b. 24
C. (0.06)2
d. What is the last digit of 58?

Evaluate Algebraic Expressions with Whole Number Exponents

Remind students to replace each variable with a set of parentheses and
then place the number inside the parentheses.

If x = 3, evaluate x2.
_x2 _(_3)2

= (9)
= 9

Examples

1. If x = 2, find the value of x2.
Answer
x2 = (-2)2

=4

2. If x = 5 and y = 3, find the value of 2xy2.
Answer
2xy2 = 2(-5)(-3)2

= 2(-5)(9)
= 90

3. Ifx= 2andy= 3,findthevalueofxY yX.
Answer
xY = (2)3 (3)2

= 8 9

= 1

4. If x represents an integer, which integers satisfy:
a. x2 = 1
b. x2 < 1
c. x2 > 1

5. Arrange x2, x3 and x3 in decreasing order, if x = .

36 / Number (Number Concepts)
(2000)
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!Strand: Number (Ndnber Concepts)
:Specific Outcome: 6. Recognize and illustrate the meaning of a power,' base, coefficient and exponent, inclUding

rational numbers or variables as bases or coefficients. [R, V] (9-4)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

1. Find the value of (x + y)(x2 xy + y2), if x = -1 and y = 2.

2. Express the number 48 in exponent form.

3. Which is larger, 53 or 35?

Performance

1. John wants to use his calculator to find 94, but the 4 key is missing.
a. Explain how he can use the calculator to find the answer to this

question, even though the 4 is missing.
b. Suppose the 9 key is missing instead. Explain how he might

now use the calculator to find the answer.

Interview

1. Explain to students that Susan was asked to find the volume of a
cube that was 4 cm on one side. She wrote: 43 as
3 x 3 x 3 x 3 = 81. Ask students if the solution is correct and also
to explain why or why not.

Portfolio

1. Ask students to find a value for and a value for * which would
make the following sentence true: 3° = 9*. Ask if there are other
values for and * that would work.

2. Use patterning to help you find the last digit in:
a. 4100
b. (_2)ioi

c. 550

Why can't you use your calculator to answer this?

Journal

1. Explain the difference between 23 and 32.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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STRAND: NUMBER (NUMBER CONCEPTS)

GENERAL OUTCOME

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

Develop a number sense of powers with integral exponents and
rational bases.

7. Explain and apply the exponent laws for powers with integral
exponents.
xm x" = xm+"

xm 4-x" =xm-n

cc' )n = '
Ak

c'O'r = xm Ym

1

n XnX

.)1
Y

,yn

xo =1,.0
_ 1X n =,X#0

Xn

[PS, R.] (9-5)

MANH'ULATIYES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 52-58
Interactions 9, pp. 28-42
Mathpower 9, pp. 20-21,24-43
Minds on Math 9, pp. 276-299
TLE 9, Laws of Exponents 1-3, Student Refresher pp. 10-15,
Teacher's Manual pp. 32-43
TLE 9, Evaluating Powers and Expressions, Student Refresher
pp. 16-17, Teacher's Manual pp. 44-47

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 96-101
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 95-100

Scientific calculator

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes The exponent laws, using variable bases, are only touched on briefly in
the junior high school curriculum. The concentration is on integral
bases.

As with numerical bases, it is important to develop the laws by using
the expansion of powers, then simplifying to illustrate each law; e.g.:

38 / Number (Number Concepts)
(2000)
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'Strand: Number (Number Concepts)
Specific :Outcome: 7. Explain and applythe exponentJaws for powers with integral exponents.... [PS, (9-5),

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS°

Teaching Notes a. x3 . X2 = (X- X- X)- (X X) = x5

X5 k)4XX 2
b. = x

X3

c. (X 3 ) = (X 3 )(X 3 ) = (X X X)(X X = X 6

d. (xy) 3 = (X y)(x y)(x y) = (x x x)(y y y) = x 3 y 3

(x x x x3

;)3 =1Y)(;)(;)=-Y3

f.

g.

X

X3

=x

therefore, x° = 1

3-5 -2=x =x

1

Ail- X. X x2

I I I

therefore, x-2 = 1
x2

1. Write equivalent expressions with positive exponents.

a.

b.

c.

d.

X-2

X2

Y-3

X-2y

Z-6

2x-2
-4

2. Express 271 + 4-I as the sum of two rational numbers.

o Instructional Strategies/Suggestions questions 1 to 3 are reproduced, by permission, from Manitoba Education and Training.
Senior 1 Mathematics: A Foundation for Implementation. Winnipeg, MB: Manitoba Education and Training, 1997.
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[Strand: Number (Number Concepts)
[Specific Outcome: 7. Explain and apply the exponent laws for powers with integral, exponents.... PS, 12)1(9-5A, ,

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 3. Using a variety of operations, write expressions that are equivalent
to x2 . Use your imagination.

4. Evaluate:
a.

b.

C.
3)-2

2-2
d.

3

1
e.

2-3

5. Simplify, removing negative exponents and parentheses.

5
a. (-3t

b. (352 )3

C. (Xyr

d. 1x)--;)

e. jn

6. The quantities in bold type may contain errors. By correctly
applying the exponent laws, replace incorrect answers with correct
answers.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

h.

M4
m12_

(m5 )2=

(xy

23

3

3o

51 =

M
3

M2

3

j=
0

1

= /72
12

=

m7
x1 y6

X
3

23

33

6

7. Explain why 5° = 1, not zero.

40 / Number (Number Concepts)
(2000)
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Strand: Number (Number Concepts)
Specific Outcome: 7. Explain_ and apply the exponent laws for powers with integral exponents.... [PS, R] (9-5)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

1. Predict and verify to find values for x.

a. X4 XX 2 =64

b. xs ÷ x3 = 243

c. (x2)4 = 256

d. (x3)-2 = 64

2. Provide the.missing exponents.

a. 10 -5 =105 =10
b. 10-6 4-10 =10-14

1012

C.
10-5

Journal

d. (-5) 15 = [(-5P 3
e. 35 x43 = (3 x 4)0=121:1

f. 5 ÷ (-6) -7 = 5 x (-6)

1. Write in your own words what is meant by a power of a power.

2. Copy and complete the following power chart. Describe any
patterns you see. Make a similar chart using 3 as the base;
compare the charts, and describe their similarities.

25 = 32
= 16

23

22

21

2°

2-1

272

r3

2-4 =
=

1

2

1

4

1

8
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!Strand: Number (Number Concepts)
;Specific'Outcome: 7. Explain and apply the exponent laws for powers with integral exponents.... [Ps, R] (9-5) j

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Interview0

1. Ask students to explain two ways that (2 x 5)4 can be calculated.

2. 24 x 2-2 x 53 x 5-3 x 105 x 10-4
a. Ask students to explain why this is easy to solve mentally.
b. Ask students to solve the problem mentally.
c. Ask students to write a similar problem involving six powers

that is also easy to solve mentally. Have the students exchange
their problems with fellow students.

o Interview questions 1 and 2 are adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 9
Implementation Draft.

42 / Number (Number Concepts)
(2000)
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STRAND: NUMBER (NUMBER OPERATIONS)

GENERAL OUTCOME Use a scientific calculator to solve problems involving real numbers.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 8. Document and explain the calculator keying sequences used to
perform:

square,roots, cube roots
exponents
scientific notation
sine, cosine, tangent
integer:

[PS, R, T] (9-10)

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Currently Authorized Resources
TLE 9, Evaluating Powers and Expressions, Student Refresher
pp. 16-19, Teacher's Manual pp. 44-51
TLE 9, Ratios in Right Triangles, Student Refresher pp. 58-59,
Teacher's Manual pp. 128-131
TLE 9, Finding Unknown Angles, Student Refresher pp. 62-63,
Teacher's Manual pp. 136-139

Previously Authorized Resources
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 31-53
Mathematics 9, pp. 7, 24, 46, 57, 146, 162, 163, 258, 342

Scientific calculator

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES /SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes This specific outcome can be approached in the appropriate context
throughout the course. Students should be able to communicate
keying instructions to perform these operations.

Since different calculators may require different keying sequences,
you may choose to develop the most common sequence(s) as a group.
Individual calculator differences may be dealt with separately.

Within the context of integer work, the order of operations usually
requires appropriate use of parentheses.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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'Strand: Number (Number Operations)
;Specific Outcome: 8. Document and explain the calculator keying sequences used to performisquare roots, cube

roots; exponents; scientific notation; sine, cosine, tangent; integers. [PS, ^R, (9-10)_

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Example

1. To find the square root of 2, you may input one of these
possibilities:

a. ,j-- 2

b. 44
c. 2nd ArE 2

d. 2 2nd if El

Each student should be expected to communicate the keystrokes for the
calculator he/she uses. In this example, a key is labelled 2nd
Alternative labels include shift or I INVI . Also, students should be
reminded to put their calculators in DEGREE mode before finding sine,
cosine or tangent.

44 / Number (Number Operations) Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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,Strand: Number (Number Operations)
!Specific Outcome: 8. Document and explain the calculator keying sequences used to perform: square roots, cube

roots.; exponents;.scientific notation; sine: cosine, tangent; integers.i..[PS, R,1] (9-10)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes

These keying sequences are not
unique, even for the same
calculator.

Journal

1. Students may keep a section of their notebook to record keystroke
sequences for each operation as that operation is developed
throughout the course. The keystroke sequence would depend on
the calculator that the student uses and the solution strategy used.

Paper and Pencil (calculator)

1. a. Multiply 1 600 000 x 4 000 000.
How does your calculator show the answer?
If your calculator displays [6.4 12 , what is your answer in
scientific notation?

b. Multiply 0.000 053 x 0.000 000 3.
If your calculator displays
in scientific notation?

2. a. Estimate (1.9 x 3.1)3

1.59 11 , what is your answer

b. Calculate (1.9 x 3.1)3, using the keying sequence

1.9 3.1H 3 E
c. If you calculate without the brackets, do you get the same

answer? Explain.

d. Calculate (-2)6 and 26. Compare your answers and explain.

e. Mentally calculate 24:6 . Write a keying sequence you could

use if you used your calculator.

Interview

1. Two students or a student and the teacher exchange calculators.
One explains the keying sequence for solving a problem to the
other. Then their roles are reversed.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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STRANDS` NUMBER (NUMBER OPERATIONS)

GENERAL OUTCOMES Demonstrate an understanding of and proficiency with calculations on
rational numbers.

Decide which arithmetic operations can be used to solve problems and
then solve the problem.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 9. Perform arithmetic operations with integers concretely,
pictorially and symbolically. [PS, V] (7-16)

MANIPULATIVES Algebra tiles
Two-sided counters
Bingo chips
Number lines
Thermometers
Coloured squares

SUGGESTED Currently Authorized Resources
LEARNING Interactions 7, pp. 94-102,276-287
RESOURCES Mathpower 7, pp. 116-135

Minds on Math 7, pp. 270-304
Minds on Math 8, pp. 270-275
Minds on Math 9, pp. 26-31
TLE 7, Exploring Integers, Student Refresher pp. 28-29, Teacher's
Manual pp. 68-71
TLE 7, Adding Integers, Student Refresher pp. 30-31, Teacher's
Manual pp. 72-75
TLE 7, Subtracting Integers, Student Refresher pp. 32-33,
Teacher's Manual pp. 76-79

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 280-291
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 38-51

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Scientific calculator
Spreadsheet

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Manipulatives and concrete models should be used to develop the
concept of calculations with integers. Useful manipulatives include
algebra tiles, bingo chips, two-sided counters, number lines,
thermometers and coloured squares. Results should then be connected
to symbolic representations. When using algebra tiles (two coloured
items) the zero principle is important; i.e., different colours cancel
each other.

46 / Number (Number Operations)
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[Strand: Number (Number Operations)
1Specific Outcome: 9. Perform arithmetic operations with integers concretely, pictorially and symbolically.

[PS, V] (7-16)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

If you don't want to use the
regrouping method, you will need
to use double-sided tiles.

Using algebra tiles, express the number 3 in as many ways as possible;
e.g.:

I I 1 or n
Ask students to represent:

a. 4, using 6 coloured counters
b. zero, using 6 coloured counters
c. +2, using 6 coloured counters

Adding Integers

Using Tiles: When adding two integers, it is necessary to first model
each integer, then match positive and negative values to make zeros;

e.g., 2 + 4
original

2 4

00 0 00
rearranged

0000 0 t
zero zero 2

Therefore, 2 + 4 = 2 (symbolic connection).

Subtracting Integers0

Using Tiles: For subtraction, Elaine owes $4 and she borrows $2 more
from a friend. This may be represented as follows, using the zero
principle. 0000

2. Add extra zeros. 0000 91166
1. Begin with 4.

This is still 4.

4. Answer
3. Remove +2 0000 001

0000 00
4 2 = 6

Have students work in pairs. Ask them each to roll two dice of different
colours. Assign negative to one colour and positive to the other, and
write a number sentence for the sum. Have them roll the two dice
again, find the sum mentally and add the result to their previous score.

Have them exchange turns until one person reaches +20 or 20. Ask
why it would be fair to accept +20 or 20 as the winning score.

This activity can be modified and used with other operations. It can
also be modified by assigning the negative or positive to specific
colours after each roll, instead of maintaining the same designation
throughout the game. Ask students if this change would allow them to
get to +20 or 20 more quickly. Have them consider other possible
rule changes, such as "You can't go over 20."

remove

° Information on Subtracting Integers is adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 7.
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"Strand: Number (Number Operations)
'Specific Outcome: 9. Perform arithmetic operations with integers concretely, pictorially and symbolically.

[PS, V] (7-16)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes A similar game can be played using a deck of cards, where red
represents one sign and black the other sign.

Multiplying Integers°

Use tiles to show groupings; e.g.:

2(-3) C°CD 000
-o 000
2 groups of 3 gives 6

Answer: (2)(-3) = 6

Addition of integers helps to establish some of the initial groundwork
for multiplication of integers. Multiplication of integers should start
with examining multiplication as repeated addition, as in:

4sets of ( 3) = ( 3) + ( 3) + ( 3) + ( 3).

The following is one way of using counters to model multiplication.
Start with a container having an equal number of positives and
negatives.

000000 000000 000[±21 (-3) implies

adding 2 sets of 3.000000 000000 000 What is the total in000000 000000 the container?

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 (-3) implies

000000 000 removing2sets of 3.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 When2sets of 3are

removed, what remains
in the container?

When the first factor of the multiplication is positive, the operation is
conceptualized as repeated addition. When the first factor of the
multiplication is negative, the operation can be conceptualized as
repeated subtraction.

To summarize in words, we say that we multiply the digits, and the sign
of the answer can be determined as follows: same signs give a positive
answer while different signs result in a negative answer.

Dividing Integers°

Using Tiles: The following provides a starting point for modelling
division.

° Information on Multiplying Integers and Dividing Integers is adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics
Curriculum: Grade 7. 5 4
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Strand: 'Number (Number Operations)
Specific Outcome: 9. Perform arithmetic openit ions with integers concretely, pictorially and symbolically.

,[PS, (116)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Start with an empty container.

10,00i000,

8 ÷ (2)
Ask students how many groups of 2 are in 8.

Add successive groups of 2 to the container

until there is 8 in it. Record the number of
groups. Four groups of 2 were added to the

container; therefore, 8 ÷ (-2) = 4.

The model can be used with some modification for other division
situations.

27 ÷ (-9) =

60 + (-15) =

A scientific calculator will also perform these operations when the
proper keying sequences are used.

Adding Integers

Using a Number Line: Start at the first number. Adding a positive
indicates movement to the right; adding a negative indicates movement
to the left; e.g.,

2 +4 tIIIIIIIIII
5 4 3 2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5

Therefore, 2 + 4 = 2.

Subtracting Integers

Using a number line requires the knowledge that subtraction is the

opposite of addition. For example 3 (-5) = 3 + (+5) = +2

3 2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Strand: Number (Number Operations)
_

iSp-ecific Outcome: 9. Perform arithmetic 'operationS4with integers concretely; pictorially and synibolicallY.
[PS, V] (7-416)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes When using the number line to describe subtraction of integers, the use
of the comparison model is more meaningful than the take-away model

for subtraction. For example, -3 - (-4) means how far is it from -4 to
-3. The distance is 1. In going from -4 to -3, we move in a positive
direction so the answer is +1. Note: When the second number of an
addition or subtraction is negative, we use parentheses, such as:

-4 + (-3).

Subtraction may be easier for some students, by using a missing
addend approach. For example, to find -8 (-4), ask: What would
you add to -4 to get -8?

Show -2 - (-5) on a number line.

FT*Ittl tillt
-5-4 -3 -2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5

Multiplying Integers0

Start with -5.

Ask how far it is to -2,
and in what direction.
Answer is 3.

Using a Number Line: Net worth can also be used as a context for
multiplication. Consider, for example, the impact on net worth if a
person owes $6 to each of three friends, or if a debt of $6 to each of three
friends is forgiven.

The number line can also be used to model problems such as:

(2) x (-4) --> 2 sets of -4
4

4

11111111111111111111
-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1- answer

(2) x (+4) --> 2 sets of 4

44
to

4 11111111111111111111
-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Li. answer

° Information on Multiplying Integers is adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 7.
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iStrUnd: -Number (Number OperUtions)
;Specific Outcome: ,9. Perform arithinetic,operations with integers, concretely, pictorially and symbolically.
L I [PS, V] (7-16)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Patterning can then be used to justify the result for the multiplication of
a negative by a negative.

(3)(-2) = 6
(2)(-2) = 4
(1)(-2) = 2
(0)(-2) = 0

(-1)(-2) = 2
(-2)(-2) = ?
(-3)(-2) ?

Dividing Integers°

Patterning is also useful in division; for example,

6 =2 =3 6+(-2)= 3
4+ 2= 2 4 +(-2)= 2
2 =2 =1 2 + (-2) = 1

0+ 2 = 0 0= ( -2) =0
2 + 2 =? 2 +(-2)=?
4 + 2 =? 4+(-2)=?

Comparison of multiplication and division situations can also be very
useful in helping students understand division of integers. After
multiplication has been fully developed, the fact that multiplication and
division are inverse operations can be utilized. For example, since

4 x 3 = 12, it must be true that the product divided by either factor

should equal the other factor; therefore, 12 + (-4) = 3 and

12 + 3 = 4. Likewise, if 4 x (-3) = 12, then 12 + (-4) = 3 and
12 + (-3) = 4.

Using a missing factor can also be useful. For example, in the case of

16 + (-4), ask: what multiplied by 4 gives 16?

The concept of net worth can be linked with division as well. Students
can think of owing $12 when an equal amount is owed to each of three
friends. Students can determine how much is owed to each friend.

° Information on Dividing Integers is reproduced with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 7.
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Strand: Number (Number Operations)
'Specific Outcome: 9. Perform arithmetic operations with integers concretely, pictorially and symbolically.

[PS, VI(7416)1_ z.

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Performance

1. Have students use a number line or coloured counters to explain:

a. 3+8=5
b. 5-3=-8
c. 4 (-6)= 2
d. 9+ (-2)=7
e. 6-4=2
f. 8 (-3)=11

2. Fill in the grid of numbers below, and comment on the patterns
you observe.

x 4 2 2 4 6
4 16
2 4

2
4 8
6

Portfolio

1. Using a newspaper or the Internet, refer to worldwide resort
temperatures. Record the highest and lowest temperature, and
determine the difference.

2. Make a monthly budget for yourself. What items would be
indicated by positive integers? Which would be indicated by
negative integers?

Paper and Pencil 0

1. Complete the following patterns:

9+3=3 9 + (-3) = 3
6+3=2 6+(-3)=2
3+3=1 3 + (-3) = 1
0+3=0 0+(-3)=0

+ 3 = 1
÷ 3 =

=

+(-3)=-1
4- =

Paper and Pencil questions 1 to 6 and 8 are reproduced with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum:
Grade 7.
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;Strand: Number (Number Operations)
`Specific Outcome: 9. Perform arithmetic operations =with integers concretely,,pietorially and symbolically.

[ps, VL(7-16)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 2. Based on the patterns, write a conclusion that can be drawn about
division of a positive integer by a positive integer, a negative by a
negative, a positive by a negative, and a negative by a positive.
Confirm your conclusion by creating similar patterns beginning
with

a. 20 = 4 b. 20 = (-4)
16 = 4 16 = (-4)

3. Write a number sentence to model the following situation. Chris
and his three friends together owe $32. They agreed to share the
debt equally. What is each person's share of the debt?

4. Write a division or multiplication sentence to solve each problem.

a. ? = (-3) = 9
b. 57 = ? = 3

5. Write a number sentence for each of the following problems and
use a diagram to model the situations.
a. Fran lost 3 points in each round (hand) of cards that was

played. If she played 4 rounds (hands), what was her score at
the end of the game?

b. Bill owed $5 to each of 3 friends. What was his net worth,
based on this situation?

6. Tell students that a list of temperatures for seven days was
prepared, but the ink became wet and one temperature was

unreadable. The mean temperature was 3°C, and the six known

temperatures were 2°C, 4°C, 6°C, 2°C, 4°C, and 5°C. Ask
students to find the missing temperature.

7. John saved $50 during the fall. He owes $15 to his friend.
Because he had a good term report, his father gave him $20. What
is John's net worth?

8. Write number sentences for each of the following:

a.

6-5-4-3-2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

b* I I I I I I I 1 I I I l 1111
4-3-2-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
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'Strand: Number (Number Operations)
-

Specific OuteOme: 9. Perform arithmetic operations with integers concretely, pictorially and symbolically.
[PS, V](7-16) ...ha_

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 9. Solve:

12 + 14 =
(-3)(-17)
60 + 3 =

42 70 =

16 (-19) =

Journal

1. a. Explain how adding and subtracting are related.
b. Explain how multiplying and dividing are related.

2. Ask students if the following statement is true or false. The sum of
a negative number and a positive number is always negative.
Explain why or why not.

3. Tell students that a friend missed class the day that division of
integers was first introduced. Ask them to write a detailed
explanation for the friend to help him/her understand how to solve:

a. 10 +5
b. 24 + (-6)

Interview

1. Ask students to name as many pairs of integers as possible that

have a product of 16 and then a product of +16. Ask what they
notice about the number of possible pairs for the positive product
versus the negative product.

54 Number (Number Operations)
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SyRAND:. NUMBER (NUN/116ER OPERATION)

GENERAL OUTCOMES

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

,.Dernonstrate an understanding of and proficiency with,calculations one
rational numbers.

Decide which arithmetic operations can be used to solve problems and
then solve the problem.

10. Illustrate and explain the order-of operations. [PS, T, V] (7-17)

Currently Authorized Resources
Interactions 7, pp. 77-78,286-287
Mathpower 7, pp. 98-99
Mathpower 9, p. 44
Minds on Math 7, pp. 132-135,300-304
Minds on Math 8, pp. 469-472
TLE 7, Decimal Tile Explorer
TLE 7, Exploring Decimals, Student Refresher pp. 20-21,
Teacher's Manual pp. 52-55
TLE 7, Multiplication of Decimals, Student Refresher pp. 22-33,
Teacher's Manual pp. 56-59
TLE 7, Division of Decimals, Student Refresher pp. 24-25,
Teacher's Manual pp. 60-63

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 22-23,290-291
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 12-13,50-51,74-75
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 6,26

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Introduce order of operations by giving an example, such as the
following, where many answers can be derived.

The most common error is
4+20 +2 x 5 6=54,wherethe Example: Ask the students to find the answer 4 + 20 ÷ 2 x 5 6.
students add the 4 + 20 first. Some typical answers could be 60,48,0, 6,54.

Ask the students to explain how they arrived at their answers. Since
several answers can be logically explained, the students will see a
need for order of operations.

At this point, state the correct order in which operations are done with
respect to the above example.

Do multiplication and division next, in the order in which they
occur from left to right.
Do addition and subtraction last, in the order in which they occur
from left to right.
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!Strand: Number (Number Operations)
[Specific,Outcome: 10. Illustrate and explaiRthe order of operations. [PST, V] (7-17)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Students have difficulty with
determining the base.

While some of these problems look
complex, students need to break
them down into smaller parts, solve
the parts and calculate the answer.

Estimates are essential before
students use their calculators.

Using the example and the various answers given at the beginning of the
class, explain how each of the given answers could be correct if
parentheses were inserted and the operations within the parentheses
were done first. Students can then decide where to place the
parentheses so that each answer could be correct; e.g.:

(4 + 20) ÷ 2 x 5 6 = 54
4 + 20 + (2 x 5) 6 = 0
4 + 20 ÷ 2 x (5 6) = 6

Exponents and order of operations should be dealt with next.

Ask the students to explain the difference between the following three
expressions:

3 + (-2)2 ÷ 2
3 + (-22) ÷ 2
(-3 + (-2))2 ÷ 2

Order of Operations

Operations within brackets are performed first.
Operations with exponents are performed next.
Multiplication and division are performed next, in the order they
occur from left to right.
Addition and subtraction are performed last, in the order they
occur from left to right.

When using the calculator, keying sequences should be checked.

Find the result:

a. [-27 + 7(-3)] [(-3) x 22]
b. 51 + [(-6)2 (32 + 10)] + 23 [16 (4 x 3)]
c. (6 + 2)÷(-2 + 4)2x(25 5 + 6 10)

d. (-5)2 [3(-7)1

(-2)2 (9 3)

62
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`Strand: Number (NumberOperations)
Specific Outcome: 10. Illustrate and explain the order of operations. [PS, T, V] (7 -17)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

1. Solve:

a. 6 + (-3)(-22)
b. 7+ 2 x-14
c. [-12 -3] x (-16) + 4

2. Using brackets, write the expression so that it equals the given
number.

a. 2 + 32 x 7 4 33
b. 72 + 4 + 22 + 1 8
c. 10 + 5 + 33 + 6 7

d. 10 7 22 x 3 45
3. Evaluate the following.

a. (17 (-4)) x 2
b. 62 22 + 4
c. 120.. [18 (-1)2 + 3]

d. (-3 + 4)(8 10) (6 8)(7 5)

e. (5 + 4)+(8-7)+(16 +4)+(-5)
24 16 x C 2)

f.
62 =9

( 6)( 3) + ( 3)(4)
(-2)2 +8+4

Portfolio

1. Collect contest skill-testing questions and solve them.

2. Use the digit 3 exactly 4 times separated by operations signs and/or
parentheses to generate the numbers from 0 to 10; e.g.:

3 x 3 3 x 3 = 0
(3 + 3 + 3) + 3 = 3

Performance°

1. Ask students to write a number sentence for the following and
solve it, using the order of operations.
a. Ms Jones bought the following for her project: 5 sheets of

pressboard at $8.95 a sheet, 20 planks at $2.95 each, and 2
litres of paint at $9.95. What was the total cost?

Performance questions 1 to 6 are adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 7.
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;Strand: Number (Number Operations)
{Specific:Outcome: 10. Illustrate arid explain the'forder of operations. [PS, T; Vi '(7 -17)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes b. Three times the sum of $34.95 and $48.95 represents the total
amount of Jim's sales on April 29. When his expenses, which
totalled $75.00, were subtracted, what was his profit?

c. Consider solving the number sentences for parts a and b by
ignoring the order of operations. Would the solutions make
sense in terms of the problems? Discuss.

2. Why is there an order of operations? Terry and Pat both answered
a skill-testing question: 10 + 3 x 2 1. Terry got 15 and Pat got
25. Who was right and why?

3. Ask students to explain why it is necessary to know the order of
operations to compute 4 x 7 3 x 6. Ask them to compare the
solution of this problem with the solution of
4 x (7 3) x 6. Ask if the solutions are the same or different and
why.

4. Owing to some faulty keys, the operation signs in these problems
did not print. Use the information that is supplied to help
determine which operators were used.
a. (7.4 2) 12.6 = 2.2
b. 2 0 7 0 2 0 3 = 13

5. Because the shift key of the keyboard did not work, none of the
parentheses appeared in these problems. If the student has the
right answer to both problems, identify where the parentheses must
have been.
a. 4 + 6 x 8 3 = 77
b. 26 4 x 4 2 = 12

6. Billy had to answer the following skill-testing questions to win the
contest prize. What are the winning answers?
a. 234 x 3 512 + (2 x 4)2
b. 18 + 8 x 2-32 +4
Billy was told that the correct answer for part b is 5, but Billy
disagreed. What did the contest organizers do in solving the
question that caused them to get 5 for the answer? Explain why
you think they made that error.
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, NUMBERNUMBER6PERATIOSNI

GENERA6DUTCONIES Demohstr at&ali understanding of and proficiency with' calculation's on
rational numbers.

Decide which, arithmetic operations can be used to solve problems and
then solve the problem.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 11. Add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions concretely,
pictorially and symbolically. [E, PS, V] (8-9)

MAN1PULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Fraction circles
Fraction strips

Currently Authorized Resources
Interactions 8, pp. 88-123
Mathpower 8, pp. 46-59
Minds on Math 8, pp. 54-112
TLE 8, Fractions Explorer
TLE 8, Subtracting Fractions (unlike denominators), Student
Refresher pp. 18-19, Teacher's Manual pp. 48-51
TLE 8, Multiplying Fractions, Student Refresher pp. 20-21,
Teacher's Manual pp. 52-55
TLE 8, Dividing Fractions, Student Refresher pp. 22-23, Teacher's
Manual pp. 56-59
TLE 8, Exploring Fractions, Student Refresher pp. 12-13,
Teacher's Manual pp. 36-39
TLE 8, Adding and Subtracting Fractions, Student Refresher
pp. 14-15, Teacher's Manual pp. 40-43
TLE 8, Adding Fractions (unlike denominators), Student Refresher
pp. 16-17, Teacher's Manual pp. 44-47

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 140-141,146-151
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 20-23
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Strand: ;Number (Number Operations)
Specific Outcome:11[1.4Add,ssubtiact, multiply and diVide fractions concretely, pictoriallY and symbolically.

JE, PS, V] (8-9)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Students should be able to perform
simple calculations of fractions
without the use of a calculator.

1. A brief review of the following concepts may be necessary:
equivalent fractions, lowest terms and LCM. A number of
manipulatives can be used to develop operations with fractions
concretely, including circle models, pattern blocks, tangrams,
money, number lines, fraction factory pieces, fraction bars and
other fraction kits. Students should model with fractions; e.g.:

1+1+1=11-
4 3 3 12

Since li fits the gap,

-a must be the sum.12

5 1

6 3

Start with I
6

Represent 3

Place the 3 piece over the

and 6 are left.

MIME
1111111

When moving toward developing an algorithm for addition and
subtraction of fractions, a major focus should be placed on the
writing of equivalent fractions. Once students internalize the fact
that fractions can be added or subtracted symbolically when they
reflect equal subdivisions of a quantity, they become less reliant
on concrete or pictorial models. At this level, students may work
with fractions written in improper or mixed number forms;
however, they should be aware that applications of fractions to
algebra in senior high school more often involve fractions
represented in improper form.

33 +-T1

Represent both using the same subdivision of the whole.

6 5 11 1or 1
10 10 10

3 2
4 3

OEM

MN =NMI
IIMOIRMNIM

Combine the two sets to
produce a final answer.

Represent both using the same subdivision of the whole.

9 8 1

12 12 12

1221112011111111M

am Ow mei wo INN CM MEInix wm

Compare the two sets. The
difference represents the final
answer.

Adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum:
Grade 8.
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[Strand: Number (Number Operations)
'Specific Outcome: 11. Add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions concretely, pictorially and symbolically.

[E; PS V] (8-9)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 2. When any problem involving fractions is presented, it is important
that students first attempt to solve it mentally. If it cannot be solved
mentally, students should determine whether an estimate is
sufficient or if an exact answer is required. The following are
situations where mental computation would be expected:

When denominators are the same, or if the common
denominator is easily determined; e.g., + + a , Such

situations occur when one denominator is a multiple of the
other.
When a simple fraction is subtracted from or added to a whole

number; e.g.,2 ,4

Activities related to mental computation should generally be done
for short periods of time. Five to ten minutes at the beginning of a
class is usually sufficient.

Reproduced with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum:
Grade 8.

3. Multiplication of fractions should start with concrete and pictorial
models but develop quickly to the symbolic level. Among the
simpler combinations to model concretely or pictorially are:

a whole number by a fraction less than one; e.g., 4 xi uses

repeated addition

cio Go cio

a fraction less than one by a whole number; e.g.,

x 6 . Think 3 of 6
3

Start with 6 objects. Divide into 3 groups.

000000 00 00 00
How many are in each group?
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;Strand: Number (Number Operations)
Specific Outcome: 11. Add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions concretely, pictorially and;symbolically.

1E, PS, V] (8-9)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes a fraction less than one by any other fraction, especially when
the numerator is 1; e.g.:

1 of 14 3

Divide each 3 into fourths.

1 of 2 makes4 3

-a- orb.
6

It should be shown that "of" means multiplication. This may be
done by comparing results in such examples as *of 8 and k x 8 .

When work is done at the symbolic level, it should be supported by
concrete or pictorial representations. Grid diagrams should also be
considered when modelling multiplication. Students should notice
that i of -1 is represented as 333- . By comparing the question with the
result, students can start to speculate about a possible algorithm.

Modelling should always be related back to the symbols so that
students make the connections clearly; otherwise, the use of models
may not help support student understanding of the algorithms.
Students should be able to work effectively with multiplication of
fractions at the symbolic level in Mathematics Preparation 10.

Adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum:
Grade 8.

4. Students should be able to perform division of fractions at the
symbolic level in Mathematics Preparation 10. Nevertheless, it is
important that significant time be spent working with concrete and
pictorial models. Initial examples for modelling should be chosen
carefully and worked through by the teacher prior to instruction.
These simpler examples should enable students to derive an
algorithm. Situations that are well-suited to modelling with
materials include:

68
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iStrand: Number (Number Operations)
Specific Outcome: '41. Addsubtract, multiply and divide fractions concretely, pictorially and symbolically.

V]: (8-9)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes a simple fraction divided by a whole number; e.g., for 1, -:-3 ,

divide into 3 equal parts. What does each part represent?

Divide -,I- into 3 equal

parts.
Answer = k

Divide into 3
equal parts.

a whole number divided by a simple fraction; e.g., 4 asks

how many halves there are in 4

Count the number of halves in
4 objects. Since each object
has two halves, 4 x 2 = 8. By
comparing this to the original
question, an algorithm can be
developed.

a simple fraction divided by a simple fraction, where the
numerator of the divisor is one and both denominators are the
same; e.g., k÷k asks how many one-sixths there are in k

How many one-sixths are there in k ?

Answer = 5

a simple fraction divided by a simple fraction, where the
numerator of the divisor is one and the fractions are compatible;
e.g., 4÷+Iori÷+.

How many
quarters are
there in J2- ?

Answer = 2

How many
quarters are
there in ?

Answer =

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Strand:TNumber (NUmbei7operations)
Specific Outcome: 11. Add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions concretely, pictorially and symbolically.

rE,TS, V] (8 -9)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes The number line can also provide a useful model for division. For
example, suppose it takes 1+ hours to do 3 chores. How long does

it take for each chore, if they all require an equal amount of time?
This can be modelled as follows:

4

4NII IIII H H

Divide each quarter into 3 parts, which makes 15 parts in 1+ hours.

There will be 5 parts for each chore, and 12 parts in 1 hour, hence,
hour for each chore.12

There are two common algorithms for division that can be
considered. The common-denominator algorithm involves finding a
common denominator and dividing the numerators; e.g.,
4

3

1

=
2

8

6

3
=

6
8 ÷ 3 =

22 . This can be modelled concretely using
3

the process described in the fourth bullet above. The more
traditional multiply by the reciprocal algorithm involves inverting

the divisor and multiplying by it; e.g., = 1 x 1 = = 2i . It is

necessary for students to understand the concept of reciprocal
before they work with division using the multiply by the reciprocal
algorithm. As a starting point for this algorithm, students can
compare the solution of such problems as 8-01 and 8x2 .

Adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum:
Grade 8.
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Strand : Nuinber (-Number OperatiOos)
Specific Outcome: 11; Add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions concretely, pictorially and symbolically.

[E, PS, VL (8-9)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes

It is important for students to
demonstrate their understanding of
simple calculations of fractions
without the use of a calculator.

Performance

1. Show why the following is an incorrect procedure, through the use
of concrete materials or diagrams.

3 1 3-1 2 1

8 4 8-4 4 2

2. Draw a diagram to show why each of the following is true.

a. -Lx3=1
3

b. 6xl3 =2

3. What multiplication sentence is illustrated?

0 1 2 3 4 a 5 6 7 8
3

4. Place the numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 in the boxes to get the smallest
possible answer.

111 I=1

El El

Try the same type of problem, using the numbers 2, 3, 4 and 5.
Choose a different set of four numbers and repeat the activity.

5. a. Use a diagram to explain why each of the following is true.
2÷-t=8
1 2 =1
2 4

b. Compare the solutions in part a with the solutions to 2 x 4 and
,-xi , and discuss any observations.

6. Write a division sentence for the following:

O 1 2 3 33. 4 5 5 7 8
2

Reproduced with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum:
Grade 8.

Paper and Pencil0

1. Create three pairs of fractions whose sum is .

2. Create three addition and three subtraction sentences with the same
result as -§-+

12 12

Paper and Pencil questions 5 to 7 are adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 8.
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!Strand: Number (Number Operations)
Specific Outcome: 11. Add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions concretely, pictorially and symbolically.
L._ [E, PS, V] (8-9)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 3. A recipe requires 2i cups of flour to make 24 muffins. How
many cups of flour would be required to make 60 muffins?

4. What might be the value of , if 3+ < 2 ?

5. Draw a diagram to show that 4 x 4, = 6 .

6. Michael ordered three extra large pizzas and asked that each pizza
be cut into sixteenths. If each person at Michael's party is likely to
eat 3 pieces, how many people can the pizzas serve?

7. Lisa has a of a large candy bar. She gave is of what she had to
Shannon.

a. Explain, in at least two different ways, why Shannon received
less than 3 of what would have been a whole bar.

b. What fraction of a whole candy bar does each girl have?

Interview

1. With the use of concrete materials, explain why the following is
incorrect: ++1 = s .

2. Ask students how they would convince someone that the following
is incorrect:

6 8 14
= 10

3. Ask students:

a. if an answer can be sixths when they add fourths and thirds,
and to justify their response

b. if an answer can be sevenths when they add fourths and thirds,
and to justify their response.

Portfolio

1. Explain how to find the common denominator of two fractions if:

a. one denominator is a multiple of the other
b. the two denominators have a factor in common but one is not a

multiple of the other.

2. Tell students that Frank works 7-I hours a day for a five-day work

week. He works 3 hours on Saturday and is paid time and a half.

a. What weekly salary would he make at $9.25 per hour?
b. If Frank has $95.00 per week taken out of his cheque for taxes

and union dues, and his father makes him saves of his take-
home pay for university, how much spending money would be
available to Frank on a weekly basis?

66 / Number (Number Operations)
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Strand: Number (Number Operations)
Specific Outcoiiie: 11. Add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions= concretely, pictorially and symbolically.

[E, PS, y] (s79)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 3. Write two fractional numbers that have a product between the
given numbers for each of the following.

a. 14 and 15
b. Sandi

4. Complete the following patterns, and extend them for two extra
lines. What pattern do you observe?

9÷ 9 =

9 =3=
9 ÷ 1 =

9 =

9_9 =

4_i =
2 =

1 =
I . 1

1

1 I4 2

5. Caitlin decided to make muffins for the school cafeteria. Her
recipe requires 2* cups of flour to make 12 muffins. Caitlin found

there were exactly 18 cups of flour in the canister, so she decided
to use all of it.

a. Ask students how many muffins Caitlin can expect to get.
b. The principal of the school liked Caitlin's muffins and asked

her to cater the school picnic next year. She will need to
produce enough muffins for all 400 students. Ask students
how many cups of flour Caitlin will require.

Adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum:
Grade 8.
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L

STRAND:?` NUMBER (NUMBER OPERATIONS)--;--
u 4.

GENERAL OUTCOMES Demonstrate an understanding of and proficiency with calculations on
rational numbers.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

Decide which arithmetic operations can be used to solve problems and
then solve the problem.

12. Convert among fractions, decimals and percents to problem solve.
[E, PS, T, (8-12)

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Currently Authorized Resources
Interactions 7, pp. 52-54,104
Interactions 8, pp. 134-154
Mathpower 7, pp. 52-55,150-161
Mathpower 8, pp. 24-27,116-117,119-121,126-130,132-133,
138-139,143
Minds on Math 7, pp. 144-177
Minds on Math 8, pp. 172-197
Minds on Math 9, pp. 40-43
TLE 7, Fraction Conversion, Student Refresher pp. 10-11,
Teacher's Manual pp. 32-35
TLE 7, Decimal Conversion, Student Refresher pp. 12-13,
Teacher's Manual pp. 36-39
TLE 8, Problem Solving with Fractions, Student Refresher
pp. 24-25, Teacher's Manual pp. 60-63

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 152-155,198-203
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 284-285
Math Matters: Book 2, p. 28

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Final answers expressed as fractions should always be reduced to
lowest terms.

Estimation of the answer should always be stressed. Students
should be able to use the equivalent relationships of -1 = 50%,

i- = 25%, i- = 20% and -ily = 10% to approximate other fractions

and percentages.

Emphasize the importance of using conversions in a problem-
solving context. Encourage students to relate their conversions to
areas of personal interest, such as test marks, batting averages,
local sales, sales taxes or deductions from pay cheques:
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Strand: NuMber (Number Operations)
Specific Outcome: 12. Convert among fractions, decimals and percents to problem solve. [E, PS. T,

(871)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

1. On Alice's last visit to the fitness centre, she spent 20% of her time
in the pool, 15% on the stationary cycle, 25% in the racquetball
court, 25% on the jogging track, and the remainder of her time in
the locker room.

a. What fraction of the time did she spend in the locker room?
b. If Alice arrived at the fitness centre at 1:00 p.m. and left at

4:30 p.m., how many minutes did she spend in the pool?

2. A ski shop offers an end-of-season clearance sale with the
following reductions:

Day of the Sale
Percentage Reduction Off

Original Price

1 10
2 20
3 25
4 30
5 45
6 50

a. What fraction of the regular price is the sale price on the third
day of the sale?

b. If the percentage reduction was off the previous day's sale
price, instead of the original price, approximately what fraction
of the original price is the sale price on the third day?

3. Express the shaded region as a:
a. fraction
b. decimal
c. per cent of the whole.

4. The hockey team at Centre Point High School won 12 of the 20
games it played.

a. What percentage of the games did it win?
b. If three of the games were tied, what percentage of the games

did it lose?
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,Strand: Number (Number Operations)
Specific Outcome: 12. Convert among fractions, decimals and percents to problem solve. [E, 12]

j8 -12) t.4

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 5. Tom's spending for the weekend is given in the following table.

Expense Amount
Pizza $15
Video $4
Jeans $60
Gasoline $30
Swimming $18
Hockey game $25
Movie $8

Express the amount of each expense as:

a. a fraction of the total (reduced to lowest terms)
b. a percentage of the total.

Journal Entry

1. Explain the steps for converting:

a fraction or decimal to a per cent
a per cent to a fraction or decimal
a decimal to a fraction.

Portfolio

1. Chart your daily schedule according to the amount of time, in
hours, spent at each activity. Include at least seven activities, but
limit the number of activities to no more than 10. Determine the
time spent on each activity as a fraction of 24 hours. Then
calculate the percentage of the day spent doing your two most
time-consuming activities.
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[-STRAND: ,NUMBER (NUMBER OPERATIONS)

li.GENERAL OUTCOMES Demonstrate an understanding of and proficiency with calculations on

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

rational numbers.

Decide which arithmetic operations can be used to solve problems and
then solve the problem.

MAN1F'ULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

13. Estimate and calculate operations, on rational numbers.
[E, PS, T] (8-10)

Currently Authorized Resources
Interactions 8, pp. 198-215
Interactions 9, pp. 87-90
Mathpower 8, pp. 63-71,74-75
Minds on Math 8, pp. 283-295
Minds on Math 9, pp. 32-36
TLE 8, Adding and Subtracting Rational Numbers, Student
Refresher pp. 26-27, Teacher's Manual pp. 64-67
TLE 9, Rational Numbers and Problem Solving, Student Refresher
pp. 20-21, Teacher's Manual pp. 52-55

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 68-75
Math Matters: Book 2, p. 82

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES /SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Review Order of Operations

Use consistent language when Operations within brackets are performed first.
working with integers. Positive Operations with exponents are performed next.
and negative refer to signed Multiplication and division are performed next, in the order they
numbers, whereas plus and minus
refer to operations.

occur from left to right.
Addition and subtraction are performed last, in the order they
occur from left to right.
B rackets
E xponents
DM divide and/or multiply
AS add and/or subtract

This is a memory device for remembering order of operations.

Discuss why there is a need for a specific order. Note that this is not
always obvious but involves the need for consistency. Calculator
keying must be checked.
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Strand Number (Number Operations)
Specific Outcome: 13. Estimate and calculate operations, on rational numbers. , PS, T] (8-10)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 1. Solve and discuss the answers to the following:
a. 6 + (-2) x (-4) ÷ (-1)
b. [6 + (-2)] x (-4) + (-1)
c. 6 + (-2) x [(-4) (-1)]

2. Solve:

a. 6 + (-3) x (-22)
b. 7+2 x-14
c. [-12 4. -3] x 16+ 4

3. Write an expression for each of the following, then solve.
a. Multiply the sum of 35 and 42 by 4.
b. Subtract 16 from +18, then divide by 4.
c. Add the product of 7 and 24 to +52.
d. Divide +81 by the product of 3 and +3.
e. Subtract the sum of 42 and 9 from the product of 17 and

+5.

4. Meadowview High put on a school dance. The admission charge
was $6.50 per person. The cost of the DJ was $750.00, and the
cost of decorating the gymnasium was $200.00. If 180 people
attended the dance, what was the profit?

72 / Number (Number Operations)
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Strand: Number (Number Operations)
Specific Outcome: 13. Estimate and calculate operations, on rational numbers. [E, PS, T] (8-10)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Portfolio

1. Have students use their calculators to answer the following
question.
Mary found the attendance reports for the first nine hockey games
of the season to be 2787, 2683, 3319, 4009, 2993, 3419, 4108,
3539 and 4602. Tickets were sold for $12.75 each. The expenses
for each game were as follows:
Stadium costs: $15 000
Employee costs: 100 employees at $12.00 per hour for

6 hours per game
Miscellaneous costs: $7000 per game

What was the total profit for the nine games?

Adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum:
Grade 7.

2. Collect and solve contest skill-testing questions.
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STRAND: NUMBER (NUMBER OPERATIONS)

GENERAL OUTCOMES Demonstrate an understanding of and profiaienCY with caloulations on
rational numbers. Decide which arithmetic operations can be used to
solve problems and then solve the problem.

SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 14. Solve problems involving multiple steps and multiple operations,
and accept that other methods may be equally valid.
[PS] (5-13)

15. Use a variety of methods to solve problems, such as drawing a
diagram, making a table, guessing and testing, using objects to
model, making it simpler, looking for a pattern, using logical
reasoning and working backward. [PS, R, T, V] (6-14)

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Currently Authorized Resources
Interactions 7, pp. 214-215,208-209
Interactions 8, p. 108
Mathpower 7, pp. 12-13
Mathpower 9, pp. 88-89
Minds on Math 7, pp. 316-320
TLE 7, Order of Operations, Student Refresher pp. 26-29,
Teacher's Manual pp. 66-69
TLE 7, Patterns and Relations, Student Refresher pp. 44-45,
Teacher's Manual pp. 100-103
TLE 9, Rational Number and Problem Solving, Student Refresher
pp. 20-21, Teacher's Manual pp. 52-55

Previously Authorized Resources
Math Matters: Book 2, p. 37 and integrated throughout the grades

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Students should be given the opportunity to work with rational
numbers (positive and negative) in problem-solving situations
involving real-life experiences relevant to their age group. Relate
addition and subtraction of integers to real-life situations, such as
football. If a team gains 5 yards and then loses 8 yards on the next
play, what is the total gain/loss? Some background information on
context, such as stock market or altitudes, may be required.
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IStrand: Number (Number Operations)
Specific, Outcomes: 14. Solve'problems involving multiple stepS and multiple operations, and accept that other

methods may be equally valid. [PS] (5-13)
15. Use a variety ofpethods to solve problems, such as drawing a diagram, making a table;

guessing and testing, using objects to model, making it Simpler,hooking for a pattern,
Using logical reasoning and working backward. [PS, R, T, V] (6-14),

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Obviously a farmer wouldn't really
use this method of determining how
many animals he has, but most
students will enjoy solving the
problem.

Example: Josee has $465.97 in her bank account. She writes
cheques for $72.39, $16.95 and $173.00. Her GST rebate of $69.20
is automatically deposited in her account. What is her current
balance?

$465.97 $72.39 $16.95 $173.00 + $69.20 = $272.83

Her current balance is $272.83.

It is also important to stress the concept that there are many different
methods of solving a problem and that all are acceptable as long as
they are mathematically correct.

1. A farmer raises pigs and chickens. He has 15 animals in all, and
the total number of legs of these animals is 46. How many of
each does he have?

Strategies:
A. Use a Chart

# of Pigs # of Chickens Total # of Legs
5 15 5 = 10 5 x 4 + 10 x 2=40
7 15 7 =8 7 x 4 + 8 x 2=44
8 15 -8 =7 8 x 4 + 7 x 2=46

There are 8 pigs and 7 chickens.

B. DiagramEach circle represents an animal; each line
segment represents a leg.
Each animal has at least 2 legs; therefore, 30 legs in total if
all chickens. Add 2 legs to each animal until the total is
46 legs.
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Strand: Number (Number Operations)
Specific Outcomes: 14. Solve problems involving multiple steps and multiple operations, and accept that other

methods may be equally valid. [PS] (5-13)
15. Use a variety of methods to solve pioblems, suc h as draWing adiagram, making a table,

guessing and testing, using objects to model, making, it simpler, looking for a pattern,
using logical reasoning and working backWard. [PS, R, T, V] '(6-14)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes C. Algebra
Let p equal the number of pigs. Let 15 p equal the number
of chickens. Therefore:
4.p + 2(15 p) = total number of legs

4.p + 30 2p = 46
2p = 16
p = 8

There are 8 pigs and 7 chickens.

Understanding the problem should also include an understanding of the
solution. Students should have some concept of a reasonable answer,
and refer to this throughout the solving of the problem.

Supply a variety of manipulatives; e.g., grid paper, algebra tiles,
cube-a-links and pattern blocks, and encourage students to model the
problem using concrete materials if applicable.

2. The following figures were made with toothpicks that are 6 cm
long.

6 cm 6cm 6cm

a. Look at the pattern formed by the toothpick figures. How are
the figures the same?

b. Sketch/create the next three figures in the pattern.
c. Calculate the perimeter of each figure and use this information

to complete the table below:

number of
sides

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

perimeter

d. Graph the data from part c, using number of sides for the
horizontal axis and perimeter for the vertical axis. Describe
the pattern in the table and the graph.

e. Suppose this pattern continues. What is the perimeter of a
polygon with 75 sides?

76 / Number (Number Operations)
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Strand Number (Number Operations) ,
Specific Outcomes: 14. Solve problems involving multiple steps and Multiple operations, and accept that other

methods. maybe equally valid. [PS] (5-13)
15: Use a variety of methods to solve problems, .such a drawing a diagram, making a table,

guessing and testing, using, objects to model, making it simpler, looking for a pattern,
using logical reasoning and working_ backward. [PS, R, T, V] (6'244)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Performance

1. Lisa wants to build a rectangular dog run. What is the maximum
area that can be enclosed if she has 24 linear metres of chain link
fence? (Restrict your answer to the use of whole numbers.)

a. Use a chart.

Width (m) Length (m) Area (m2)
1 11 11

2 10 20
3 9 27
4 8 32
5 7 35
6 6 36
7 5 35

The maximum area is 36 square metres.

b. Use grid paper or unit algebra tiles. Each 1 x 1 square
represents 1 square metre.

Cut the paper into 1 x 1 squares, then rearrange into
rectangles-20 squares will be needed for the perimeter of
the rectangles, since corner squares are counted for both
length and width.
The rectangles are filled in with 1 x 1 squares, and the
total number of squares in the rectangle will represent the
area. The maximum area can then be determined.

8 7

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 00 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 00 0 0 0 50000 =32m2 0 0 00 0 0 0
8 0 000 0 0 0

7 =35 m2

6

00000000006 00 0 0 0 0 6
00 0 0 0 0
00 0 0 0 0
00 0 0 0 0 =36 m2

6
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Strand: Number (Number Operations)
Specific Outcomes: ,14. Solve problems: involvingmultiple,steps and multiple operations, and accept that other

methods may be equally valid. [PS] (5-13)
15. 'Use evariety of methods to solve problems, such as drawing a diagram, making a table,

guessing and testing, using objects to model, making it simpler, looking fora pattern,
using logical reasoning'arid working backward. [PS, R,'T, V] (6244) t

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes

Encourage students to use
different lengths for the side of
the square.

2. Students require grid paper and three different-coloured pencils.
They are asked to outline a square with side lengths of at least four
squares. Then have students colour the squares according to the
following criteria.
Yellow all sides adjacent to another square
Green 3 sides adjacent to another square
Blue 2 sides adjacent to another square
Example:

B G

G Y G

B G B

a. What colour are the interior squares?
b. Use words to describe the location of blue and green squares.
c. Write a rule for the number of yellow, green or blue squares,

given the length of the square as "n."
d. Is there a square that contains 250 green squares? 252 green

squares? Explain.
e. Is there a square with 400 yellow squares? 1000 yellow

squares? Explain.
f. Is it possible to have a square with eight blue squares?

Paper and Pencil

1. Each of the following rectangles is divided into squares, which in
turn are divided into two triangles

7 17\
a. Complete the table according to the pattern illustrated above.

Length of Rectangle 1 2 3 4 5 6

Number of Triangles 2 5 11

b. How many triangles would there be in a rectangle of
length 20? Length 100?

2. Cathy earned and saved $1000 during the summer holidays. She
does not plan on working during the school year. She budgets to
spend $40 per week.
a. Copy and complete the table below, assuming that Cathy sticks

to her budget.
b. Draw a graph to show how much Cathy has left at the end of

each week.
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Strand: Number (Number Operations)
Specific Outcomes: 14. So lvetproblems involving multiple steps and multiple operations, and accept that other

methods may be equally valid: [PS] (5-13)
15. Use a. variety of methods to solve problems, such as, drawing a diagram, making a table,

guessing and testing, using objects to modelmaking it simpler, looking for 4 pattern,
using logical reasoning and working backward. [PS, R, T, V] (6-14)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes c. Write an equation that describes the amount of money she has
left after t weeks of spending.

d. When will Cathy run out of money?

Week Remaining Money

1 $960

2 $920

3

6

10

$480

$320

$200

3. Mount Everest is 8 850 m above sea level. Bernardin Cave in
France is 10 344 m lower. What is the altitude of Bernardin Cave?

4. Land makes up three-tenths of the world's surface. One third of
the land was once forest. What fraction of the world was once
forest?

5. The value of Videoquest stock on Monday of a certain week is
given in the table, along with the daily change for the week. Copy
and complete the table.

Opening Value Change Closing Value
Monday 10.00 1.05
Tuesday +0.80
Wednesday +0.30
Thursday 0.45
Friday 0.25
a. What is the closing value of the stock on Friday?
b. What would it cost to purchase 100 shares at opening time on

Tuesday?
c. How much profit (or loss) would be realized if 200 shares were

purchased at opening time on Monday and then sold at closing
time on Thursday?

d. When during the week would it have been best to purchase
stock?
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[-STRAND: NUMBER (NUMBER OPERATIONS)

GENERAL OUTCOME Illustrate and apply the concepts of rates; ratios, percentages and
proportion to solve,problems.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 16. Understand the meaning of rate, ratio, percentages and proportion
and apply these concepts to solve problems. [E, PS, I] (8-12)

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Base-ten blocks

Currently Authorized Resources
Interactions 7, pp. 152-174
Interactions 8, pp. 125-163
Mathpower 7, pp. 150-161,174-189
Mathpower 8, pp. 79-109
Minds on Math 7, pp. 146-173,412-441
Minds on Math 8, pp. 118-167,174-193
Minds on Math 9, pp. 40-43
TLE 7, Rate and Ratio, Student Refresher pp. 38-39, Teacher's
Manual pp. 88-91
TLE 7, Percent, Student Refresher pp. 36-37, Teacher's Manual
pp. 84-87

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 168-186,198-222
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 268-294
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 200-219

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES /SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Per Cent°
The focus should be on an
intuitive understanding of Number sense for per cent should be developed through the use of
per cent. benchmarks:

99% is almost all
49% is almost half
10% is not very much
1% is very small in relation to total.

o Information on Per Cent is adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 7 and Atlantic
Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 8.
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Strand: Number (Number Operations)
;Specific Outcome: 16. Understand themeaning of rate, ratio, percentages and proportion and apply these

concepts to solve problems. LE: PS, .T] (8-12

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Visual representations should not be
restricted to circular form.

Discussion should also focus on the contexts in which 1% would be
considered high and the contexts in which 99% would be considered
low. For example, consider the mercury content of fish that might be
hazardous to humans versus the success rate of an air traffic controller.

Students should relate to per cent visually. Ask students to estimate
the per cent that the shaded portions of the following diagrams
represent.

Ask students what is incorrect about each of the following:

a.
58%

42%

b.

c. Sarah wrote a test and had 8 questions right and 10 questions
wrong. Sarah announced, 8 out of 10 is 80%that's not a bad
grade!

Students should be able to determine both accurate and
approximate per cents. That is, students should be able to give an
accurate value for the percentage shaded in diagram A below;
and they should be able to estimate the percentage shaded in
diagram B.

A.

B.

Students should make immediate connections between certain
percentages and their fraction equivalents; e.g., 25%, 50%, 75%, and
20%, 30%, 40%. They should also be encouraged to recognize that per
cents such as 51% or 49% are close to and, therefore, use -1 for
estimation purposes.
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Strand: Number (Number Operations)
Specific Outcome: 16. Understand the, meaning of rate, ratio, percentages and proportion and apply these

concepts to solve problems. [ELF'S, T] (8-12)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Complete the table.
Percentage Fraction

1/5
1/3

1/4
1/2
2/3
2/5

When exact answers are required, students should be able to
employ a variety of strategies in calculating per cent of a number,
including:

changing per cent to a decimal and multiplying; e.g.:
12%of 80 = 0.12 x 80 =?
changing to a fraction and dividing; e.g.:
25% of 60
= a x 60
= 60 + 4
using the per cent key on a calculator.

Another technique that can be used to help students convert
fractions to per cent, or per cent to fractions is to remember

part
whole

or is
of

Example

4- numerator
4- denominator

1. 12% of what number is 17?
part > 12 = 17 < is
whole > 100 x < of

2. What per cent of 25 is 8?
x = 8 < is
100 25 ( of

Evaluate:
18% of 40
25% of 320
40% of 16
90% of 200
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Strand:SruMber (Number Operations)
Specific Outcome: 16. Understand the meaning of rate, ratio, percentages and proportion and apply:these

concepts to solve problemS'. [E, PS; T] (8 -12)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Students should be able to compute 7%, 10%, 25%, 33 %, 50%

and 1% mentally. This skill can be used to help with other mental
computations.

Practice should also include per cents less than one and greater
than 100.

Students will sometimes encounter occasions involving two
percentages. Students should realize that, when combining
percentages, they cannot add the percentages directly; e.g., if a
tennis racket was already on sale for 20% off and the store
announced a sale that read, "30% off all items in the store,
including items already on sale," students should explore what
happens when the two percentages are combinedcompare
calculating a 50% discount, versus taking off 20% followed by
30%.

Students should also be made aware that problems involving a
discount can be solved in more than one way. For example, the
discounted price can be determined either by finding 20% of the
original price and subtracting or, more efficiently, by finding 80%
of the original price.

In general, percentage increase or decrease is found using the
following:

Percentage increase = increase
X 100%

original

Percentage decrease decrease
original

X100%

Students have worked with per cent in previous grades. Per cents
greater than 100, however, can be somewhat abstract for many
students.

An increase of 25% means that the final is 125% of the original;
e.g., after a 200% increase, a $50 item has a price of:
$50 + 200% of 50
= $50 + 100
= $150

Questions

1. Two-eighths of the tickets were sold for a concert held in a concert
hall that has a 925-seat capacity. What percentage of the total
capacity was used?
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(Strand: Number (Number Operations)
Specific Outcome: 16. Understand the meaning of rate, ratio, percentages and proportion.and apply these

concepts to solve problems. [E, PS, T] (8-12)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes The manager of a concert hall indicated that, in order to make a
profit, the hall must be filled to at least 70% capacity or else the
price of each ticket increases. The seating capacity is 1200, and
advance ticket sales are at 912. Will a profit be made based on the
number of tickets sold in advance sales?

3. A $400 set of tires is marked up 15%, and 7% GST is added to the
marked up price. What is the selling price, including tax?

4. While there are many forms that can be used to express most
numbers, certain forms are associated with various contexts or
situations. Ask students which form is typically associated with
each of the following:
a. a special end-of-season sale at a clothing store (percentage)
b. the batting average of a baseball player (decimal)
c. the part of a cup that is used in a typical recipe (fraction)
d. the teeth on the wheels and the gears in a bicycle (ratio)
e. the sales tax (percentage)
f. test scores (percentage)

5. Ask students to estimate a per cent that is a close approximation
for each of the following and to indicate why their estimate is
larger or smaller than the exact value. (They do not need to find
the exact value to do this.)
a.

b.
C.

d.

7

4:9
6

13

7:16

6. Complete the following table. Assume Provincial Sales Tax (PST)
is 6% and GST is 7%.

Item Price PST GST Total Cost
motorbike $1480.00
shoes $89.99
CD player $124.50

7. Have students work in pairs. Each student first works individually
to create three problems, using a newspaper flyer. This student
then solves these problems on a separate sheet of paper. Partners
swap problems and solve them. Solutions are checked by the
person who originally created the problems. When differences in
solutions occur, both students work together to try to determine the
source of error. (Sometimes the source of error may be a vaguely
worded question. This can provide some information for further
discussion with the small group or the whole class.)
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Strand: Number (Number Operations)
,Specific Outcome: 16. Undersiand the meaning of rate, ratio, percentages ancfproportion and applithese

concepts to solve problems. [E, PS, T] (8-12)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Mental Mathematics

1. If 2% of a certain number is 8:
a. what would 10% of the number be?
b. what is the number?

2. Sarah has a savings account that earns i % interest monthly. Jane

has a savings account where she earns 5 a % annually. Who do

you think would have more money in the bank at the end of one
year if they both start with the same amount? Why?

Paper and Pencil0

1. Mr. Jones bought a mining stock at $35. Two weeks later he sold
it for $105. What was the percentage increase?

2. The Canadian dollar was valued at 70.00 US on Friday. On
Monday, the opening value was 68.5¢ US. What was the
percentage decrease?

3. Mack's Sound Emporium purchased CD players for $129 per unit
and is planning to sell them for $195.99. It purchased 150 units.
a. What is the percentage increase (markup) per unit?
b. How much can Mack expect to make if he sells all the units?
c. After four weeks, Mack realizes that the CD players are not

selling as fast as he hoped, so he puts them on sale for 20%
off. If he sells 56 units for the duration of the sale, how much
money will he make on the items sold?

4. John's father said, "In my youth I could buy a chocolate bar and a
soft drink for 200." What would be a typical cost for these items
today? Estimate the percentage increase this represents.

5. A politician was elected with 2145 votes at a convention. If she
received 58% of the votes cast, about how many votes were cast?
(The solution mentally might be as follows: 60% of = 2100;
guess 3000; 60% of 3000 = 1800; guess 4000; 60% of 4000 =
2400. Since 2100 is exactly halfway between the two guesses, a
third guess might be 3500. Since an exact answer is not required,
this seems like a reasonable estimate.)

6. Suits selling regularly for $185.00 were marked down by 25 per
cent. To further improve sales, the discount price was reduced by
another 15 per cent. What was the final selling price? What was
the total per cent discount on the original price?

Paper and Pencil questions 1 to 3 are adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 8.
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1Strand: Number (Number Operations)
k

Specific Outcome: 16. 'Understand the meaning of rate, ratio, percentages and proportion and apply these
concepts to solve problems. [E, PS, T] (8 -12)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes

This question assumes students have
a knowledge of circle graphs and
that 360° = 1 circle.

7. In reading a circle graph, Sarah realized that the sections of the
graph did not contain any numbers or per cents. She decided to
use the angle measures to help read it. The section that represented
the number of red cars looked as if it was an angle of about 90°.
a. Explain how to find what percentage of the cars are red.
b. It was more difficult to estimate the number of degrees the

blue cars represented, so Sarah used a protractor and found the
angle to be exactly 145°. What percentage of the cars are
blue?

c. Suppose the circle graph represents the colours of the cars that
pass an intersection during a one-hour period. Based on the
information provided, if 400 cars passed this intersection, how
many would you expect to be blue and how many would you
expect to be red? How many would you expect to be neither
blue nor red?

8. A store has a NO GST sale. Darcy purchased a skirt priced at
$39.99. When she paid for it, the clerk first subtracted 7% to get a
new price and then added 7% GST to this new price. Is this a fair
way to calculate the price? Why would a store use this practice?

9. Mc Dunphy's Burger Heaven has a sale on hamburgers. A
hamburger is half price when you buy a medium drink and a
medium fries. The regular prices are as follows: hamburger $2.30,
medium drink $1.29 and medium fries $1.39. What is the actual
percentage off the regular price when you take into account what
must be purchased to take advantage of the sale?

Performance

1. Tell students that a flat from a set of base-ten blocks represents
100% of something. Ask them to use base-ten blocks to represent
a. 110% c. 200%
b. 125% d. 450%

4-100
flat

10 D1
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jStranci: Number (Number Operations) . ,. _
[Specific OuOome: 16. Understand the meaning of rate, ratio, percentages and proportion and apply these
L _concepts to solve problemsJE, PS, T] J8-42),_

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Portfolio

1. Ask students to draw a rectangle and a triangle of any dimensions
and to solve the following.
a. Find the area and the perimeter of each figure.
b. Increase the dimensions of each figure by 30%, and find the

new perimeter and area.
c. Decrease the dimensions of each of the original figures by

40%, and find the new perimeter and area.
d. Find the ratio of new perimeter to original perimeter and the

ratio of new area to original area for each of parts b and c.
What do you notice?

Adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 8.

2. Tell students that Sarah found out that the new car she bought
would depreciate in value by 20% per year. Sarah paid $20 000
for the car and planned to keep it for three years. She wanted to
find the car's value at the end of three years and asked a friend to
help. They decided to do their calculations independently and then
compare answers. Sarah's answer was $10 240, but her friend's
answer was $8000.
a. Ask students how each of the answers was obtained.
b. Ask them who they think is correct and to explain their choice.

Interview

1. Ask students to:
a. explain why 70% is not a good estimate for 35 out of 80
b. explain how to estimate the percentage when a test score is 26

correct out of 55
c. change each of the following to a per cent, mentally, and

explain their thinking:
2 4 6 7 1

5' 25' 50' 20'3
d. estimate the per cent for each of the following, and explain

their thinking:
7 5 7

48 19 ' 26

e. indicate what per cent of a book is left to read if they have read
60 out of 150 pages, and ask them to explain their thinking.
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Strand: Number (Number Operations)
Specific Outcome: 16. Understand the meaning of rate, ratio, percentages and proportion and apply these

concepts to solve problems. IE. BPS, (8-12)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Journal Entry

1. A certain chemical is dangerous to humans if it is found in the
water supply at more than 275 parts per million.
a. Ask students what per cent this represents.
b. Ask them what per cent of the chemical would represent a

danger level in 1000 L of water.

2. Ask students to critique the following situation and to explain why
the reasoning is flawed.

Jim found out that on his test the ratio of questions answered
correctly to questions answered incorrectly was 12:13. He
concluded that he should get a very good grade.

3. Estimate the percentage that is shaded for each of the following
diagrams. Explain your reasoning.

88 / Number (Number Operations)
(2000)
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STRAND: NUMBER (NUMBER OPERATIONS)

'GENERALOUTCOME

SPECIFIC OUTCOMES

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Illustrate and apply the coneepts'of rates;')Mtios;percentages an
proportion to solve problems.

,Understand the meaning of rate, ratio`,,,percentages and proportion
and apply these concepts to solve problems. -(E, PS, T] (8-12)

17. Express rates and ratios in equivalent forms. [CN, PS, R] (8-15)

Currently Authorized Resources
Interactions 7, pp. 152-174
Interactions 8, pp. 125-163
Mathpower 7, pp. 150-161,174-189
Mathpower 8, pp. 79-109
Minds on Math 7, pp. 146-173,412-441
Minds on Math 8, pp. 118-167,174-193
Minds on Math 9, pp. 40-43
TLE 7, Rate and Ratio, Student Refresher pp. 38-39, Teacher's
Manual pp. 88-91
TLE 7, Percent, Student Refresher pp. 36-37, Teacher's Manual
pp. 84-87

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 168-186,198-222
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 268-294
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 200-219

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES /SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Students should understand that
proportion is a statement of
equality between two ratios. The
emphasis should be on developing
proportional reasoning. This topic
is rich in real-world connections.
It is when proportions are
embedded in such real-life
contexts as scale models, altering
recipes and comparison shopping
that students relate to the process
used in finding unknown values.

The study of scale is an important
application of work with ratio and
proportion, and connects well with
geometry and enlargements and
reductions.
Adapted with permission from
Atlantic Canada Mathematics
Curriculum: Grade 8.

Proportion

A proportion is a statement of equality of two ratios.

Example:
The florist has a special on bouquets, 1 rose to
want to buy one of these bouquets for your mother.
6 roses in the bouquet, how many carnations

To solve the question of the flowers, students would
proportion statement such as the following:

Rose : Carnations Roses :
1 : 2 6 :

2

will

Carnations

carnations. You
If you want

it include?

set up a

?
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[Strand: Number (Number Operations)
Specific Outcomes: 16. Understand the meaning of rate, ratio, percentages and proportion and apply these

c:onceptto solve problems. [E, PS, T] (8-12)
17. Express' rates and 'ratios in equivalent forms. [CN, PS, R] (8-15)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Students should be very secure in using this type of notation before they
are introduced to the fraction symbol for proportion.

Although proportions and equivalent fractions appear to be the same
thing, they are not. Equivalent fractions are different symbols for the
same amount. If you colour a piece of paper and fold it so that it now

shows a , you still have the same amount coloured (÷=i). On the other
hand, if you buy 2 bouquets of flowers and one has 1 daisy and 2 roses
and the other has 2 daisies and 4 roses, the total number of flowers is
different but the ratio of daisies to roses is the same (1 : 2 = 2 : 4) and
therefore proportional.

Reproduced, by permission, from Manitoba Education and Training. Grades 5 to 8
Mathematics: A Foundation for Implementation. Winnipeg, MB: Manitoba Education
and Training, 1997.

Sample Questions

1. If stereo speakers are to have good acoustics, the ratio of their depth
to their width to their height is 1 to 2 to 3. If a speaker is 90 cm
high, how deep and wide should it be to have good acoustics?

Because 3 was multiplied by 30 to get 90, multiply the other terms
by 30.
depth : width : height

1 : 2 : 3

4, 4, 4,x30
30 : 60 : 90

The speaker should be 30 cm deep and 60 cm wide.

2. The ratio of the length of an adult's small intestine to the length of
the adult's large intestine is about 4 to 1. If a person has a total of
7.5 m in small and large intestines, how long is the small intestine?
How long is the large intestine?
Method 1
ratio of small : large : total is 4 : 1 : 5

0: : 7.5
Since 5 x 1.5 = 7.5, multiply all values by 1.5 to get 6 : 1.5 : 7.5

Method 2
x = the length of the large intestine

4x = the length of the small intestine
4x+x= 7.5

5x = 7.5
x = 1.5

The large intestine is 1.5 m and the small is (4 x 1.5) or 6 m.

90 / Number (Number Operations)
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Strand: Number (Number Operations)
Specific Outcomes: .,16. Understand the meaning of rate, ratio, percentages and proportion and apply thesemeaning

concepts to solve iroblems. [E, PS;T] (8-12) -,

17. Express rates and ratios in equivalent forms. [CN, PS, R] (8-15)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 3. Theoretically, the ratio of the height a person can jump on the moon
to the height a person can jump on Earth is 6 to 1. If a pole-vaulter
can jump 4.5 m on Earth, how high could she jump on the moon?
Moon : Earth

6 : 1

: 4.5
Multiply both values by 4.5 to get 6 : 1 = 27 : 4.5.
She can jump 27 m on the moon.

4. A bag contains red marbles, white marbles and blue marbles. The
ratio of the red marbles to white marbles to blue marbles is 2 to 3 to
4. If there are 12 blue marbles in the bag, how many red marbles
are there? How many white marbles are there?

5. The amount of gold in jewelry is measured in karats (K). This
measure is a ratio expressed as a single number. The second term is
understood to be 24. For example, the mark of 10 K means that the
ratio of the mass of gold in the jewelry to the total mass of the
metals is 10 to 24.

If a ring is marked 14K and the ring (without any stones) has a mass
of 72 g, what is the mass of the gold in the ring?

6. Sterling silver is an alloy of silver and copper in the ratio of 37 to 3.

If a sterling silver goblet has a mass of 800 g, what is the mass of
silver in the goblet? What is the mass of copper in the goblet?

7. If it takes 2.2 hours to write a seven-page essay, how long might it
take to write an 18-page essay?

8. If the scale of a map is 1 : 50 000, and two towns are located 9 cm
apart on a map, what is the actual distance between the two towns?

Rate

Rate is a quotient used to compare two measures of different units;
e.g., kilometres per hour.

This topic is rich in real-life, problem-solving opportunities, such as
rate of pay, cost per unit and rate of travel.
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Strand: Number (Number Operafions) T^

Specific Outcomes: 16. Understand the meaning of rate, ratio, percentages and proportion and apply these
concepts to solve problems. [E, PS, T] (8-12)

17. Express rates and ratios in equivalent forms. [CN, PS, R] (8-15)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Sample Questions

1. If a 3-pack of juice boxes costs $1.09, what would 12 juice boxes
cost?
(Students may use 3 x 4 = 12, so the cost is $1.09 x 4 = $4.36.)

2. Find the cost of 18 chocolate bars, if 10 chocolate bars cost $2.19.
$2.19 x

x = 21.9¢ 220
10 1

So the cost of 18 chocolate bars is 22 x 18 = $3.96.

3. Ask students to find how long it would take to produce an 18-page
essay if they can produce a five-page essay in 2.2 hours.
Students might do the following:
2.2 x 2.2 x18-- = x
5 18 5

92 / Number (Number Operations)
(2000)
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iStrand: Number (Number Operations)
iSpecific Outcomes: 16. Understand the meaning of,rate, ratio, percentages and proportion and apply these

concepts to solve problems. [E, PS, T] (8-12)
17. Express rates and ratios in: equivalent forms. [N, PSt R] (8-715)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil0

1. Study each of the proportions, and estimate which of a, b, c or d
represents the largest value. Solve to verify your estimate.

3 a
a.

7
= b. b = 3

28 9 4

C. 5 = 15
c 33

5 23
d. =

8 d

2. Pat has three cats for every five dogs in her kennel.
a. In September, Pat had 25 dogs. How many cats did she have?
b. In January, Pat had 48 cats and dogs altogether. How many of

Pat's animals were dogs?

3. What is the scale of a map if 7.2 cm in the map represents a
distance of 1800 km?

4. In planning his across-Canada tour, Orville estimated he could bike
from Victoria to Halifax, a distance of approximately 6050 km, in
57 days. Calculate his rate of travel to the nearest kilometre per
day.

5. If it takes Hugh 3.5 hours to drive from home, to Calgary, a
distance of 280 km, what is his average speed in kilometres per
hour?

6. Joe earns $420 in a 40-hour work week. Calculate his hourly
wage.

Interview0

1. Tell students that when making lemonade Sue uses 5 scoops of
powder for 6 cups of water, and Sarah uses 4 scoops of powder for
5 cups of water. Ask students the following:
a. Are the situations proportional to each other? Explain why or

why not.
b. In which situation is it likely the lemonade will be more

flavourful? What assumptions did you make?

Paper and Pencil questions 1 and 2, and Interview questions 1, 2 and 4 are adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada
Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 8.
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;Strand: Number (Number Operations)
!Specific Outcomes: 16. Understand the meaning of rate, ratio, percentages and; proportion and apply:these -,
1 concepts to solve problems.' -[E, PS, T] (8-12) '

17. Express rates and ratios in equivalent forms. [CN, PS, R] (8-15)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 2. Ask students to discuss in their journals whether or not the
following could be solved using a proportion:
David is 6 years old and Ellen is 2 years old. How old will Ellen
be when David is 12 years old?

3. Ask students to explain whether or not, in the proportion
3 : 8 = 17 : x, x can be a whole number.

4. Ask students to explain why 1 : 20 000 000 is another way to
describe the ratio of 1 cm representing 200 km on a map.

Portfolio

1. A statue of Lord Strathcona was made from a model. The height
of the model was 25 cm. Ask students to find the height, in
metres, of the statue if it was made using a scale of 1:15.

2. What scale would have been used if a 90 m building is 15 cm tall
in a diagram?

94 / Number (Number Operations)
(2000)
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STRAND: NUMBER (NUMBER OPERATIONS)

GENERAL OUTCOME Apply exponent laws to solve problems.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

18. Use exponent laws to evaluate expressions with numerical bases.
[PS, R, T] (9-9)

Currently Authorized Resources
Interactions 9, pp. 28-36
Mathpower 8, pp. 4-7
Mathpower 9, pp. 20-21, 26-29
Minds on Math 8, pp. 458-461
Minds on Math 9, pp. 276-290
TLE 9, Evaluating Powers and Expressions, Student Refresher
pp. 16-19, Teacher's Manual pp. 44-51

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 96-101

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Students should first understand the meaning of powers; e.g., 23, 44.
Instruction should be designed so students discover rules/relationships
and verify their discoveries. Otherwise students memorize "rules"
without understanding why they work. Development of the laws
through easily worked examples, should be the emphasis.

Examples

1. 23 x 24 = (2 x 2 x 2) x (2 x 2 x 2 x 2)
= 27

This would prompt students to express the law for multiplication
of powers with the same base.

2. Have students calculate (52)2, (22)4
(32)3,s ) and compare the

results with 54, 28 and 36 to establish the power of a power rule.

3. Have students calculate 34 ÷ 32 and 45 - 43 as follows.
3 x 3 x 3 x 3 81 4x 4x4x4x4 4x4

= = 9 = 3' ; = =16 =42
3 x 3 9 4x4x4 1

Students can generalize the results to form a rule for dividing
powers with the same base. They can verify with other examples.
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[Strand: Number (Number Operations)
Specific `Outcome:'" 18. Vse exponent laws to evaluate expressionS with numerieal'bases. [PS;R, T] (94)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

1. Dale has a stereo system with an amplifier as well as a
preamplifier. The preamplifier boosts the signal by a factor of 105,
and the amplifier boosts the signal by a factor of 104. Calculate the
factor by which the signal is boosted after it has passed through
both amplifiers, if this factor is a product of the two individual
factors.

2. It has been estimated that each galaxy contains 1011 stars. If there
are about 1011 galaxies in the universe, approximately how many
stars are there in total? Explain why. (You can express the
number of stars as 1011x 1011 or (1011)2.)

3. Ask students to calculate (3 x 2)3 two different ways.

4. Simplify:
a. 67 ÷ 65
b. (35)2
c. 23 x 32
d. 52
e. (i)3
f. (2y2 x(3)3

Journal

1. Which is greater, 2-4 or 4-2?
Explain how you know.
(You may use your calculator to confirm your answer.)

2. Solve the following question mentally, and explain your thinking.
33 x 3-2 x 43 x 4-3 x 24 x 2-2

96 / Number (Number Operations)
(2000)
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STRAND: NUMBER (NUMBER OPERATIONS)

GENERAL OUTCOME Apply exponent laws to solve problems.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

19. Understand and use the exponent laws to simplify expressions
with variables has bases and use substitution to calculate a
numerical value. [PS, R, T] (9-9)

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 52-61
Interactions 9, pp. 30-34,38-42,120-123
Mathpower 9, pp. 20-43
Minds on Math 9, pp. 292-299
TLE 9, Laws of Exponents 1-3, Student Refresher pp. 10-15,
Teacher's Manual pp. 32-43
TLE 9, Evaluating Powers and Expressions, Student Refresher
pp. 16-19, Teacher's Manual pp. 44-51
TLE 9, Simplifying and Evaluating Exponential Expressions,
Student Refresher pp. 22-23, Teacher's Manual pp. 50-55

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 102-103,132-133,138-139
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 95-101

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES /SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Premature use of a calculator in work with exponent laws causes many
students trouble.

Provide opportunities for students to simplify expressions and to
calculate a numerical value without the use of a calculator to ensure
that process is understood.
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;Strand: Number (Number Operations)
;Specific Outcome: 18. Understand and use the exponent laws to simplify expressions with variables as bases` an

use substitution to calculate a numerical value. [PS, R, T] (9-9)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Questions

1. Mentally, or with paper and pencil, calculate the value of each of the
following expressions:

1 +22
a.

32 22

b. 5 x 46 ÷ (42)2
c. 1 +7n2,ifn =3
d. (62)3 ÷ (62)2

62 ÷ 22 2
e.

52 -14

Calculations with powers are done easily with a scientific calculator
after students have developed an understanding of the exponent laws
and can apply them to simple expressions.

Students often have trouble doing the keying sequence for fractions on
the calculator as they omit the brackets; e.g.:

For 1-4 , students will often input 4050 3® which won't

give the correct answer.

Sometimes it is easier to simplify within parentheses first; other times it
is easier to apply the power law first; e.g.:

Evaluate 63
42

66Method 1: 6 = 46656) = 182.25
4' 44 256

2

42 16
Method 2: (216)

= (13.5)2 = 182.25

Students should be familiar with both methods.

2. Evaluate each of the following, using both methods of simplifying.
Express the result as a whole number or fraction in lowest terms.
a. (43)2

b.
33

c. (43 x 2-3)2

98 / Number (Number Operations)
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!Strand: -Number (Number Operations)
ISpecific Outcome: 18. Understand and use the exponent laws to simplify expressions with variables as bases and

use substitutionjo calculate a numerical value. [PS, R, T] (9-9)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes

Keying sequences are not unique.
Students should be encouraged to
explain their own preferred keying
sequence.

Paper and Pencil

1. Simplify, then evaluate each expression for x = 2.
a. x3 2

X6
b.

e.
X-2

X-3

f. (X-2)-1

2. Calculate (1.6 x 2.5)3 using your calculator. Describe and explain
the keying sequence you used.

3. Evaluate the following, without using a calculator:
a. (5 2)3 7

b.

142 + 2

2

c. 73 72 x 2

4. Evaluate the following, using a calculator:
a. (3.14 x 72) x (5.26 x 4)2

b. 1-2
)

23
3 (3

(93 x 84) 2

)

c. 34

1
d.

2 3

)
(5

5. Use the rules of powers and exponents to find the value of n.
a. (571)71 = 625

b. (471)3 = 4-6

c. (n2)3 = 64
d. n5 + n3 = 36
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STRAND: PATTERNS AND RELATIONS (PATTERNS)

GENERAL OUTCOME

SPECIFIC OUTCOME.;

Generalize, design and justify mathematical procedures, using
appropriate patterns and technology.

Generalize .a pattern arising from a problem solving context using
mathematical expressions and equations, and verify by
substitution [C, -CN PS, R] (8-1,9-1)

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Currently Authorized Resources
Interactions 7, pp. 206-209
Interactions 8, pp. 30-36,222-226,229-230
Interactions 9, p. 96
Mathpower 7, pp. 194-195,202-205
Mathpower 8, pp. 8-9,146-151,154-158
Mathpower 9, pp. 58-66
Minds on Math 8, pp. 350-351
TLE 7, Patterns and Relations, Student Refresher pp. 44-45,
Teacher's Manual pp. 100-103
TLE 9, Logic, Problem Solving and Mathematical Modelling,
Student Refresher pp. 26-29, Teacher's Manual pp. 64-71

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 266-267
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 222-223

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Students should be able to look at a sequence of numbers or a
diagram and describe the pattern displayed. They should be able to
use mathematical expressions and equations to describe the pattern.

1. 6,10,14,18, ...
a. Describe the pattern in the numbers above.
b. Give the next three numbers in the pattern.

Solution
a. Each number is 4 greater than the previous one.
b. 22,26,30
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!Strand: Patterns and Relations (Patterns)
iSpecific Outcome: 1. Generalize la pattern arising from a problem solving-context using mathematical expressionsl

and equations, and verify by substitution._[C, CN, PS, R.] (8-1, 9 -1) _AL

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 2. Toothpicks are used to form a series of squares as shown.

I I I I I

a. Copy and complete the following table.

No. of squares 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

No. of toothpicks
needed 4 7 10 ? ? ? ?

b. Describe in words the relationship between the number of
toothpicks needed and the number of squares being formed.

c. Write an equation that shows the relationship between the
number of toothpicks needed and the number of squares being
formed.

d. Use your equation from part c to determine the number of
toothpicks needed to form a row of 20 squares.

Solution
a.

No. of squares 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

No. of toothpicks
needed 4 7 10 13 16 19 22

b. The number of toothpicks needed is one greater than three
times the number of squares.

c. t = 3s + 1
d. t = 3s + 1

t = 3(20) + 1
t = 61
The number of toothpicks needed for 20 squares is 61.

102 / Patterns and Relations (Patterns)
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IStrandi Patterns and 'Relations (Patterns)
!Specific Outcome: 1. Generalize a p,ittern arising from a problem solving context using mathematical expressions

and equations. and verify by subititutioti. [C, C/s1, PS, R.] (8-1, 9 )

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil0

1. For each of the tile patterns:
a. make a table of values, and describe the pattern in words
b. use the pattern and description to write a mathematical

equation identifying what the variable(s) represent
c. use the equation to help determine the tenth entry in the table.

i. EE

Ei

D
MBE

NM
ED ON

NM

MGM
MIN

salaam

2. A certain rectangle has a length that is + of the width.
a. Make a table showing the relationship between the width and

the perimeter.
b. Describe, in words, the relationship between the width and the

perimeter.
c. Write a mathematical rule to relate the width and perimeter,

identifying what the variable(s) stand for.
d. Use the rule to find the perimeter when the width is 99 metres.

Paper and Pencil questions 1 and 2 are adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 8.
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STRAND:PATTERNS,AND RELATIONS (PATTERNS)

i GENERAL OUTCOME

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANIPULATIYES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Generalize;design and justify ritathematical procedUres,'Usirig
appropriates patterns and technology.

2. 'Given a first degree equation, substitute numbers for variables and
graph and analyze the relation. [C, PS, R, V] (8-2)

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 164-167,186,188,
223-233
Interactions 8, pp. 227-228,284-289
Mathpower 7, pp. 212-217
Mathpower 8, pp. 162-167
Minds on Math 8, pp. 118-119,355
TLE 9, Mathematical Modelling, Student Refresher pp. 28-29,
Teacher's Manual pp. 68-71

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 310-311
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 310-321
Math Matters: Book 2, p. 224

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes The first-degree equations required in the course are of four types:
1. y = mx, with m positive
2. y = mx + c, with m a natural number
3. y = mx + c, with m a positive rational number
4. y = mx + c, with m negative

The best procedure is to gather data, usually four or five data pairs,
sufficient to determine the linear equation, and then use the equation
to predict the value of y for a given value of x and also to determine
the required value of x that is needed to yield a given value of y.

It is recommended that the variable x be referred to as either the
independent variable or the manipulated variable, and that the
variable y be referred to as the dependent variable or the responding
variable.

104 / Patterns and Relations (Patterns)
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,Strand: Patterns and Relations (Patterns)
Specific Outcome: 2. Given a first degree equation, substitute numbers for variables and graph and analyze the

relation [C,

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Examples

Case 1
The independent variable could refer to the hours worked, m could refer
to the hourly wage rate, and the dependent variable could refer to the
gross wages. In this case, y and x could be replaced by W (wages) and
t (time).

Case 2
The independent variable could refer to the number of quarters added to
a purse, m would equal 25, and the dependent variable could refer to the
total money in the purse. In this case, y, x and c could be replaced by F
(finishing money in cents), n (number of quarters added) and S (starting
money in cents).

Case 3
The independent variable could refer to the volume of a liquid in a
beaker, m could refer to the density of the liquid, and the dependent
variable could refer to the combined mass of the liquid and beaker. In
this case, y, x and c could be replaced by M (total mass), V (volume of
liquid) and B (mass of the empty beaker).

Case 4
The independent variable could refer to the advertised cost of a pair of
shoes, m would be fixed at 1.07 to allow for a 7% GST, and the
dependent variable could refer to the change given from $100. In this
case, y, x and c could be replaced by C (change), S (cost of a pair of
shoes) and 100.
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'Strand: Patterns and Relations (Patterns)
:Specific Outcome: 2. Given a first degree equation, substitute numbers for variables and graph and analyze the

relation. [C, PS, R, V] (8-2)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

1. Frank's Pizza House charges $5.00 for delivery and $10.50 for each
small pizza ordered. The total cost can be represented by the
equation C = 5 + 10.5n, where C is the total cost in dollars, and n is
the number of small pizzas ordered.
a. Use the equation to determine the total cost of seven small

pizzas, including delivery.
b. Use the equation to determine the total cost of four small pizzas,

including delivery.
c. Make a table of values for the cost of pizzas and delivery for

one to eight small pizzas. Graph the data.

1. Solution
a. C=5+ 10.5n

C = 5 + 10.5(7)
C = 78.5
The total cost is $78.50.

b. C=5+ 10.5n
C = 5 + 10.5(4)
C = 47
The total cost is $47.00.

c.

No. of pizzas 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Total cost ($) 15.50 26.00 36.50 47.00 57.50 68.00 78.50 89.00

90
80
70

44;4., 60

S 50
40

0 30
20
10-

0

0 2 4 6 8 10

Number of Pizzas Ordered
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,STRAND
PATTERNS AND RELATIONS (PATTERNS)

i.

GENERAL OUTCOME Generalize, design and justify mathematical procedures,,using
appropriate patterns and technology.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 3. Transfaie between an oral or written expression and an equiValent
algebraic expression. [C, CN] (8 -3, 9 -8)

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 156-157, 276-278
Interactions 7, pp. 210-215, 219-220
Interactions 8, pp. 224-226, 239, 284, 286, 298-299
Interactions 9, pp. 224-227
Mathpower 7, pp. 198-199
Mathpower 8, pp. 153,174-175
Mathpower 9, pp. 66-69
Minds on Math 7, pp. 338-341
Minds on Math 8, pp. 360-365,472
Minds on Math 9, pp. 139-143,154-160
TLE 8, Exploring Equations, Student Refresher pp. 42-43,
Teacher's Manual pp. 96-99
TLE 9, Mathematical Modelling, Student Refresher pp. 28-29,
Teacher's Manual pp. 68-71

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 342-343
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 126-127,174-177
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 22,78-79

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes In order to successfully solve problems using algebra, students need
to make the connection between the written word and the
corresponding algebraic expression. They must be able to identify
the pertinent verbal expressions in the problem, and then translate
those verbal expressions into algebraic expressions.

1. Write an algebraic equation or expression for the following:
a. six more than a number cubed
b. five less than a number
c. the product of two numbers diminished by five
d. four times a number decreased by six
e. one quarter of a number is twelve
f. six times a number is eighteen

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Strand: Patterns and Relations (Patterns)
Specific Outcome: 3. Translate between an oral or written expression and an equivalent algebraic expression.

[C, CI] (8=3, 9-8)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 1. Solution
a. n3+ 6
b. n-5
c. xy 5
d. 4x 6

e.
1

m= 12
4

f. 6x= 18

2. Write a verbal expression for the following algebraic expressions.
a. 3p 4
b. m + 5
c. x2 2 = 14
d. 2t +6= 12

2. Solution
a. four less than three times a number
b. five more than a number
c. two less than the square of a number is fourteen
d. six more than twice a number is twelve

3. Write an equation or equations that could be used to solve the
following problems.
a. What are the dimensions of a rectangle that is twice as long as it

is wide, and whose perimeter is 42 cm?
b. Two numbers have a sum of 48. The larger number is four

more than the smaller. What are the two numbers?
c. Mary is 9 years older than Joan. The sum of their ages is 39.

How old is Joan?

3. Solution
a. 2(2w + w) = 42 or L = 2W, 2L + 2W = 42
b. x+x+ 4 = 48 or L+S=48,L=S+4
c. J+ 9 +J= 39 or M=J+ 9,M+J= 39

108 / Patterns and Relations (Patterns)
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&rand: ?Patterns and Relatio(Patterns)
1Specific Outcome: 3. Translate between an oral or written expression and an equivalent algebraic expression.

[C, CN] (8=3, 9-8),

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes
Paper and Pencil

1. An airplane travels eight times as fast as a car. The sum of their
speeds is 990 km/h. How fast is each one travelling?

2. John earned four times as much as Jerry. The difference in their
earnings is $150.00. How much did Jerry earn?

3. A 23-metre rope is cut into three pieces. The first piece is twice as
long as the second piece. The third piece is one metre shorter than
the second piece. How long is each piece?

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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STRAND: PATTERNS AND RELATIONS (PATTERNS)

GENERAL OUTCOME Generalize, design and justify mathematical procedures, using
't4propriate patterns and technology.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

. Write equivalent forms of algebraic expressions, or equations,
with integral coefficients. [C, CN,R] (9-3)

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 150-155
Interactions 9, pp. 230-232
TLE 9, Equivalent Expressions, Student Refresher pp. 30-31,
Teacher's Manual pp. 72-75

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 172-173

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES /SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

This outcome is crucial for
success in Grade 10, as a formula
must be rearranged before it can
be graphed or inputted into a
spreadsheet document.

A formula is often not written in the form needed for a particular

problem. For example, the formula for density is D =
M

, where M
V

is mass and V is volume. If density and volume are known and mass
is unknown, it may be useful to rewrite the formula with mass as the
subject: M = D x V. The known values for D and V could then be
substituted and the unknown mass calculated.

1. Rewrite each formula to solve for the given variable.
a. A = lw, w
b. P = 2/ + 2w, w

c. A = gbh, b

d. C = 2irr, r
e. E = mc2, c

110 / Patterns and Relations (Patterns)
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Strand: Patterns-and Relations (Patterns)
Specific Outcome: 4. .Write equivalent forms of algebraic 'expressions, or equations, with integral coefficients.

[C, CN,

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 1. Solution

a. w =

b. w =

A

P 21
2

c. b =
2A

h

d. r=
27c

e. c =
m

2. The distance travelled by a car is given by the formula d = vt,
where d is the distance in km, v is the speed (velocity) in km/h, and
t is the time in hours. Rearrange this formula as needed to solve
the following problems.

a. How fast would a car have to travel to go 500 km in 4 hours?
b. How long would it take a car to go 385 km at 110 km/h?
c. How far would a car go in 5 hours at 95 km/h?

2. Solution

a. v = d b. t = d c. d = vt
t v

500 385
v = t = d = (95) (5)

4 110
v = 125 km/h t= 3.5 h d = 475 km

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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!Strand: Patterns and Relations (Patterns)
Specific Outcome: 4. Write equivaleneforms of algebraic expressions, or equations, with integral coefficients.

[C, R] (973)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT .

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

1. Complete the table.
Distance Velocity Time

760 km 8h
488 km 80 lcm/h

60 km/h 3h
225 km 2.5 h

880 km 110 km/h

75 km/h 6.5h

Journal or Interview

1. Explain why each of the following is incorrect.
a. 3x = 3 + x
b. x2 = (x)2
c. x 1 = 1 x
d. x2 = 2x

112 / Patterns and Relations (Patterns)
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r-STRAND: PATTERNS AND RELATIONS (VARIABLES AND EQUATIONS)

GENERAL OUTCOME Generalize arithmetic operations from the set of rational numbers to
the set-of polynomials.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

5. Identify constant terms, coeffiCients and variables in polynomial
expressions. [C],(9-7)

Algebra tiles

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 46,72-75
Interactions 7, pp. 210-211
Interactions 9, pp. 104-105,127
Mathpower 7, p. 196
Mathpower 9, pp. 16,62
Minds on Math 9, pp. 320-325
TLE 9, Terms of Polynomials, Student Refresher pp. 42-43,
Teacher's Manual pp. 96-99

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 9, p. 126
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 84-86

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES /SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Students should be familiar with the terminology but should not be
required to memorize formal definitions. Provide opportunities for
students to discuss mathematical concepts, and encourage proper
usage of terminology in those discussions. Students should be able
to give examples of constants, coefficients and variables.

A polynomial is made up of several parts. Each of the groups of
numbers and/or letters, separated by addition or subtraction signs, is
called a term.

Each term is made up of a number factor, called the coefficient, and a
variable factor (or factors). A term that consists of a number by itself
is called a constant.

A monomial consists of one term; e.g., 4n2.
A binomial consists of two terms; e.g., 4n2+ 4mn.
A trinomial consists of three terms; e.g., 4n2+ 4mn + 8.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations) / 113
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;Strand:Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
!Specific Outcome: 5. Identify' constant terms, coefficients and variables in polynomial expressions.

[C) (9-7)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Algebra tiles are cardboard
squares and rectangles that are
white on one side and coloured on
the other. The "x" set consists of
a number of unit tiles, (squares
that are one unit in length), a
number of x tiles (rectangles that
are x units long and 1 unit wide),
and a number of x2 tiles (squares
that are x units in length). The
length of the x tile is not an
integral number of ltiles.
Students should be encouraged to
make this discovery. There is
also a "y" set and an overhead set.
The "y" set consists of y tiles
(rectangles that are y units long
and 1 unit wide), Ay tiles
(rectangles that are x units wide
and y units long), and y2 tiles
(squares that are y units long).
Again the y tile is not an integral
number of unit tiles. For
introductory work, the "x" set is
probably adequate.

In the term 4n2:
4 is the coefficient
n is the variable.

In the term 4mn:
4 is the coefficient
m and n are the variables.

In the term 8:
8 is a constant.

Terms with identical variables including their exponents are called like
terms. Examples of like terms are 3a and 2a, n2 and 4n2, and alb and

Collecting like terms can be demonstrated concretely using algebra tiles.
These tiles can be purchased commercially or can be handmade.

Tiles that are the same shape (like terms) can be combined; e.g.:

X2 X2

2x 3x

131

1 1 1 1 I 1

= 2 x2

= 5 x

= 6 (constant)

Translation of Expressions

To express quantities, using symbols, models and words
interchangeably:

Model with 11--I Write algebraic
algebra tiles expressions

Express verbally

114 / Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
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Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
, 1- ,Specific Outcome: 5 constant terms, coefficients and variables in polynomial expressions.

[C] (9-7) ----,

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Resources that contain suggestions
for the use of algebra tiles can be
found in the Kindergarten to
Grade 9 Mathematics Resources:
Annotated Bibliography.

The following describes how the algebra tiles used in the
activities in this manual will represent the variables and
constants shown, unless stated otherwise.

represents 1
represents +1

represents x
represents +x represents x2 represents x2

Examples

1. Write an algebraic expression for the quantities illustrated by the
algebra tiles.

a. b. 0
0

1

DO

2. Arrange algebra tiles to illustrate these algebraic expressions.
a. 2x + 3
b. x 2

3. Express the following mathematical expressions verbally.
a. xy
b. 2x+ 1
c. 2(y + 3)

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations) / 115
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Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables andEquadonsA
4.

Specific
Outcome: 5. Identify constant terms, coefficients and variables in polynomial expressions.

[C] (9-7)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

1. What is the coefficient of 6a4b? of 8a2b5?

2. What are the constant terms in the expressions 4x 3 + 2y?
7x + 8y 8?

3. Write a trinomial involving two variables, having coefficients of 6
and 3, and a constant term of 2.

4. Classify each of the following according to the number of terms.
a. x2 + 2
b. x2 + 2x + 5y
c. 3x2
d. xy + 7

Performance

1. Given:

CIO

do
a. What expression does this model represent?
b. Identify the constant.
c. Identify the coefficient of the:

x term
x2 term.

Journal/Interview

1. State the difference between each item in the pair, and give an
example of each:

a variable and a constant
a variable and a coefficient
like and unlike terms.
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STRAND: PATTERNS AND RELATIONS (VARIABLES AND EQUATIONS)

GENERAL OUTCOME

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Generalize arithmetic operations from the set of rational numbers to
the set of polynomials.

6. Evaluate polynomial expressions, given the values of the
variables. [E] (978)

Currently Authorized Resources
Interactions 7, pp. 216-217
Interactions 9, pp. 106-109
Mathpower 7, pp. 196-197
Mathpower 8, pp. 152-153
Mathpower 9, pp. 62-65
Minds on Math 7, pp. 355,359
Minds on Math 8, pp. 352-360,366-368
Minds on Math 9, pp. 330,331,337,342
TLE 9, Evaluating Polynomials, Student Refresher pp. 44-45,
Teacher's Manual pp. 100-103

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 344-345
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 128-129,136,143
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 87-88,92-94,112-113,136-137

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Substituting values for the variables of an algebraic expression or
formula is a useful skill. It is important that students learn and use
proper substitution techniques, such as the use of parentheses and the
order of operations.

1. Evaluate the expression, if x = 3 and y = 1.

a. x2 y2 e. xYb. 3x + y x y
c. 15 xy f.

d. x
4y

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations) / 117
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;Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
!Specific Outcome:` 6. 'Evaluatepolynornial expressions, giyen the values of the variables °[E](9 -8)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Solution

a. x2 y2 = (3)2 (-1)2

= 9 1

=8

b. -3x+y=-3 (3)+(-1)
= -9 -1
= -10

c. 15 xy = 15 - (3) (-1)
= 15 (-3)
= 18

d.
-x -(3)
4y 4(-1)

= -3
-4
3=
4

e. xY = (3) -1
1

3

f.
x y 3 -1

. = +
5 5 5 5

2=
5

2. Complete the following:

x x3 1

2

-3
1/2

6

1

Solution:

X X3 1

2 7

-3 -28
1/z -7A

6 215

1 0

118 / Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations) Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)L
specific Outcome: 6 ,Tvaluate pojiomial expressions;given the values of the variables. [E] (9=8)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes
3. Use the formula A

h(a +
to calculate the area of a trapezoid

2

b)

with the following measurements: base a = 22 cm; base b = 15 cm;
and height h = 6 cm.

Solution

A =
h(a+ b)

2

A
6(22+15)

2
A = 111

The area of the trapezoid is 111 cm2.
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Strand Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
[Specific'Outeome:' 6. ".Evaluate polynomial expreSsiongiven the values of the variables. [E] (9-8)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

1. Complete the following tables of values.

x 3(x 2)

7

3
1

2

x 2x(3 x)

1

3

3
4

2. The formula for the length of the hypotenuse

on the right triangle shown is c = Ala 2 +b2 .

Use proper substitution techniques to
determine the length of the hypotenuse if the
other two sides are 11.4 cm and 15.2 cm.

3. The formula for the surface area of a soup can is A = 27tr (r + h),
where r is the radius and h is the height of the can. Use proper
substitution techniques to determine the surface area of a soup can
that has a radius of 4.2 cm and a height of 10 cm.

4. Verify the following equations, by substituting 4 for x and 3 for y.

a. 2 (x y) = 2x + 2y
b. 2x (3x 5y) = 6x2 10xy
c. (x 3y) (x + 3y) = x2 9y2

120 / Patterns and Relations (Vanables and Equations)' Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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STRAND: PATTERNS AND RELATIONS (VARIABLES AND EQUATIONS)

GENERAL OUTCOME Generalize arithmetic operations from the set of rational,numbers'to
the set of polynomials.

SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 7. Represent and justify the addition and subtraction of polynomial
expressions, using concrete materials and diagrams.
[C, R, V] (9-9)
Perform the operations of addition and subtraction on polynomial
expressions. [R]

MANIPULATIVES Algebra tiles

SUGGESTED Currently Authorized Resources
LEARNING Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 72-75,79-81
RESOURCES Interactions 9, pp. 112-117

Mathpower 7, pp. 230-231
Mathpower 8, pp. 178-179
Mathpower 9, pp. 72-73,146,150-155
Minds on Math 9, pp. 327-331
TLE 9, Algebra Tiles Explorer
TLE 9, Adding and Subtracting Polynomials with Tiles, Student
Refresher pp. 46-49, Teacher's Manual pp. 104-111

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 128-131
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 89-91

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Magic number problems and calendar problems are both fun ways to
practise the addition and subtraction of polynomials.

Refer to Portfolio Question 2 in Using manipulatives, such as algebra tiles, to introduce polynomials
the Tasks for Instruction and/or and their operations is useful for most students, particularly those
Assessment section. who are still at the concrete stage of developing a conceptual

understanding. When first using algebra tiles, give students time to
become familiar with them. The coloured sides represent positive
values, and the white sides represent negative values. Algebra tiles
are particularly useful for operations with polynomials.

Adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 9
Implementation Draft.
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[Strand: Patterns ana Relations (Variables and. Equations)::
Specific Outcomes: 7. Represent and justify the addition and subtraction of polynomial expressions, using

concrete materials and diagrams. [C, R, V] (9-9)
Perform the operations of addition and subtraction on polynomial expressions. [R] (9=:-.10)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes While addition of polynomials is often straightforward, consideration
should be given to the different representations for subtraction,
including the following:

comparisonrefers to comparing and finding the difference
between two quantities

zero pairsthink of two types of zero pairs
o o : 0 = 1 + 1

: 0 = x + x

taking awaysimply refers to starting with a quantity and
removing or taking away a specified amount to arrive at an answer.

For example, for (x2 + 2x 2) (x2 + x + 1), if we start
with IN and add a zero pair represented byo , then take

away E, Po, the result is a 2°

adding the oppositerefers to subtracting by first changing the
question to an addition and then adding the opposite of a quantity.
For example, instead of subtracting x, one might add x. Likewise,
instead of subtracting 2x 1, one might add (2x 1), which is the
same as 2x + 1. Students should model 2x 1 and understand that
the opposite is found by flipping the tiles.

2x 1 opposite 2x + 1
0

[Th
missing addendasks the question, "What would be added to the
number being subtracted to get the starting amount?" For example,
for (3x 2) (2x + 1), ask: "What is added to 2x + 1 to get 3x 2?"

2x+ 1

add

x 3 3x 2
0 0 0 0
0

to get

Perimeter is a very useful application of addition and subtraction of
polynomials.

Adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 8.
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'Strand: Patterns and Relations'(Variables and Equations)
iSpecific Outcomes: 7. Representand justify addition and subtraction of polynomial exprdisions, using

concrete matenals and diagrams. [C, R, V] (9-9)
L.__ 8. Perform the operations of addition and subtraction on polynomial expressions. [R[:(9710)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Simplifying Expressions

use algebra tiles to illustrate the combining of polynomials

Examples

1. Demonstrate how the algebra tiles shown below are used to simplify
the expression (4x2 3x + 5) + (4x 2) = ?

0

off

2. Explain how the algebra tiles shown below are used to simplify the
expression (4x2 3x + 2) (3 + x 4x2) = ?

0

0
0

O :3

0
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Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equaiions)
Specific Outcomes: 7. Represent and justify the addition and subtraction of polynomial expressions, using

concrete materials and diagrams. [C, R, y] (9-9)
8. .,Perform the operations of addition and subtraction on polynomial expressions[R] (9 -10)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 3. Explain how algebra tiles can be used to illustrate the algebraic
process for simplifying the following.

a. (2x2 + 3x + 2) + (x2 5x 1)
b. (4x2 2x 3) (2x2 3x)

recognize and combine like terms

Stress to students that the sign in front of any term must go with it.

Right Wrongab+c ab+c
a+cb ac+b

Rearranging terms makes no difference to the result. This can be
demonstrated easily with algebra tiles. However, discuss with students
how reordering terms can aid in mental mathematics.

Examples

1. Which of these have the same value as 38 + 46 13 8 + 25?
a. 38-13+ 46 + 25-8
b. 38+ 25+ 46-13-8
c. 38 46 + 13 8 + 25

2. Which of these expressions are equivalent to a b + c d?a. a+cbdb. adb+c
c. a+cd+b
d. a+db+c

3. The terms 9ab and 9ab are like terms. What single change could
you make to one of the terms so that they would be unlike terms?
State at least three possible changes.

4. Combine like terms.
a. 7x-5x+ x
b. 2b 3 5b + 1
c. x-3y+6x+y
d. 3xy + 5xz 4xy 4xz

5. Simplify:
a. 5x-7x+ 2x
b. 5xy + 3xy
c. (3x 8) (x2+ 5x 6)
d. (5x3 + 3m + 2) + (-2x3+ 5p 6)
e. Subtract (-2x2 + 5x 3) from (5x2 3x + 7)
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trarid: Patterns and Relations (Variables and. Equations)
Specific Outcomes: 7. Represent and justify the addition, and subtraction of polynomial expressions, using

concrete materials'and diagrams. [C, k,N] (9 -9)
8 Perform the operations otaddition and subtraction on polynomial expressions. ,[R] (9-10)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 6. The perimeter of a quadrilateral is (10x + 4y + 16). What is a
possible expression for the length of each side?

7. Simplify 3a 8b + 7a 15b + 10.

8. C represents the number of compact discs, and
C + C + 4 + 2C = 56. Using this information, write a problem.

9. Write an expression for the perimeter of the triangle below.

x 1 x + 2

x+

remove parentheses, and combine like terms

Examples

1. (3x y) = ?
2. 7 (p 1)(1 p)= ?
3. (b 3a) + (1 2b) (2a + 5) = ?
4. Subtract (-2x + 2) from (2x 7).
5. (5 6x) [(6 5x 2)] = ?
6. 2(2y + 1) [(2y 1)] = ?
7. One expression has been subtracted from another. What might the

expressions be, if the difference is 3x2 4?
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'Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Outcomes: 7. Represent and justify the addition and subtraction of polynomial expressions, using

'concrete materiag anifdiagrams. ':[C, R, V] (9-9)
8: Perform the operations of addition and subtraction on polynomial expressions. [R] (9-10) I

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Journal

1. Describe to a student who was absent for today's lesson how to use
algebra tiles to add polynomials.

2. Describe how you feel about using algebra tiles to help you learn
mathematics.

Performance

1. Using algebra tiles, illustrate two binomials whose sum is -x + 2.
Give three solutions.

2. What binomial is missing? Tiles may be used.
(3x + 1) + ( ) = 2x + 3

3. Ask students to show, through the use of algebra tiles, how the
solutions to the following differ from each other.
a. (2x2 + x) + (-4x2 + 5x)
b. (2x2 + x) (-4x2 + 5x)

Paper and Pencil0

1. Ask students to record, symbolically, an expression for each of the
following.

a.

b. {I or: ri
0

0

2. Ask students to write the dimensions and area for the rectangle
shown.

Paper and Pencil questions 1 to 4 are adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 8.
Questions 11 to 13 are adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 9 Implementation
Draft.
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_ .... .. __
Strand:, Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
'Specificecific Outcomes: 7. Represent and justify the addition and subtraction of polynomial expressions, using.

Concrete materials and diagpms. [C, R, V] (9-9)
8 Perform the operations oladdition and subtraction on polynomial expressions. [R] ;(9-10)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 3. Write each of the steps in the problems that follow, using symbols,
and explain each step.
a. o DO b.

4. Simplify the following expression.

7

0

+00 + o0
5. State three algebraic examples of two binomials whose difference is

2x 3.

6. Find k, if 3x + 5x + Icx = 7x.

7. Find the value of k and t, if 3x + 2y x + 4y = kx + ty.

8. Box kites are made from lengths of wire, with fabric wrapped
around them.

Write an expression for the length of wire needed for the kite shown
below.

9. Write an algebraic expression for the quantity illustrated by the
algebra tiles.

J1313 L 1==10
a. ), JI313 b. 1=1=0
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[Sirnnd: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
ASpecific Outcomes: 7 Represent and justify the addition and subtraction of polynomial expressions,lising

. .,
concrete materials and diagrams. [C,11, V] (9-9) ' 4,

8. Perform the operations of addition and subtraction on polynomial expressions. [R] (9-10), j

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 10. Write an algebraic expression for the quantity illustrated by the
algebra tiles, if:

represents +y
represents y
represents +1

o represents 1
a. 1==1 o b = 0 0

===1 C=130131= 0
11. Write an algebraic expression for each of the following, and

simplify.

a.

b.

c.

((

00
00
00

12. Sketch models to illustrate each algebraic expression, and use the
models to simplify.
a. (2x2 5x) (-3x2 + 2x)
b. (-3y2 2xy) + (y2 + 4xy)

13. List three different pairs of polynomials whose:
a. sum is 3w2 5w + 4
b. difference is 3w2 5w + 4.

Portfolio°

1. Use the diagram to answer the questions below.
w

w + 5

a. Find a polynomial expression that represents the perimeter.
b. If w = 8, find the perimeter using two forms of the polynomial

expression. Which calculation was easier? Why?

o Portfolio questions 1 and 2 are reproduced with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 9
Implementation Draft.
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;Strand : Patternsand Relations (Variables and EqUations)
Specific Outcomes: 7. Represent and justify the addition and subtraction of polynomial expressions, using

concrete materials and diagrams. [C, R,N] (9-9) r
8. Perform the operations of addition and subtraction on. expressions. [g] j9,-10)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 1. The following array represents a calendar for September.

1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30

Note that when any two-by-two array is selected from this calendar
that the sum of the diagonal numbers is always the same. For
example:
12 13 12 + 20 = 19+ 13
19 20
a. If we let x equal the first number in the two-by-two array, what

will the number to the right and the number below it equal?
b. Express the sum of the diagonal numbers algebraically.
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STRAND: PATTERNS ANDAELATIONS (VARIABLES AND EQUATIONS)g,

GENERAL OUTCOME Generalize arithmetic operations from the set of rational numbers to
the set of polynomials.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 9. Represent multiplication, division and factoring of monomials,
binomials and trinomials of the form x2 + bx + c using concrete
materials and diagrams. [R, V] (9-11)

MANIPULATIVES Graph paper
Algebra tiles
Base-ten blocks

SUGGESTED Currently Authorized Resources
LEARNING Interactions 9, pp. 118-129
RESOURCES Mathpower 9, pp. 158-161,188-203

Minds on Math 9, pp. 338-345,350-353,358-365
TLE 9, Binomial Grid Explorer
TLE 9, Factoring Polynomials with Tiles, Student Refresher
pp. 50-51, Teacher's Manual pp. 112-115

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 132-135,138-147

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Multiplication

Algebra
e.g., 3(x

Multiplication
with concrete
a problem
same as
three times,
below.

Multiplication

2x

Adapted with

tiles
+

2x

I
I

2)use

such
+
combine

2x+

-
permission

of a

can be
three

of a
materials

as 3(2x
1 + 2x

1

of a

1 2x

Polynomial

used

polynomial

+
the

negative

-
from

groups

and
+

1 +
like

2x+r

1

Atlantic

by students

diagrams,
1), students
2x +

terms

1

constant;

by

1

2x

-

by

of

and,

2x+
r-^

A
I
Canada

x

a constant

and

-1

a Constant

to do a variety
+ 2, and simplify

should
using repeated

should recognize
therefore, model

arrive at an

1

e.g., 3(2x
1

Mathematics

of

be

answer,

+ 1):

_
Curriculum:

questions;
the

developed
addition.

that
the

6x

I

result.

6x

I

it
binomial

as

+

3

I

is

shown

3

:
Grade

Given
the

:
8.
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::Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
"Specific Outcome: 9. Represent multiplication, division and factoring of monomials, binomials and trinomials of

4i, the form, x2 + bx + c using concrete materials and diagrams. 1)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes The area model should also be explored in association with the topic, so
that students can relate results achieved through repeated addition with
results achieved using the area model.

3 I

3(2x+ 1)

2x + 1

Reproduced with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 8.

Multiplication of a Monomial by a Monomial

One method of illustrating multiplication of polynomials is through the
use of area models. Base-ten blocks or algebra tiles are very helpful.

Example

1. Use algebra tiles and an area model to explain the multiplication
(4x)(3y).
a. Set up the model by drawing a frame with dimensions 4x and

3y.
b. Show how to fill the area model in to get the product.

a.

4x

3)) IO Cl D b.

12xy
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'Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Outcome: 9. Represent multiplication, division and factoring of monomials, binomials and trinomials of I

the form x2 + bx ±c using concrete materials and diagrams. [R, V] (9-14;

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES /SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Division of a Monomial by a Monomial

1. Use algebra tiles and an area model to explain the division
6x 2

2x
a. Set up an area model, using six x2 tiles, with 2x as one of the

dimensions.
b. Identify the other dimension by completing the frame. This

will give the solution to the division question.

a.

(2x)

b.

2
The solution to

6x
is 3x.

2x
Thus, the factors of 6x2 are (3x) and (2x).

Challenge: Find another set of factors for 6x2, using algebra tiles.

Solution:

The dimensions/factors could be 6x and x, as shown in the diagram
below
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;Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and nations)
!Specific Outcome: 9. Represent multiplicatiOn, division and factoring of monomials, binomials and trinomials of

the form x2 + hr usingconcrete:inaterials and diagraing. V](9-11)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Multiplication and Division of a Polynomial by a Monomial

Multiplication of a Polynomial by a Monomial

Similarly, multiplication of a polynomial by a monomial can be
demonstrated concretely with area models.

Example

1. Explain why the area model with algebra tiles can justify the
product 2x(x 2) = 2x2 4x.

x -2
D

2x

Division of Monomials and Polynomials by Monomials

You determined the width of the rectangle by dividing the area by the
known dimension. Similarly, you can divide a polynomial by a
monomial that may or may not contain a variable.

Examples

1. Divide 6x2 by 3.

Solution

Divide the tiles into three equal groups. There are two x2 tiles in
each group. Therefore, 6x2 ÷ 3 = 2x2.

2. Divide 6x2 by 3x.

Solution

Use tiles to represent 6x2.

The width is 2x,
6x 2

SO = 2x .
3x
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!Strand Patterns and Relations .............. Equations)
!Specific OUtcome: 9 'RepregentmultiplicatiOn, divigion and factoring of monomials, binomials and trinomials of

the form x2 + bx + c using concrete materials and diagrams. [R, V] (9-11)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 3. Divide (2x2 + 4x 6) by 2.

Solution

Use tiles to represent 2x2 + 4x 6
0 0 0
00 0

Divide the tiles into two equal groups.

0 0
0

0

Count the number of tiles of each type there are in each group.

There is one x2 tile, two x tiles and three negative unit tiles in each
group. Therefore, (2x2+ 4x 6) + 2 = x2 + 2x 3.

4. Divide 6x2 9x by 3x.

Solution

Use algebra tiles to create an area model of a rectangle with an
area of 6x2 9x and a width of 3x.

,k

oa

DD

A = 6x2 9x
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[Strand: Patterns and Relations,(Variables and Equations)
Specific OutcoMe: 9. Represent multiplication, division and factoring of monomials, binomials and trinomials of

the form x + b.x + c using concrete materials and diagratils.[R,y] (9-11)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Either

OO OO

or, using a Cartesian grid,

a
0

with region 4 at any corner of
region 1, depending on the signs of
b and c.

Now use the area model to find the length of the rectangle.
2x 3

3x

000

The length of the rectangle is 2x 3.

Therefore, (6x2 9x) + 3x = 2x 3.

A = 6x2 9x

Once several rectangles are constructed, students can look at the
dimensions of a rectangle and relate the dimensions to the factors.
They will then come to understand that the factors are the
dimensions of a rectangle, whereas the area is the product of the
factors. They can then be given the dimensions (factors) and asked
to find the area (product). The product of (x + 2)(x + 3) is the area
of a rectangle that has a length of x + 3 and a width of x + 2.
Students should understand that the x tile has an area of x square
units but is also x units in length and 1 unit in width.

To model, the rectangle should be subdivided into four regions.
Each region is filled with particular tiles according to the following
scheme:

region 1:
region 2:
region 3:
region 4:

X
2 tiles only

horizontal x tiles
vertical x tiles
rectangular array of unit tiles

Adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum:
Grade 9 Implementation Draft.

Multiplication of a Binomial by a Binomial

For multiplication of binomials, start by giving students a collection of
algebra tiles, such as x2 + 6x + 5, and ask them to create a rectangle by
placing the unit tiles at the corner of the x2 tiles and the x tiles along the
sides of the x2 tiles. When they create the rectangle they should spend
some time reflecting on whether it is the only possible rectangle for the
given materials. Students should record the dimensions of the
rectangle. They should repeat this process several times with several
trinomials until they are used to how to place the tiles. Then reverse
the process, giving students the dimensions for a rectangle and asking
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Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Outcome:, 9. Represent multiplication, divisionand factoring of monomials;, binomials:and trinomials of

the form x2+ bx c using concrete materials and diagrams. V] (9 -11)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes them to fill in the area and then record the value of that area. Since
students should already know that 1 x w = A, they can record their
findings as a product and begin establishing the product and factors
relationship. By comparing the symbols representing dimensions with
those representing area, using several examples of both cases, and by
recording their observations, students should establish a pattern.

There should be a systematic order for introducing the trinomials. The
following order is suggested.

1. c positive and prime, b positive

0 0

X
2 + 3x+ 2 =(x+ 2)(x+ 1)

2. c positive and composite, b positive

000
DODOGI

x2 + 7x + 10 = (x + 5)(x + 2)

3. c positive and prime, b negative

00
or

x2 4x + 3 = (x 1)(x 3)

4. c positive and composite, b negative

DD
MOO

or

x2 5x + 6 = (x 3)(x 2)

141

VI I
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iStrand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Outcomei!! 9. Represerit multiplication, division and factoring of monomials,binbinials and trinomials OE" 1

._ the form x2 + bx + c using concrete materials and rams.diag ER, V] (911)...., _ ..

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 5. c negative and prime, b anything

Here zero pairs have to be added to complete the picture.
x2 x 2

0 0

or

Now add one x tile and one negative x tile to complete the area.

0 0
added
negative
x tile

added or
x tile

x2 + x 2 = (x + 2)(x 1)

6. c negative and composite, b anything
x2 2x 8

two added 10000
x tiles

or

two added
negative
x tiles

x2 2x 8 = (x 4)(x + 2)

added
xthe

NISIESVit

I tl
added negative
x tile

two added
negative
x tiles

Tables can also be used for multiplication of polynomials;
e.g.: (a + 3)(a 9)

a
9

Sample Questions

a +3

2 3a 1
27

(a + 3)(a 9) = a2 6a 27

two added
x tiles

1. Express the perimeter of the regular octagon in terms of x.
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Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Outcome: 9'. Represent multiplication division and factoring of monomials binomials and trinomials of

the form bx + c using concrete materials and diagrams. [R, (9-11)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 2. Use a rectangular area model:

a. with dimensions 7x and 2y to find the product (7x)(2y)
7x

2y

b. with dimensions 3x +4 and 7 to find the product (7) (3x + 4)
3x +4

7

c. with dimensions (x + 3) and (2x + 1) to find the product
(x + 3)(2x + 1). 2x + 1

x + 3

3. Use algebra tiles to represent each of the following products.
a. 2x(x + 3)
b. 3(2x + 1)
c. (x + 2)(2x + 1)
d. (2x + 1)(x 1)

4. Use algebra tiles to represent the factoring of the following
polynomials.
a. 6x + 9
b. 2x2 + 6x
c. x2 + 8x + 12
d. x2 + 4x + 3

5. Use algebra tiles to represent the following division.
(6x2 + 8x) ÷ (2x)

6. Natalia modelled the process of factoring x2 + 4x + 4, by using
algebra tiles and forming a square with them.

x + 2

x + 2

What are the factors of x2 + 4x + 4?

Use Natalia's method to factor x2 + 5x + 6.
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iStrand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
ISpecifie Outcome: 9. Represent multiPlication; division and factoring Of monomials, binomials and,trinomials of I

the form x2 + bx C using concrete,materials and diagrams. [R, V] (9,11)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 7. Ask students to write, symbolically, the dimensions and area for the
rectangle shown.

Ill

8. Ask students to present the product for each of the following, using
algebra tiles or diagrams.
a. 2(x2 + 3) b. 3(2x 1) c. 3(x2 2x + 1)

9. Ask students to show the product of 3 and 2x + 4 as the area of a
rectangle.
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Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Outcome: 9. Represent multiplication, division and factoring of monomials, binomials and trinomials of

the form x2 + bx + c using concrete materials and diagrams. [R, V] (9-11)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Performance

1. Create the product rectangle, using algebra tiles, and record the
factors and the

x + 1

product symbolically.

x + 2

x + 3 2x+ 1
2. In the first diagram, create a rectangle for the dimensions shown;

and in the second, record the dimensions for the given area.
Compare and discuss the results.

x + 2

, .

L I Iii
x + 3

3. Represent the binomial 12x 6 with area models, using algebra
tiles, in three different ways. Using the models, write 12x 6 as
the product of a constant and a binomial.

4. a. Justin used algebra tiles and an area model to explain the
multiplication (2x)(3y). He set up the model by drawing a
frame with dimensions 2x and 3y.

2x

3y1

Show how he filled in the area model to get the product.
b. Use an area model with algebra tiles to find and justify the

product 2(x 2).

5. Form x2 + 5x, using algebra tiles.
a. Create a rectangle where x is one of the dimensions.
b. What is the other dimension?
c. Write a division sentence for the situation.

Portfolio/Journal°

1. Show how the process of multiplying 3 x 2 is similar to the process
of multiplying (x + 1)(x + 3), by using area models.

° Portfolionournal questions 2 and 3 are adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 9
Implementation Draft.
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Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and EqUatiOnsi
:Specific Outcome: 9. Represent multiplication, division and factoring of monomials, binomials and trinomials of I

the form.? + bx+1 c using concrete' materials and diagrams. [R, V] (9411)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 2. Examine the pattern of the factors for each of the following:
x2 + 2x + 1, x- + 4x + 4, x2 + 6x + 9, x2 + 8x + 16.
a. Explain the pattern that you observe.
b. Create at least two other polynomials whose factors are

consistent with this pattern.
c. Can you think of a concise way of writing the factors?
d. Use what you have learned in parts ac to find each of the

following:
(x + 5)2, (X + 6)2, + a)2, (x + 2b)2.

3. Examine the pattern of the factors for each of the following:
x2 + 3x + 2, x2 + 4x + 3, x2 + 5x + 4.
a. Explain the pattern that you observe.
b. Create at least two other polynomials whose factors will be

consistent with this pattern.
c. Use the pattern you have observed to find each of the

following products quickly:
(x + 1)(x + 5), (x + 1)(x + 9), (x + 1)(x + 50).

4. Box kites are made from lengths of wire, with fabric wrapped
around them. Using the diagram of the box kite, write an
expression for the amount of fabric used.

5. The width of a rectangle is 6 and the length is x. If the length of
the rectangle is increased by 3, by how much does the area
increase?

x

6
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STRANIV PATTERNS AND RELATIONS (VARIABLES AM/EQUATIONS)`
44:

GENERAL OUTCOME Generalize arithmetic operations from the set of rational numbers to
the set of polynomials.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 10. Find the product of:

two monomials
a monomial and a polynomial
two binomials.

[Ft] (9-12)

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

I

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 76,78,84-91
Interactions 9, pp. 118-120,150-152,159-161
Mathpower 9, pp. 158-161,188-189,193-194,198-199,
202-203
Minds on Math 9, pp. 334-342,350-355
TLE 9, Multiplying Polynomials, Student Refresher pp. 52-53,
Teacher's Manual pp. 116-119

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 132-135,142-143
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 106-113,118-128

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Before teaching multiplication of polynomials, it may be useful to
review the following concepts with students:

polynomial vocabularycoefficient, variable, monomial,
binomial
multiplication of integers
addition of integers
exponent laws
distributive property.

To multiply two monomials, multiply their coefficients and multiply
their variables.

2x2y( -4xy) = -8x3y2

To multiply a monomial and a polynomial, use the distributive
property.

.%--....
2x(5x2- 3x + 1) = 10x3- 6x2 + 2x
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Stiand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Outcome ,Find the. product of two monomials, a monomial and a polynomial, two binomials. [12)

(9-12)__

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes To multiply two binomials, use the distributive property twice, then
simplify.

(x 3)(2x + 1) = 2x2 + x 6x 3

= 2x2- 5x 3

1. Multiply.
a. (-3x)(4xy)
b. (5a2b)(2a3b)
c. (- 7m)(4)
d. (-xy)(-x3y4)
e. (8d3ef)(-ef 2g)

Solution

a. -12x2y
b. 10a5b2
c. -28m
d. X4y5

e. -8d3e2f3g

2. Multiply and simplify.
a. 2x(5 3x + x )
b. -5y(-y 8)
c. (4xy3 x2 +9)8y
d. 7(-10p q3 6)
e. -2x(x + 5) + 3x(x 1)

f. 4x(y + 2) (y 1)

Solution

a. 10x 6x2 + 2x3
b. 5y2+ 40y
c. 32xy4 8x2y + 72y
d. -70p 7q3 42
e. -2x2- 10x + 3x2 3x = x2- 13x
f. 4.xy + 8x y + 1

3. Expand and simplify.
a. (x + 5)(x 4)
b. (x 3)(x 2)
c. (x 6)(x + 4)
d. (-2x + y)(3x 4)
e. (3 2m)(4 + 6m)
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Strand:'Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Outcome: 10. Find the product of: two monomials, a monomial and a polynomial, two binomials. [R]

(9-12)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Solution

a. x2 4x + 5x 20 = x2 + x 20
b. x2 3x + 6 = x2 5x + 6
c. x2 + 4x + 6x + 24 = x2 + 10x + 24
d. 6x2 + 8x + 3xy 4y
e. 12+ 18m 8m 12m2= 12+ 10m 12m2
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rStrand: Patierns and Relations (Variable and Equations)
iSpecific Outcome: 10. Find the product of two monomials, a monomial and a polynomial, two binomials. [R]

(9742)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes
Paper and Pencil

1. Complete the table.

Factor Factor Product

(x3) 2x + 9

2ab 6a
x 1 2x + 3

5 a2 bc 2abc
4x x3 X2 + 2

2 e2m2n2
2mn4

(x 6) (x 4)

8 m 7 + m

2. Find the area.

4x 9

x + 1

2x

4x

7x

x

x + 3

x

3. Write an expression for the volume. Find the volume.

4. Write an expression for the shaded area.

4y+.r

y =1

12y

7y + 4
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`STRAND: PATTERNS AND RELATIONS'(VARIARLES AND EQUATIONS)

Generalize arithmetic operations from the set of rational numbers to
the set of polynomials.

11.. Determine equivalent forms of algebraic expressions by

GENERAL OUTCOME

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

identifying common factors. [PS, R] (9-13)

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 93-96
Interactions 9, pp. 154-158
Mathpower 9, pp. 178, 182-186
Minds on Math 9, pp. 343-347
TLE 9, Dividing Polynomials by Monomials, Student Refresher
pp. 54-55, Teacher's Manual pp. 120-123

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 144-145
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 121-123, 134

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Before teaching common factoring, it may be useful to review the
following concepts with students:

greatest common factors of numbers
prime factorization of numbers
divisibility rules
division of monomials by monomials.

Students should understand that factoring is the reverse of
multiplicationwhat multiplication does, factoring undoes.

Multiplication Factoring
2 x 3 = 6 6 = 2 x 3
(5x)(2x) = 10x2 10x2 = (5x)(2x)
2(x + 3) = 2x + 6 2x + 6 = 2(x + 3)
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,Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
'Specific Outcome: 11. Determine equivalent forms of algebraic expressions by identifying common factors.

[PS, R] (9-13)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES /SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes It may be advisable to begin with something students have done
beforethe prime factorization method of determining the greatest
common factor GCF) of whole numbers.

15 = 3.5 GCF = 3
9 = 3.3
18 = 3.3.2
12 = 3.242 GCF=3.2 =6

Extend the above concept to monomials.
3m = 3m GCF = 3
6 = 3.2
m3 = MritM
2m2 2.m.rn GCF = mm = m2

Then show how this applies to polynomials.
3m + 6 = 3(m + 2)

3

m + 2

El El
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[Strand: APatterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Outcome: 11. Determine equivalent forms of algebraic expressions by identifying common factors.

[PS, R] (9-13)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

1. Find the factors.
a. 10x+ 5
b. 2x2 + 14x
C. 12x 18y

d. 9c3d + 5c2 7c2d
e. 5b2c2d2 + 15bc 10bcd2

2. The area of a rectangle is 10x3y 2 5xy2 15x2y and the width is
5xy. Find the length and the perimeter.

3. Use algebra tiles to factor 4x2 8x.

4. Find the missing expression for the width.

Area = 6x2 + 12x 9

6x

5. Complete the table.

Polynomial GCF Other Factor
27r3 -18r2 +9r 9r

14abc 21ab2 7ab

8y2 3xz 2y lx
2x2y2

xy + 4
6y2 3xy + 9x2y 2y x + 3x2

4a 2a b + 6
10x 5y + 15 5
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[STRAND
, .

GENERAL OUTCOME

PATTERNS AND RELATIONS (VARIABLES AND EQUATIONS)

Generalize arithmetic operations from the set of rational numbem to
the set;of polynomials.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 12.

MANIPULATIVES

Factor trinomials of the form ax,Z + bx + c where a = or of the
form ax 2 abx + ac. [PS, R] (9-13)

SUGGESTED Currently Authorized Resources
LEARNING Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 98-100
RESOURCES Interactions 9, pp. 162-165

Mathpower 9, pp. 195-197
Minds on Math 9, pp. 358-365
TLE 9, Factoring Polynomials, Student Refresher pp. 56-57,
Teacher's Manual pp. 124-127

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 146-148
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 129-131,134

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Since factoring is the reverse of multiplication, it may be helpful to
review multiplication of simple binomials.

Multiplication Factoring
(x + 3)(x + 2) = x2 + 5x + 6 x2 + 5x + 6 = (x + 3)(x + 2)

The following steps could be used to factor a simple trinomial.

1. Split the x2 term into its factors, and write them in the
parentheses.

x2 + 3x 10 = (x )(x )

2. Determine all the factor pairs of the constant term.

10 and 1
10 and 1
2 and 5
2 and 5
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Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and. Equations)
Specific Outcome: 12. Factor trinomials of the form ax 2 bx + c where a = 1, or of the form

ax + abx + ac. [PS, R] (9-13)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIFS/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes
3. Determine which pair has a sum equal to the coefficient of the

middle term, and write them in the parentheses.

x2 + 3x 10 = (x 2)(x + 5)

4. Check the answer by multiplying the factors.

If the trinomial to be factored has a common factor in each of its terms,
the common factor should be removed first.

2x2 + 10x + 12 = 2(x2 + 5x +6)
= 2(x + 2)(x + 3)
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'Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
,

iSpecific Outcome: 12. Factor trinomials of the form ax + bx, + c where a = 1, or of the form

,,.. + abx + ac._[F'S_,F],(9-13)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

1. Factor

a. x2 + 10x + 25
b. x2 x 12
c. x2 + X 20
d. x2+ 8x + 16
e. X2 5x + 4

2. Remove the GCF and factor fully.

a. 3x2 + 6x 9
b. 10x2 60x + 80
c. 7x2 + 42x + 56
d. 2x2 4x 30
e. 4x2 8x 60

3. Identify the factors and the product for the diagrams below.
(Note: Shaded is positive, white is negative)

a.

b.

C.

WM*

L

El El

a

Li

. ,
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Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Outcome: 12. Factor trinomials of the, form ax 2 + bx + c where .a = 1, or of the form

ax 2 + abx+ ac. [PS, It] (9-13)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 4. State the dimensions and perimeter for each diagram.

a.
Area:

2x + 7x + 10

b.
Area:
x2 11x+ 18

c.
Area:
x2 +4x 21

5. Find all of the possible solutions for , assuming that the
polynomial can be factored.

a. x2+E:lx 12
b. x2 + 14

c. x2+11x+ 16

d. x2 20

6. Complete the table.

Product Factor Factor

a. x2 3x 18 (x + 3)

b. (x 2) (x + 5)
c. 2x2+ 22x + 20 2(x + 1) ( )

d. x2 5x + 6 (x 3) ( )
e. 3(x 2) (x + 8)
f. (x + 1) (x + 4)

g. (2x + 3) (2x + 3)
h. x2+ 8x+ 16

7. Change one term in the following trinomials to make the trinomial
a perfect square.

a. x2 25x + 100
b. x2+ 14x + 54
c. x2 16x 64
d. 2x2+ 18 + 81

8. Identify the polynomials below that are perfect squares, and factor
these polynomials.

a. x2 22x + 121
b. x2+ 20x + 100
c. x2 +2x+ 4

152 / Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
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Illi STRAND: PATTERNS AND RELATIONS (VARIABLES AND EQUATIONS) ,

; GENERAL OUTCOME Generalize arithmetic operations from the set of rational numbers to
the ,set of polynomials.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 13. Factor polynomials of the form A2 - B2 where A and B are both
monomial expressions. [PS, R] (9-11,9=13)

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Algebra tiles

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 104-108
Interactions 9, p. 163
Mathpower 9, pp. 200-201
TLE 9, Factoring Polynomials, Student Refresher pp. 56-57,
Teacher's Manual pp. 124-127

Previously Authorized Resources
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 132-134

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES /SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes When faced with a factoring problem, it is important that students
are able to recognize which type of factoring is involvedcommon,
trinomial or difference of squares.

When introducing difference of squares factoring, such vocabulary
words as "square numbers" and "square roots" must be understood.
Again, the concept of reverse operations can help.

Multiplication Factoring
(x + 2)(x 2) = x2 4 x2 4 = (x + 2)(x 2)
(x + 5)(x 5) = x2 25 x2 -25 = (x + 5)(x 5)

The meaning of the phrase "difference of squares" should be
discussed. It is also useful to discuss the reason that the middle term
is missing in the product of (x + 5)(x 5) = x2 25. Once students
understand these two concepts, most will be able to factor difference
of squares binomials with little difficulty. Some may need the
following steps.
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[Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Outcome: 13. Factor polynomials of the form A3-- B2 where A and B are both = monomial 'expressions.

[PS, R] (9-11,9-13)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes To factor a difference of squares:

1. Write the square root of the first term at the beginning of each
parenthetical set.
x2 16 = (x )(x )

2. Write the square root of the last term at the end of each
parenthetical set. Include a plus sign in one and a minus sign in the
other.
x2 16 = (x + 4)(x 4)
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[Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Outcome: 13. Factor polynomials of the form' A' B2 where A and :B are both monomial expressions.

[PS, R) (9-11,9-13)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

1. Factor
a. x2- 100
b. 25x2- 49y2
c. 4a2- 9
d. 16 z2

2. Remove the common factor, and factor fully.
a. 81a2b 4b
b. 32x2 18y2

c. 27 12f2
d. 10y2 10x2
e. 50 8x2
f. 36g2- 64

Performance

1. Use algebra tiles to multiply (x + 3)(x 3), (x + 2)(x 2) and
(x + 5)(x 5). Simplify each product. Describe the similarities in
the three products.

Journal/hiterview

1. Why do you think the product of (x 6)(x + 6) is called a
difference of squares?

2. Which of the following products are a difference of squares?
Justify your answer.
a. x 121
b. 125 + 100x2
c. 25x2- 16y
d. 8x2- 50

3. Explain how to determine if a binomial product is a difference of
squares.
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STRAND: PATTERNS AND RELATIONS (VARIABLES AND EQUATIONS)

GENERAL OUTCOME Generalize arithmetic operations from the set of rational numbers to
the set of polynomials.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 14. Find the quotient when a polynomial is divided by a monomial.
[PS, R] (9-14)

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 76-78
Interactions 9, pp. 122-127
Mathpower 9, pp. 164-165,175,178,190-191
Minds on Math 9, pp. 292-293,334-337,348-349
TLE 9, Factoring Polynomials, Student Refresher pp. 56-57,
Teacher's Manual pp. 124-127

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 138-141
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 114-117,120

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Students should be exposed to the
evaluation of polynomials
(Patterns and Relations Specific
Outcome

been simplified so that
6) before and after

theyh
advantage of simplifying prior to
evaluating can be emphasized. It
is through such comparisons that
students can see a need for
simplifying.

There are two methods for division of a polynomial by a monomial.
One method is to break the polynomial apart and solve individual

3x + 12 33 x 2 4.0divisionmonomial problems; e.g., = +

The second method is to factor the polynomial and simplify.
3x +12 `3(x + 4)

4= x +
3 '3.

1. Divide (3m3 + 8m2 5m) by 4m.

SolutionMethod 1

3m3 +8m2+8m2-5m 3m3 8m2 5m= + +
4m 4m 4m 4m

23m 5
2m= + +

4 4

3 2 .-, 5= m + Lm +
4 4

= 3m 2 + 2m 5
4 4

Adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 9 Implementation Draft.
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Strand Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
!Specific OultcomeL 14. Find the quotient when apolynomial is divided by a monomial [PS, R] (9-14)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes SolutionMethod 2

3m3 +8m2 5m
4m

,f(3m 2 + 8m 5)

4X

3m2 + 8m 5 3 , 5
= or m- + 2m

4 4 4

Verification

Verify by substituting m = 10.
LS RS

3(10) 3 + 8(10) 2 5(10)

4(10)

3000 + 800 50

40

3750

40

=
75

or 93-3
4 4

(10)
7

+ 2(10)
5

4

oo) + 2(10) 5
4 4

=75+20 --5
4

=933
4

LS = RS

2. Divide (8x3 + 4x2 4x) by 4x.

SolutionMethod 1

8x3 +4x2 4x 8x3 4x2 4x
= + +

4x 4x 4x 4x
=-2x2 x+1

SolutionMethod 2

8x3 + 4x2 4x
4x

Xx(2x 2 + X 1)

XX
= 2x2 X + 1
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Strand: Patternsand Relations (Variables and Equations)
,Specific Outcome: 14. Find the quotient when a polynomial is divided by a monomial. CPS, R) (9714)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Verification

Verify by substituting x = 10.
LS RS

8(10) + 4(10) 2 4(10) _2(10)2 (10) + 14(10)
8000 + 400 40

=-200-1O+140
8360

= 20940
= 209

LS = RS

3. Division is the same as multiplying by the reciprocal.
a + b

=
1

(a + b)
c c

By applying the distributive property, the problem is reduced to one
of dividing monomials.

1 1 1(a + b)= a + b

a b

C C
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'Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
§PeOPrPutconie: 14. Find the quotient when a polynomial is divided by a monomial. [PS, R] 9-14)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

12x3 16X2 + 8x
1. a. Find the quotient of by

4x
dividing each term in the numerator by the term in the
denominator.

b. Find the quotient by factoring the numerator first. What do
you notice?

2. Factor the numerator, then divide.

6x3 + 4x2 + 2x
a.

2x
4y5 +8y3 -2y2

b.
2y2

3. Perform the following divisions. Verify your answers by
substituting x= 10.
a. (4x3 + 2x2- 6x) ÷ 2x b. (6x 12) ÷ (-3)

c.
4x2 + 6x 8

d.
8x3 +12x2 -4x

5 -4x

4. Perform the following divisions.
a. (6x3 + 4x2 + 8x) ÷ 3x
b. (12x4 + 8x3 16x2 + 4x) ÷ (-4x)
c. (x3- 9x) = x

d.
-12y3 +9y2 -y

e.

3y

24 8m + 4m2

4

f.
14a2b3 + 7 a2b2 -7 ab2

lab

5. a. Evaluate the expression (4y3 12y2 + 8y) ÷ 4y for y = -3.
b. Perform the division first, and then evaluate the expression

once again for y = -3.
c. Compare the two results.
d. Was it simpler to evaluate the expression before or after

division? Explain.
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Sirand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Outcome: 14. Find the quotient when a poLynomialiis divided by a monomial. [PS; R] (9-14)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 6. Simplify the expression:

2x2 + 6x

2x
a. Find the value of the expression for x = 6, by replacing x in the

original expression.
b. Find the value of the expression for x = 6, by replacing x in the

simplified expression.
c. Compare the two results. What do you notice?

Reproduced with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum:
Grade 9 Implementation Draft.

7. The perimeter of the triangle is equal to the perimeter of the square.
Find the length of one side of the square in terms of x.

x + 4 2x + 6

x + 6

8. The inside rectangle in the diagram below is a flower garden. The
shaded area is a concrete walk-way around it. The area of the
flower garden is given by the expression 2x2 4x, and the area of
the walk-way is x2 + 19x.

3x

a. What is the total area of the flower garden and the concrete
walk-way?

b. Use the information provided to find an expression for each of
the missing dimensions of each rectangle.

c. If x = 2.3 m, find the dimensions and area of the flower
garden.

Adapted with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum:
Grade 9 Implementation Draft.
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STRAND: ':PATTERNS AND RELATIONS" (ViOZIASCES AND EQUATIONS)

GENERAL OUTCOME SolVe and Verify linear equations and inequalities

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 15. illustrate the solution process for a one-step,
degree equation, using concrete materials or

x + b
x a =b

x
ax

b
a

ICN, PS, V],,.(7:'7)1

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

using one variable.

single, variable, first-
diagrams.

Algebra tiles

Currently Authorized Resources
Interactions 7, pp. 223-227
Interactions 8, pp. 296-297
Mathpower 7, pp. 228-235
Mathpower 8, pp. 172,180-183
Mathpower 9, pp. 72-83
Minds on Math 7, pp. 331-334,338-341
Minds on Math 8, pp. 371-376
Minds on Math 9, pp. 133-138
TLE 8, Linear Equations (1 Step Solution), Student Refresher
pp. 44-45, Teacher's Manual pp. 100-103

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 354-357
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 164-165

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES /SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Use algebra tiles to pictorially

1. x + 2 = 6

(take

x = 4

,._.

show

away 2

one-step

IC
from

IC
each

equations.

side)
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[Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Outcome: 15. Illustrate the solution process for a one-step, single variable, first-degree equation, using

concrete materials or diagrams. x + a -= b; x a = b; ax = b; a = b [01, PS, V] (7-7)
L

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 2. x-3=5

x = 8

3. 2x=6

x = 3

(add 3 to each side)

D

(combining, 3 sets of 00 cancel out)

(regroup for 1

E

E
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,Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Outcome: 15. Illustrate the...solution process for a,one-step.

concrete materials or diagrams. .r +.a = b; .x

Single variable, firstidegreelequaupn, using

a = b; ax = b; a = b [CN, PS, Vj (7-7)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Journal/Interview

1. Have students describe how they would set up specific equations
with algebra tiles.

2. Have students describe the manipulation of tiles to solve these
equations.

Paper and Pencil

1. Use algebra tiles or diagrams to demonstrate the solution of the
following.

a. a + 5 = 2

b. b 3 = 6

c. c + 2 = 3

d. 5d = 15

e. 3e = 12
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:ST REfATTONST(VAMAIiLES'ANi5 EQUATIONS)

GENERAL.OUTCOME &jive and verify linear equations and inequalities using one variable.

SPECIFIC OUTCOMES

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

16. Solve and verify one-step linear equations of the form_ :

x+a=b
x

a
ax = b

where a, b and c are integers, using a variety of techniques.
[PS, R] ,(7-8)

18. Solve and verify one- and two-step first degree equations of the
form:

x
+ b = c

a
ax +b =c

where b and c are integers.
[PS, V] (8-5)

Currently Authorized Resources
Interactions 7, pp. 219-231
Interactions 8, pp. 291-305
Interactions 9, pp. 226-231
Mathpower 7, pp. 200-201,228-235,244
Mathpower 8, pp. 176-183,188-193,196,198
Mathpower 9, pp. 70-83,88-91
Minds on Math 7, pp. 344-363
Minds on Math 8, pp. 372-385
Minds on Math 9, pp. 133-143
TLE 8, Linear Equations (1 Step Solution), Student Refresher
pp. 44-45, Teacher's Manual pp. 100-103
TLE 8, Solving Problems, Student Refresher pp. 48-49, Teacher's
Manual pp. 108-111

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 348-359
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 162-167

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS°

Teaching Notes Students need to understand three essential concepts when solving
2-step, single-variable, first-degree equations.

The objective is to finish with x equal to a value.
The equation must always balance.
To move a number, undo it by using the inverse operation; that is,
add the opposite quantity to a term or multiply by the inverse of
the coefficient.

The Instructional Strategies/Suggestions for these specific outcomes are reproduced, by permission, from Manitoba Education
and Training. Grades 5 to 8 Mathematics: A Foundation for Implementation. Winnipeg, MB: Manitoba Education and
Training, 1997.
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Strand Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Ouiconiesi 16. Solve and verify one-gtep'linear eqUations:'... [PS, R]

18. Solve and verify one-,:amitwo-step first degree equations.,,,[pS, V],48-5

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes When students are familiar with solving equations using concrete
materials, ask them to solve equations using formal methods, such as
the following:

1. x + a = b, where a is positive or negative

2.

x-3 =
x-3 + 3=

x+0=

7
7+
10

3 OR

x -3 =7
+3 = +3

x+ 0= 10
x= 10

ax=b
4x = 20
4x 20

4 4
20x= 4

x=5

x= 10

3. -x = b, where a0
a

x 4
3

-x x3= 4x3
3

x=4x 3
x= 12

4. ax+b=c
4x+ 7 = 19

-7 = -7

5. -x +b= c, where a0
a

-x + 5 = 20
3

-5 = -5
4x+0=

4x =
4x
4

x

12
12

12

4
12

4

-x + 0 =15
3

-xx3=15x3
3

x = 3 x= 15 x 3
x =45

Note: At first, ask students to use concrete materials to verify their
solutions. Later, have them verify by substituting the value into
the equation.

Verify
3
-x + 5 = 20, where x= 45

45 +5 =20
3
15 + 5 = 20

20 = 20
Left Side = Right Side
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Sirand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific ,Outcomes: ,16. Solve and verify one-step linear equations.... '[PS, R] '(7-8)

18. Solve and verify one- and two-step first degree equations.... [PS, V] (8-5)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Journal/Interview

1. What does it mean to verify a solution?

2. Describe how to verify a solution.

Performance

1. Provide students with a variety of 1- and 2-step equations to solve
using concrete materials and have them record each step
symbolically.

Observations

Check for the following:

Does the student:
change the concrete form to its symbolic representation and
vice versa?
solve 1-step, single-variable equations involving addition,
subtraction, division or multiplication?
solve 2-step, single-variable equations involving:

addition and division?
subtraction and division?
addition and multiplication?
subtraction and multiplication?

solve the equation, given a value for the variable (solve for y,
given x)?
determine the value of the variable, given the solution for the
equation (solve for x, given y)?

Observe and record student performance level:
independently with ease
independently with difficulty
only with assistance.

Reproduced, by permission, from Manitoba Education and Training. Grades 5
to 8 Mathematics: A Foundation for Implementation. Winnipeg, MB: Manitoba
Education and Training, 1997.

Paper and Pencil

1. Solve and verify the following.

a. x+9=-5
b. x-3=-7
c. 2x = 18

d. x = 1.3
0.4
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[Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Outcomes: 16. Solve and verify one-step linear equations..,:. [PS,R] (7-8)

18. Solve and venfy one and two -step first degree equations.... ,[PS, V] (8-5)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 2. Solve and verify the following.

a. 2x+ 6 = 22

b. 7 5x = 27

c. 4 = 92
3. Jacques found the solution for 2x + 7 = 13 to be 3. Show how he

could verify if his answer is correct.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations) / 167
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STRAND: PATTERNS AND RELATIONS (VARIABLES AND EQUATIONS)

,GENERAL OUTCOME &jive and verify linear equations and inequalities using one variable.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 17.E Illustrate the solution process' for a two-step, single variable, first-
degree equation, using concrete materials or diagrams.
[CN, PS, V] (8-4)

MANIPULATIVES Algebra tiles

SUGGESTED Currently Authorized Resources
LEARNING Interactions 8, pp. 293-297
RESOURCES Interactions 9, pp. 232-237

Mathpower 8, pp. 188-189
Mathpower 9, pp. 88-91
Minds on Math 8, pp. 371-376
Minds on Math 9, pp. 133-138
TLE 8, Linear Equations (2 Step Solution), Student Refresher
pp. 46-47, Teacher's Manual pp. 104-107

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, p. 358
Journeys in Math 9, p. 166

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Using algebra tiles to demonstrate the solution of linear equations
provides a visual aspect to an otherwise abstract activity. TheDo not spend much time on this.

importantIt is very rtant for students to analogy of keeping the teeter-totter balanceddoing the same thing
make the connection between to both sides of the equationis very useful in promoting
what they do with the tiles and the mathematically correct understanding of the equation-solving
symbolic algebra. process.

As students solve an equation, it is important that they know what
their goal is: to isolate the variable. Keeping this in mind will help
them know what needs to be eliminated. Students also need to
understand the zero property.

The following steps could be used to solve two-step linear equations.

1. Arrange the appropriate tiles to represent the equation.
2x 3 = 5

=

168 / Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations) Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Strand: 'Patterns and (Variables and Equations)
!Specific-Outcome: 17. Illultrate the solution process for a two- step,_ single` variable, first-degree equation, using

concrete materials or diagrams. [CN, PS, V] ,(8-4)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 2. Eliminate the three negative unit tiles from the left side by adding
three positive unit tiles to each side.

000 = 1110
0 041' f»,

1-1

3. Remove the zero pairs from the equation.
0

= 0 0 0
El El

4. Arrange the unit tiles into two equal rowsbecause there are two
x tiles on the left.

= 01110000

5. Remove one entire row from the equation. What remains is the
answer (x = 4).

= 0

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations) / 169
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Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
Specific Outcome: 17. Illustrate the4gOlutionprocess for a two-step, single variable, first-degree equation, using

concrete materials or diagrams. [CN, PS, V] (8-4)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

1. Write the equivalent algebra equation for each diagram below.
Describe each step in the solution of the equation.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

I.

Step 4

00 0 0 0

( on\ = o\ ol cff0)

00 0= 00 0
0 0 0

2. Use algebra tiles to solve the equations.
a. 3x 5 = 10
b. 2x 1 = 3x + 5
c. 6 = 2x 3 + x
d. 5x x + 1 = 3x 2
e. 2x + 5 = x 3

3. Rob used tiles to solve the equation x 3 = 2x + 5. Do an error
analysis on the steps he used to solve for x.

Step 1

Step 2_

0 0 0 = 1

1

D 0 = I I
,..

Step 3 _____

00 0 I ii Er,
1'00 0 0 1;1,)0 0 0 = 1

A

0

0 0
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:Strand: -Patterns and Relations (Vatiabieiand E4natiOns)
Specific Outcome: 17. Illustrate the solution process for a two-step, variable, first=degree eqUation, using

concrete materials'Or diagrams. [CN, PS, V.] (8-4)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Step 4

Step 5

4. Which diagram satisfies the equation x 4 = 2x + 3?

a.

b.

c.

d.

0 0 0 =

0000 =

0000 =

0000 =

0 0 0

ES
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STRAND:' PATTERNS AND RELATIONS (VARIABLES AND EQUATIONS)

GENERAL OUTCOME

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

Solve and verify linear equations and inequalities using one variable.

19. Solve and verify first-degree single-variable equations of the
form:

MANH'ULATI'VES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

ax = b+cx
a(x+ b)= c
ax+b=cx+d
a(bx+ c)= f)

a = b

where a, b, c, d, e and f are rational numbers (with a focus on
integers), and use equations of this type to model and solve
problem situations. [C, PS, V] (9-5)

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 140-143,158-161
Interactions 9, pp. 232-241,248,250
Mathpower 8, pp. 188-196
Mathpower 9, pp. 88-108
Minds on Math 8, p. 383
Minds on Math 9, pp. 133-147,150-159
TLE 9 Algebra Tiles Explorer
TLE 9, Linear Equations 1-3, Student Refresher pp. 34-39,
Teacher's Manual pp. 80-91

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 168-177,186-189
Mathematics 9, pp. 101-114

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 1. ax=b+cx

All substitutions should be made
3x =14 4x

into parentheses in order to 3x + 4x =14 4x + 4x
evaluate correctly. It may be 7x =14
useful to explain this with the Use inverse operations to
following example: 7x,14 collect like terms onto one side
( -2)2 = (-2) x ( 2) 7 7 of the equation.

=4 x =2(2)2 . (2 x 2)
=-4

Avoid using 22 as students often
misinterpret this.
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;Strand: ;Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
'Specific Outcne: 19. Solve and verify first- degree single:yariableequations pf.the [C, PS, V]_(9,5)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Verify by substitution:
3x= 14 4x

3(2) = 14 4(2)
6= 14 -8
6 = 6

:.x = 2 is a solution

2. a(x + b) = c Use the distributive property to

5(x + 2) =12 simplify the left -hand side.

5x +10 =12
5x +10 10 =12 10

5x = 2
5x 2

5 5

2x=3
Verify by substitution:

5(x+ 2) =12

5-511 2 j+ 2)=12

5(12 )=12
11 5

12J =12

x = 2 is a solution
5

3. ax+b=cx+d
x + 2 =3x+ 6

xx+ 2=3x x +6
2 = 2x + 6

2 6 = 2x+ 6 6
4 = 2x
4 2x

2 2
2=x

Use inverse operations to
collect like terms.

Verify by substitution:
x+ 2 = 3x+ 6

(-2) + 2 = 3(-2) + 6
0 =-6 +6
0 = 0

:.x = 2 is a solution

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations) / 173
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&rand: Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations)
'Specific Outcome: 19. Solve and verify first-degree single-variable equations of the. form.... [C, PS, V] (9-5)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 4. a(bx + e) = d(ex + f)

a. 3(-2x + 4) = 4(x 6)
6x+ 12=-4x+ 24

6x+ 6x+ 12 =-4x+ 6x+ 24
12 =2x +24

12- 24= 2x +24 -24
12 = 2x
12

= 2x

2 2
6 = x

b.

C.

Verify by substitution:
3(-2x + 4) = 4(x 6)

3[-2(-6) + 4] = 4[(-6) 6]
3(12 + 4) = 4(-12)

3(16) = 48
48 = 48

...x = 6 is a solution

3x-6 x+2
8 4
4(3x 6) = 8(x + 2)
12x 24 = 8x + 16

12x 8x 24 = 8x 8x + 16
4x 24 = 16

4x-24+24= 16+24
4x =40

4x 40

4 4
x= 10

Simplify first, by using the
distributive property.

Use inverse operations to collect like
terms.

Find the cross products.

1
= 2 (x 1)

3 5

15(1(x + 5) = 15r)(x1) Multiply by the lowest
3 5 common denominator.

5(x + 5) = 3(2)(x 1)
5x + 25 = 3(2)(x 1)
5x + 25 = 6x 6 Use the distributive property.

5x 5x+ 25 =6x 5x 6
25 =x 6

25 + 6 =x 6 + 6
31 =x
x = 31
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Strand: PAtterns and Relations Variables and Equations)
[Specific Outcome: 19. Solve and verify first-degree single-variable equations of the form_ [C, PS, V] (9-5)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes In solving problems, students are asked to translate word problems into
concrete models and then to symbolic equations. When students
establish equations, they must:

define the variables
realize that word order is not necessarily the order found in the
equation; e.g., the phrase "3 is subtracted from a number" implies
x 3

know direct and indirect words for operations; e.g., add, sum, total.

Translating Word Problems into Symbolic Equations, and Solving
the Equations

Provide students with problems such as the one below. As a class,
discuss the various ways in which solutions to problems could be set
up. For example, the variable could be any vehicle in question 1.
Have each student create a similar problem, exchange his or her
problem with a partner, solve, and then verify each other's solution.

1. There are 12 vehicles in a parking lot. There is 1 more van than
trucks. There are 5 more cars than trucks. How many of each
vehicle are in the parking lot?
One Solution:

Vans Trucks Cars

n n 1 (n 1) + 5

n+n 1 +(n-1)+ 5 = 12
3n+ 3 = 12

3 = 3
3n = 9
3n 9

3 3
n = 3

So 3 vans, 2 trucks and 7 cars make up the 12 vehicles in the
parking lot. Check: 3 + 2 + 7 = 12.

Note: Discuss other solutions where n = number of trucks and
n = number of cars.

Reproduced, by permission, from Manitoba Education and Training. Grades 5
to 8 Mathematics: A Foundation for Implementation. Winnipeg, MB: Manitoba
Education and Training, 1997.
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[Strand: Patterns and Relations (Variables ind Equations)
ISpecific Outcome: 19. Solve and verify first-degree single-variable equations of the form.... [C, PS, V] (9-5)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

1. Solve and verify the following equations:
a. 5x = 12 + 2x
b. 7-2x-3x-1= 21
c. 2(x 3) = x + 17

d.

e. 0.3(x + 0.2) = 2(0.1x + 0.7)

f.
4m 7_5m
6 2 3

2. The formula G= 2.1n + 3.7 can be used to find how long a traffic
light stays green, where G is the green time in seconds and n is the
number of vehicles that proceed per light cycle.
a. How many vehicles proceed if green time is 40 seconds?
b. 11 50 cars can proceed, how long is the green light?

3. Reed has 21 nickels and dimes totalling $1.35. How many dimes
does he have?

4. The sum of three consecutive even numbers is 96. Find the
numbers.

176 Patterns and Relations (Variables and Equations) Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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STRAND: SHAPE AND SPACE (MEASUREMENT)

GENERAL OUTCOME Solve problems, using perimeter, area surface 'area and: volume.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 1. Estimate, measure and calculate the surface area and volume of
any right prism, cylinder,,cone or pyramid. [E, PS, T, R]
(6-4,7-2, 8 -4)

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Note: Specific outcome 1 is also addressed with specific outcome 10.

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 47-48,76,87,106,
406-415
Interactions 8, pp. 265-277
Interactions 9, pp. 85,88,94,157-158,216-217,286-287,
195-202
Mathpower 8, pp. 248-257,264-266
Mathpower 9, pp. 266-278
Minds on Math 8, pp. 420-449
Minds on Math 9, pp. 444-469
TLE 9, Volume and Surface Area, Student Refresher pp. 68-71,
Teacher's Manual pp. 148-155

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 108-122
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 208-215
Mathematics 9, pp. 466-484

Spreadsheet programs

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes In order for students to have a good understanding of surface area and
volume, many will need to work with actual cylinders, cones, prisms
and pyramids. Measuring these objects gives meaning to the
formulas that they will use to calculate surface area and volume.
Also, students must be able to identify the base(s) on these objects,
since many of the formulas have base as one of the components.

Following are some formulas that may be used to calculate surface
area and volume. The calculation of surface area often requires a
combination of two or more formulas. When using formulas, proper
substitution techniques should be followed. Answers should include
correct units of measurement.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Strand: Shape and Space (Measurement)
;Specific Outcome: 1. Estimate, measure and calculate the surface area and volume of any right prism, cylinder,

cone or pyramid. [E, PS, T, R] (6-4;772, 8-4)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes A = /w
A = bh

A =
1

bh
2

A_ h(a +b)
2

A = nr2
V = Bh

V= -1 Bh
3

A = 27vr2+ 27rrh
A = irr2 + rrrs
C2 = a2 + b2

(area of rectangle)
(area of parallelogram)

(area of triangle)

(area of trapezoid)

(area of circle)
(volume of prism or cylinder) Note: B = area of base

(volume of pyramid or cone)

(surface area of cylinder)
(surface area of cone)
(Pythagorean theorem)

Students may use 3.14 for 7C, or the 7I button on the calculator. The 7C

button is the preferred method.

Sample Problem

Calculate the exposed surface area and the volume of a cone-shaped
pile of sand whose radius is 14 m and whose vertical height is 10.5 m.

Solution

First calculate the slant height.

c2 = 02 + b2
C2= 142 + 10.52
c2 = 306.25
c = 17.5

Then calculate the surface area. (Exclude the base.)

A = Ica
A = (3.14)(14)(17.5)
A = 769.3

The exposed surface area is 769 m2 or 770 m2 if the 7C button is used.

Then calculate the volume.

V =
1

Bh
3

V =
3
-1 (rtr2)h

V = -1 (3.14 x 142)(10.5)
3

V= 2154.04

The volume is 2154 m3 or 2155 m3 if the TC button is used.

178 / Shape and Space (Measurement)
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!SO-and: Shape and Space (Measurement)
ISpeCific Outcome: I. Estimate, measure and calculate the Surface area and volume of any right prism, cylinder,

cone or pyramid. [E,IS,'T, RU6-4;

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

1. A cardboard box is made so that a can fits snugly inside it. Both
have the same height and width as shown in the diagram.

12 cm

cm

12 cm

7 cm

a. Calculate the surface area of the can using the formula
A = 2nr2 + 2nrh.

b. Using your answer from part a, estimate the surface area of the
box.

c. Calculate the surface area of the box, by adding the areas of
each of its faces.

d. Calculate the volume of the can, using the formula V = nr2h.
e. Using your answer from part d, estimate the volume of the

box.
f. Calculate the volume of the box, using the formula V = lwh.

2. Many steel grain bins are made from a large cylinder, with both
bases removed, and two cones, also with the bases removed. One
cone is fastened at the bottom of the cylinder, and the other is
fastened at the top as shown. The two cones are identical. The
diameter of the cylinder is 3.2 m, and its height is 4.0 m. The
cones each have a vertical height of 1.2 m and a slant height of
2.0 m.

a. Calculate the total surface area of the grain bin.
b. Calculate the total volume of the grain bin.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Stranii: Shape and Spaco:(Measiii:ement)
Specific Outcome: 1. Estimate, measure and calculate the surface area and volume of any right prism, cylinder,

cone or pyramid. [E, PS, T 12] (6-4,7-2,8-4)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 3. An ancient stone column has the shape of an octagonal prism. It
was originally used to support a roof, but the roof has fallen, and
the pillar now stands alone. The top of the pillar is a regular
octagon, made up of eight identical isosceles triangles, each with a
base of 22 cm and a height of 27 cm. The total height of the pillar
is 6.8 m.

22 cm

a. Calculate the total exposed
surface area of the pillar.

b. Calculate the volume of the
pillar.

27 cm

Another pillar from the same building is round instead of
octagonal. It has the same height, and its radius is 27 cm. It is also
standing upright, with nothing covering the top.

c. Using your answer from part a, estimate the exposed surface
area of the round pillar.

d. Calculate the exposed surface area of the round pillar.
e. Using your answer from part b, estimate the volume of the

round pillar.
f. Calculate the volume of the round pillar.

4. A solid block of wood measuring 12 cm by 12 cm by 5 cm has a
6 cm diameter hole drilled through it as shown. The entire block is
to be painted, including inside the hole.

12 cm

5 cm

a. Determine the surface area to be painted.
b. Determine the volume of wood in the finished product.

180 / Shape and Space (Measurement)
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IStrand: Shape and Space (Meastirement)
Specific Outcome:. 1. Estimate, measure and calculate the surface area and vt)lurnk.' of any right prism, cylinder,

, ,..

cone or pyramid. ,I[E;'PS, T7K,(§74, 7-,2, 8-411 ''''

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes

It is assumed that the teacher
and students are familiar with
the operation of spreadsheets.

Computer Activity

1. A 355 mL aluminum pop can has a volume of 355 cm3. Many
different combinations of radius and height will result in this
volume. Create a spreadsheet that will help determine which
height and radius will require the least amount of aluminum
(smallest surface area). Use the following column headings. Put
formulas in columns C and D to calculate height and surface area
from the given volume and radius.

A

1 Volume Radius Height Surface Area

2 355 2.0
3 355 2.1
4 355 2.2

25 355 4.3

a. Which height and radius combination results in the smallest
surface area?

b. How close is this to the actual size used by soft drink
companies?

c. Suggest some reasons for any differences between what the
spreadsheet gives as the best combination and the
measurements of an actual pop can.

d. Modify the spreadsheet to determine the dimensions of a
square-based, two-litre milk carton that will use the least
amount of cardboard in its construction.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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STRAND: SHAPE AND SPACE (MEASUREMENT)

GENERAL OUTCOME ''Solve problems, using perimeter, area, surface area and volume.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 2. Demonstrate concretely, pictorially and symbolically that many
rectangles are possible for a given perimeter or a given area.
[CN, RI (6-7)

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED Currently Authorized Resources
LEARNING Interactions 9, pp. 203-205,207
RESOURCES Mathpower 8, pp. 213,221

Minds on Math 8, pp. 305-313
Minds on Math 9, pp. 450-452
TLE 9, Area and Perimeter, Student Refresher pp. 72-73,
Teacher's Manual pp. 156-159

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, p. 93

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

182 / Shape and Space (Measurement)
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iStrand: :Shape and Space (Measurement)
"Specific Outcome: 2 Demonstrate concretelY,pictorially and symbolically that many, rectangles are possible: for al

given perimeter or a given area [CN, R] (6-7)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

This outcome should not require
much time. Depending on your
students, you may be able to just
refresh students' memories about
these relationships.

1. Use a table/chart to show as many rectangles as possible with a
perimeter of 30 cm and sides of whole numbers.

Diagram w (cm) 1 (cm) P = 21 + 2w
(cm)

14 cm

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

1 cm

13 cm
2 cm

12 cm
3 cm

11 cm

4 cm

10 cm
5 cm

9 cm

6 cm

8 cm

7 cm

a. Could there be other measurements?
b. Could we continue on with widths greater than lengths?

Would it make a difference?

2. Use a table/chart to show that many rectangles can have an area
of 400 cm2.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Strand: Shape and Space (Measurement)
Specific Outcome: 2 Demonstrate concretely, pictorially and symbolically that many rectangles are pdssible for a

o given perimeter or a given area [CN, R] (6-7)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 3. Given that the perimeter of a rectangle is 30 cm, students could
determine all possible whole number, or mixed number,
dimensions of this rectangle and calculate the area for each set of
dimensions.

How does area vary when the perimeter is fixed? Describe the
shape that gives the maximum area and the shape that gives the
smallest area.

4. What happens to the area of a regular polygon as the number of
sides increases? Given a perimeter of 36 cm, what is the area
when the figure has 4 sides? 6 sides? 8 sides?

5. Determine the effect on the area of a polygon when its sides are
doubled, tripled, quadrupled.... Can you make a rule for this?

6. Determine the effect on the area of a circle if its perimeter is
doubled or halved. Can you make a rule for this?

184 / Shape and Space (Measurement)
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Strand: Shape and Space Neasiiremenii
Specific Outcome: 2. Demonstrate concretely, pictorially and vmbolicallythat many rectarp,fle are possible for a

given perimeter or a giveruarea. [CN, R] (6=7)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Journal/Interview

1. Can many rectangles with different lengths and widths have the
same perimeter and area?

2. Can the area of a circle or square vary if the circumference or
perimeter of each is fixed? Explain.

3. Is there a relationship between areas of squares and circles that
have the same perimeter? Elaborate.

Paper and Pencil

1. Find as many whole number lengths and widths for the following
rectangles:
a. perimeter of 70 cm
b. area of 500 cm2
c. perimeter of 195 cm
d. area of 144 m2

2. Jordan ties his dog to the basketball pole in his yard while he is at
school. The rope he uses is 9 m long. What is the maximum yard
area in which the dog can roam?

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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STRAND:; SHAPE AND SPACE (MEASUREMENT)

GENERAL OUTCOME = Solve problems, using right angle triangles.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 3. Use the Pythagorean relationship to calculate the measure of the
third side, of a right triangle, given the other two sides in '2-D
applications. [PS] (8-2)

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

Ruler
Grid paper

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 25-29,190,388
Interactions 8, pp. 246-249
Interactions 9, pp. 196-200
Mathpower 8, pp. 204-209
Mathpower 9, p. 227
Minds on Math 8, pp. 478-489
Minds on Math 9, pp. 230,310-311
TLE 8, The Pythagorean Relationship, Student Refresher
pp. 54-55, Teacher's Manual pp. 120-123
TLE 8, Problem Solving: Using the Pythagorean Relationship,
Student Refresher pp. 56-57, Teacher's Manual pp. 124-127

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 359-361
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 111-114
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 54-59
Mathematics 9, pp. 338-343,468,471,473

TECHNOLOGY Scientific calculator
CONNECTIONS

186 I Shape and Space (Measurement) Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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IStrand:SIMpeand Space (Measurement)
!Specific Outcome: 3. Use the Pythagorean relationship to ,calculate the measure of the third side, of a right

triangle, given the other two sides in 2-D applications. [PS] (8-2)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Students should also be encouraged
to use rounding that is applicable to
the question. For example, an
answer of 152.425 km as a distance
between two towns would more
likely be expressed as 152 km.

Rounding by using significant
digits may cause confusion, and
although measurement is an
important component of Applied
Mathematics 10, the emphasis in
this outcome should be on the use
of Pythagorean theorem.
Directions to students could include
"round answer to the nearest tenth"
or "express answer as a whole
number."

Both imperial and SI units are used
in Applied Mathematics 10.
Examples should include both
measurement systems.

1. Develop the Pythagorean relationship using grid paper.
a. Draw a right triangle.
b. Draw a square on each side of the triangle as shown.
c. Compare/relate areasthe two smaller areas combined give

the larger area.

.c
c2

b2

a

a2

b

a

b

Cut the squares out. Either align the larger squareon the
hypotenusewith the grid paper, or cut the smallest square into
parts and fit these parts and the square on side b onto the square
on the hypotenuse.

2. Pythagorean Theorem
For any right triangle, a2 + b2 = c2, where c is the hypotenuse.

Finding the hypotenuse when the other two
sides that make the right angle are known.

Finding one of the shorter sides when the
hypotenuse and the other side are known.

Suggestion: Students should practise rearranging the formula for the
Pythagorean theorem to solve for a or b, rather than the teacher
presenting individual formulas.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Strand: Shape and Space (Measurement)
Specific Outcome: t 3. Use the Pythagorean relationship to calculate the 'measure of the third side, of a right

triangle, given the other two sides in 2-D applications. [PS] (8-2)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching NotesNotes Pythagorean theorem is taught in Grade 8 and Grade 9. Less time
should be spent on the actual theorem and more time on common
errors, such as:

not distinguishing the hypotenuse and always substituting the
two known sides for a and b in the formula
forgetting to find the square rootremind students that the
formula solves for the square of the unknown side.
Reinforcing the difference between square and square root is
also important.

Students should be aware of these common triangles: 3, 4, 5;
5, 12, 13; 8, 15, 17 and any multiples of these (Pythagorean
triples).

3. Examples: Find n. (Round to the nearest tenth.)

5 cm

3 cm

a2 b2 n2
(3)2 (5)2 n2

9 + 25 = n2
34 = n2

n=
n = 5.8 cm

12 cm

a2 b2 = c2
n2 +(12)2 = (13)2
n2 +144 = 169

n2 +144 144 = 169 144
n2 = 25

n= [23
n = 5 cm

188 / Shape and Space (Measurement)
(2000)
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!Strand: Shape, and Space (Measurement)
!Specific Outcome: 3. Use the Pythagorean relationship to calculate the measure of the third side, of a nght

triangle,given ths,other two sides in 2-D applications.jPS] (8 -2)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 4. Solving Problems
A ladder reaches 5 m up a wall. The bottom of the ladder is 1 m
from the base of the wall. How long is the ladder? (Round to the
nearest tenth.)
Steps in Solution:
1. Draw diagram with information.
2. Substitute information into Pythagorean theorem.
3. Solve.
4. State answer.

a2 b2 e2

(1)2 (5)2 e2

1 + 25 = c2
c2 = 26
c= ,s
c = 5.099 m

The length of the ladder is 5.1 m, to the
nearest 0.1 m.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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'Strand: Shape and Space (Measurement)
[Specific Outcome: 3. Use the Pythagorean relationship to calculate the measure of the third side, of a right

triangle, given the other two sides in 2-D applications. [PS] (872)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

1. Find n.

a. b.

14

n

2. A 14 foot ladder is leaning against a tree. If the base of the ladder
is three feet from the tree, how far up the tree will it reach?

3. A 40 m tower has a guy wire attached halfway up. Find the length
of the guy wire if it is anchored 10 m from the base of the tower.

Journal/hiterview

1. Describe the Pythagorean theorem in words.

2. Describe everyday situations that involve right angle triangles, and
describe how you would find the measurements involved. Be
specific; e.g., construction (mitred corner), surveying (distance that
cannot be easily measured).

Portfolio

1. Collect pictures/articles from magazines and newspapers where
right angle triangles appear. Measure the sides of the triangles,
and show that the Pythagorean relationship is valid in every case.

190 / Shape and Space (Measurement)
(2000)
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11111

r STRAND: SHAPE AND SPACE (MEASUREMENT) 7

GENERAL OUTCOME Solve pioblems, using right angle triangles.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 4. Estimate, measure and classify angles as:
acute
obtuse
right
straight
reflex.

[E] (6-10)

MANIPULATIYES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Geometry setruler, protractor

Currently Authorized Resources
Interactions 7, pp. 229-231
Mathpower 7, pp. 264-267
Minds on Math 7, pp. 368-377
Minds on Math 9, pp. 183-193
TLE 7, Classifying Angles, Student Refresher pp. 62-63,
Teacher's Manual pp. 136-139

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 236-237
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 229-231
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 290-294

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Students should have a strong
intuitive understanding of the
following angle measurements:
30°, 45°, 60°, 90°, 135° and 180°,
and be able to draw a relatively
accurate representation of each
without a protractor. If this skill
has been developed, then
estimates of the measures of other
angles will be more accurate.

1.

2.

3.

Terminology:

acute angle angle that is less than 90 °; e.g., 42°

right angle angle that is 90°
T1 >

obtuse angle angle that is between 90 ° 0,>and 180 °; e.g., 120°

straight angle angle that is 180° <

reflex angle angle that is between
180° and 360 °; e.g., 270° r

Using a protractor and straightedge/ruler, construct a variety of
angles; e.g., 47°, 116°, 90°, 285°, 180°.

Given a variety of angles measuring between 0° and 360°, use a
protractor to find their measurement in degrees, and classify each.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Strand: Shape and Space (Measurement) 1.7

Specific Outcome: 4. Estimate, measure and classify angles as acute, obtuse, right, straight, reflex. :[E] (6-10)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes

Students may have difficulty
fording reflex angles until they
realize that the direction of
rotation defines the type of angle.
For example, they may perceive
the corner of a door as 90°, but
the angle around the corner of the
door is 270°.

Interview/Journal

1. Describe an acute, right, obtuse, straight and reflex angle.

2. Look around the classroom and find an example of each angle.
Which angle was easiest to find?

3. Explain how your perception of a three-dimensional object can
change the classification of the angles you see. (See Teaching
Notes.)

Paper and Pencil

1. Without using a protractor, draw acute, right, obtuse, straight and
reflex angles; and estimate their measurement. Use a protractor to
check your results.

2. Construct the following angles, using a protractor, and classify
them.
a. 174°
b. 13°
c. 70°
d. 90°
e. 240°
f. 168°
g. 340°

192 / Shape and Space (Measurement)
(2000)
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STRAND: SHAPE AND SPACE (MEASUREMENT)

GENERAL OUTCOME Solve problems, using right angle triangles.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 5. Explain the meaning of sine, cosine and tangent ratios in right
triangles. [C, R] (9-1)

MANIPULAT1VES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

Geometry setruler, protractor

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 487-500
Interactions 9, pp. 264-265,268-269
Mathpower 9, pp. 236-244
Minds on Math 9, pp. 232-239,246-252
TLE 9, Ratios in Right Triangles, Student Refresher pp. 58-59,
Teacher's Manual pp. 128-131

TECHNOLOGY Scientific calculator
CONNECTIONS

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 1. Trigonometric ratios are the ratios of the lengths
angle triangles. Because similar triangles have
their shape remains the same and their sides
The same ratios of sides, therefore, will always
angle.

Terminology: For any given right angle triangle,
labelled according to one of the given acute

hypotenuse
(h)

A

of sides of right
the same angles,

have the same ratios.
give the same

the sides are
angles.

opposite side
(0)

adjacent switch.

adjacent side
(a)

If the other acute angle is used, opposite and

sin (sine) A = °
h

cos (cosine) A = a
h

tan (tangent) A = °
a

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Strand: Shape and Space (Measurement)
ISpecific Outcome:_ 5. Explain,the meaning of sine, cosine and tangent ratios in right triangles.[C, R] (9-1)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Calculators should be set in degree
mode.

Graphing calculators, and many
scientific calculators, use the order
sin 30 to find sin 30. Other
scientific calculators use 30 sin.

2. Use of Scientific Calculator with Trigonometry
a. Given the angle 4 use "sin", "cos" or "tan" key and

angle measurement
this gives the decimal
equivalent of the ratio

b. Given the sides 4 put sides in appropriate ratio and
divide

this gives the decimal
equivalent of the ratio, as
above

c. Given the decimal value-* use 2nd function button,
appropriate trigonometry button
and decimal

this gives the angle

3. a. Draw accurate right angle triangles with an angle of 35° and
various side lengths. Make a table of these lengths, put them
into the three trigonometric ratios, and compare.

b. For a right angle triangle with short sides of 10 cm and 15 cm:
Find all trigonometric ratios and put them in decimal form.

Y XY =11152 +102

=18

15 cm

Find LX and LY.

tan X= 1.5
LX = 56.3°

sin X= 15 = 0.8
18

cos X = 10 = 0.-5
18

tan X = 15 =1.5
10

sin Y= 10 =0.5
18

cos Y=
15

= 0.83-
18

tan Y= 10 =0.6
15

sin Y= 0.5
LY= 33.7°
OR
LY = 90° LX

= 90 56.3
= 33.7°

194 / Shape and Space (Measurement)
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Strand: Shape and SPace (Measurement)
:Specific Outcome: 5. Explain the meaning of sine, cosme and tangent ratios in right triangles. [C, R] (9-1)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Journal/Interview

1. Describe the trigonometric ratios in wordswhat they are;
i.e., ratios, and why they work as they do.

2. The unique characteristics of a right angle triangle make it useful
in real-life circumstances. Support this statement.

3. Describe how you use a scientific calculator in trigonometry.

Paper and Pencil

1. Find the trigonometric ratios and their decimal equivalents for LA.

a. b.

A

2. Use your calculator to determine the following:
a. sin 37° =

tan 85° =
cos 16° =

b. sin A = 0.923 LA =
cos B = 0.420 LB =
tan C= 2.415 LC=

3. a. Draw accurate right angle triangles with an angle of 65° and
various side lengths. Make a table of these lengths and their
trigonometric ratios. Compare.

b. Draw accurate right angle triangles with sides in appropriate
ratios. Make a table of trigonometric ratios, and find the
angles.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manua], J 0
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STRAND: SHAPE AND SPACE (MEASUREMENT)

GENERAL' OUTCOME Solve problems, using right angle triangles.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANIPULATIVES

6. Calculate an unknown side or an unknOwn angle in a right
triangle, using trigonometric ratios. [PS, T, V] (9-3)

SUGGESTED Currently Authorized Resources
LEARNING Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 487-507
RESOURCES Interactions 9, pp. 264-277

Mathpower 9, pp. 236-247,252-255
Minds on Math 9, pp. 232-263,266-269
TLE 8, The Pythagorean Relationship, Student Refresher
pp. 54-55, Teacher's Manual pp. 120-123
TLE 8, Problem Solving: Using the Pythagorean Relationship,
Student Refresher pp. 56-57, Teacher's Manual pp. 124-127
TLE 9, Finding Unknown Sides and Angles, Student Refresher
pp. 60-63, Teacher's Manual pp. 132-139

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Scientific calculator

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES /SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Review Trigonometric Ratios
hypotenuse opposite

sin A = o (h) side
h

A = A

(0)

cos a
h adjacent

sidetan A = o
a (a)

Emphasize the need to name sides correctly for either acute angle.
Drawing each diagram and labelling it will provide a corresponding
visual.

Process and Examples
To solve right triangle problems:
a. Draw a diagram and label it.
b. Choose an appropriate trigonometric ratiouses the information

given.
c. Substitute information into the trigonometric ratio.
d. Calculate the answer.

196 / Shape and Space (Measurement)
(2000)
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Strand: Shape and Space (Measurement)
Specific Outcome: 6. Calculate an unknown side or an unknown angle in a right triangle, using trigonometric

,ratios.irs,:r,y1_ (4-3)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Example 1: Find y.

a.

5 cm

5 cm
(o)

y

b. tan A =
a

y
(a)

c. tan 30° = 5

d.

y
5

Y =
tan30°

= 8.660
Side y is 8.660 cm

(A)

Example 2: Find the measure of LD.

a. D

6 cm
(a)

b. cos D = a

c. cos D = 6
8

d. cos D = 0.75 use 2"d function
LD = 41.4°

6 cm

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Strand: Shape and pace (Measurement)
!Specific Outcome : 6. Calculate an unknown side or an unknown angle in a right triangle

ratios..[P; T, (9-3)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Example 3: Find the measure of LC.
A

Since LB is 90°, LA + LC = 90°
..LC = 90° 20° = 70°

Example 4: A right angle triangle ABC has LB = 90°, LA = 40° and
AB = 6 cm. Find the measure of AC , BC and LC.
Round answers to the nearest hundredth.

acos A =
h

6
cos 40° =

h

6
h =

cos 40°
= 7.8324

AC is 7.83 cm.

LC = 90° LA
LC = 90° 40°

= 50°
LC is 50°.

6 cm
(a)

tan A = 2-
a

tan 40° =
6

o = tan 40° x 6

= 5.0346
BC is 5.03 cm.

198 / Shape and Space (Measurement)
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.---tra-'nd:hai;e and Siaie41easureinent)--
1Specific Outcome: 6...calculate an unknown side or an unkni-)Wn angle in a right triangle,,using trigonometric

ratios. [PS; T, Y1 (9-3)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Journal/Interview

1. What is meant by opposite and adjacent sides? How are they
related to the acute angles? Why is cos 60° equal to sin 30°?

Paper and Pencil

1. Calculate y to three decimal places.

12

2. Find LA.

a.

y

b.

9

12

3. Triangle ABC has LB = 90°, AB = 16 cm, and BC = 11 cm. Find
the measure of the missing angles and side. Round answers to the
nearest hundredth of a centimetre, or to the nearest tenth of a
degree.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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STRAND: SHAPE AND SPACE (MEASUREMENT)

GENERAL OUTCOME Solve problems, using right angle triangles.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANIPULATIVES

7. Model and-then solve `given problem situations involving only one
right triangle. [PS, T, V] (9-4)

Clinometer

SUGGESTED Currently Authorized Resources
LEARNING Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 492, 499, 500, 503-507
RESOURCES Interactions 9, pp. 264-275

Mathpower 9, pp. 238, 239, 241-247
Minds on Math 9, pp. 236-239, 243-244, 249, 251, 252,
256-263
TLE 8, Problem Solving: Using the Pythagorean Relationship,
Student Refresher pp. 56-57, Teacher's Manual pp. 124-127
TLE 9, Solving Right Triangles, Student Refresher pp. 64-67,
Teacher's Manual pp. 140-147

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS°

Teaching Notes Angle of elevation If you stand and look directly at the top ofa tall
tree, your line of sight slopes upwards from the horizontal. The angle
between your line of sight and the horizontal is called the angle of
elevation to the top of the tree from where you are standing.

T

.740 . 1

.... di 77. - ' 1 c
v.:- --

I
plive;le of elevation

c..

Angle of depression If you
object, the angle between the
the angle of depression.

ft

stand on a cliff and look down toward an
horizontal and the line of sight is called

horizontal7 -
N.' angle of depression

Sas
Ns. 0,

N

\*

0 The introductory Instructional Strategies/Suggestions information and Sample Questions 2 to 4 are reproduced, by permission,
from Manitoba Education and Training. Senior 1 Mathematics: A Foundation for Implementation. Winnipeg, MB: Manitoba
Education and Training, 1997.
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Strand: Shape and Space (Measurement)
Specific Outcome: 7. Model and then solve given problem situations involving only right triangle.

S,T, V] (9-4) j.

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Surveyors measure angles of elevation with an instrument called a
theodolite. On a more basic level, a clinometer can be used by students
to find the height of tall structures.

Clinometers can be purchased or can be constructed from a protractor,
straw, string and a plumb line.

Sample Questions

1. Bill stood on a cliff overlooking a lake and saw a sailboat on the
water. The cliff was 30 m high, and the angle of depression was
40°. How far out in the lake was the boat?

30 m

30 m
(a)

0°

m

50°

m
(o)

tan A =
0

a

tan 50° =
30

tan 50° m=
1 30

tan 50° x 30
m=

1

m = 35.7526

The boat was 35.75 m out in the lake.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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[Strand: Shape andSiaceSpace'
Specific Outcome: 7. Model and then solve given problem situations involving only one right triangle.

[PS., T, NTJ (9-4)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 2. A tree 2.50 m tall casts a shadow 4.36 m long. Calculate the angle
of elevation of the sun to the nearest degree. (The angle is marked
A in the diagram.)

3. Suppose that the distance MH in the picture is 10 m, and the angle of
elevation is 25°.
a. Calculate the distance TH , to the nearest 0.1 m.
b. To find the height of the tree, you have to add the distance HG.

This is the same as the height of the man's eyes above the
ground. If his eyes are 1.6 m above the ground, how high is the
tree?

c. The same man stands 25 m away from a flagpole and finds that
the angle of elevation of the top of the pole is 41°. How tall is
the pole?

4. Find the height of a tall structure close to the school using a
clinometer and a measuring tape.

a. Make a scale drawing to find the height.
b. Use trigonometric ratios to find the height.

Compare your answers and write a detailed report on your
procedures and findings.

There is another way to complete this task. What is it? Explain.

202 / Shape and Space (Measurement)
(2000)
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Strand: Shape and Space (Measurement)
Specific Outcome: 7. Model and then solve given problem situations involving only one right triangle.

[13, T,

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Projects

1. Have students measure various heights of objects without the use
of a ladder; e.g., telephone poles, trees, flagpoles.

angle of elevation

known
distance

Portfolios/Journals/Interviews

1. Find examples of real-life situations that can be solved using
trigonometry.

2. Find occupations that use this type of problem solving.

Paper and Pencil

1. A staircase goes to the second floor of a house that is 12 m above
the ground floor. The handrail is 16 m long. What is the angle of
elevation of the handrail and the horizontal distance covered?

2. A tree casts a shadow of 14.3 m. At this point the angle of
elevation to the top of the tree is 27°. How tall is the tree?

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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STRAND: SHAPE AND7SPACE (3-D OBJECTS AND 2 -D SHAPES)

GENERAL OUTCOME SpeCify conditions Amder which triang14 may be similar and use;
conditions to solve problems!

SPECIFIC. OUTCOME 8. Recognize Nhen, and explain why,Iwo triangles are similar, and
use the prdperties of similar triangles to solve problems.
[C, PS, R, T] (9-8)

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Ruler

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 480-486
Interactions 9, pp. 258-262
Mathpower 9, pp. 226-231
Mathpower 10, pp. 226-235
Minds on Math 9, pp. 208-223
TLE 9, Similarity and Similar Triangles, Student Refresher
pp. 74-77, Teacher's Manual pp. 160-167

Previously Authorized Resources
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 322-325
Mathematics 9, pp. 390-396

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Investigation

1. Terminology: Similarity means same shape but not necessarily
the same size.
Similar triangles have corresponding angles that are congruent;
i.e., makes the same shape, and corresponding sides that have the
same ratio; i.e., proportional.
If the corresponding angles of triangles are congruent, this proves
similarity and makes the corresponding sides proportional.

2. Examples of similar triangles.
a. Two separate triangles of the same shape.

AL AL
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Strand: Shape and Space (3-D Objects and 2-D Shapes)
Specific Outcome: 8.'Recogilize when and' explain why, two triangles are similar, and'use the properties of

similar triangles to solve problems. [C, PS, R, T] (9-8)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes b. Bow tie.

c. Triangle within a triangle.

3. Real-life problem solving where similar triangles can be used.

a. A building casts a shadow of 14 m. Tom is 1.6 m tall and casts
a shadow of 1 m when standing next to the building. How tall
is the building?

14 m

14 m

h 1.6

14 1

h= 14 x1.6

1

h= 22.4
The building is 22.4 m tall.

lm

1.6 mN
1m

206 / Shape and Space (3-D Objects and 2-D Shapes) Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Strand: Shape and Space (3-D Objects and 2-D Shapes)
liSpeCific Outcome: 8. Recognize when and explain why, two triangles are sbnilar, and use the properties of

, . .
is nular triangles to solve problems. [C, PS, R, T] (9-8)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

An average step is 3 feet long for a
6 foot tall person. To do parts b
and c of question 3, the person
should take long steps.

b. Find the width of a river.
1. Sight a tree on the opposite bank.
2. Turn 90°, walk along the river for 10 steps, and make a

pile of stones.
3. Continue from here for 20 steps.
4. Make a 90° turn from the river and walk until the pile of

stones and the tree line up, counting steps (say 35).
5. You now have bow tie similarity.

35

1 step = 1 m

35

20

20 10

35 w
35 x 10

w=

20 10

10

20
w =17.5

The river is 17.5 m wide.
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Strand: Shape and Space (3-D Objects and 2-D Shapes)
Specific Outcome: 8. Recognize when, and explain why, two triangles are similar, and use the properties of

,similar triangles to solve problems. [c, PS, R, (9-8)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes c. Find the length of a pond.
1. Sight a post on the opposite side.
2. Turn at a right angle, and walk and count very long steps

until you see the post with an unobstructed view.
3. Pound a stake into the ground at this point.
4. Walk back along your path for 10 very long steps.
5. Make a 90° turn right, and walk and count very long steps

until the post and stake line up.
6. You now have a triangle within a triangle.

1 step = 1 m

10

60

1

8

60

8

10 60
8 x 60

10
=48

The pond is 48 m long.

208 / Shape and Space (3-D Objects and 2-D Shapes) Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Strand: Shape, and Space (3-D Objects and 2) Shapes)
Specific Outcome: 8 Recognize when and explin why, two triangles are similar, and' use the properties of

similar uiangles to solve problems. [C, PS, R, T] (9-8)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Journal/Interview

1. How would you determine if two triangles are similar?

Portfolios

1. Go outside and measure a number of heights, using the shadow
method; e.g., height of the school, flagpole, backstop, power pole.

Paper and Pencil

1. Answer true or false for similar triangles. Explain.
a. They have the same shape.
b. They have the same size.
c. They have the same orientation.
d. Corresponding sides are congruent.
e. Corresponding angles are congruent.

2. A flagpole casts a shadow of 22.3 m. Bill is 1.75 m tall and casts a
shadow of 3.1 m when standing next to the flagpole. How high is
the flagpole?

3. Lee wants to find the distance across a highway. He sights a sign
on the opposite side and then paces off distances as shown. How
far is it across the highway?

4. Solve for y.

15 30

25
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SHAPE AND SPACE- (TRANSFORMATIONS)

GENERAL OUTCOME

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Create and analyie patterns and design, using symmetrY, translatiOn;
rotation and reflection.

9. Draw,design's, using: ordered pairs, in all foui quadrants of the
coordinate grid. [PS, V] (7-13)

Grid paper
Ruler

Currently Authorized Resources
Interactions 7, pp. 91-93
Mathpower 7, pp. 206-211
Mathpower 8, pp. 159-161
Minds on Math 7, pp. 268-269
TLE 7, The Coordinate Plane, Student Refresher pp. 72-73,
Teacher's Manual pp. 156-159
TLE 9, Transformations Explorer
TLE 9, Transformations on Grids, Student Refresher pp. 86-93,
Teacher's Manual pp. 184-199

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 278-279
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 308-309
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 140-142

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 1. Develop the terminology and vocabulary using an overhead or
chalkboard grid.

y-axisa.

x-axis

V
b. Present the idea of axes being number lines with a scale of

integers. Y

A
3

2

1'<-111-1}1--> x
3 2 1 1 2 3123

V
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'Strand: Shape and Space (Transformations)
'Specific Outcome: 9. Draw designs, using ordered pairs, in all four quadrants of the co-ordinate grid.

[PS, V] (7-13)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes
c. Axes divide the grid into four parts, called quadrants.

quadrant A quadrant
2 1

quadrant quadrant
3 4

d. Where the axes join is called the origin, and it is given the
ordered pair (0, 0).

e. Ordered pairs are used to locate specific points on the
coordinate grid. The first number indicates a movement from
the origin left () or right (+) and the second number indicates
a movement from that point up (+) or down ().

2. Examples Using a Grid
a. Locate the following points.

A (3, 5)
B (-2, 7)
C (4, 1)
D (0, 3)
E(-1,-5+)
F (-7, 0)

Indicate the quadrant in which they lie.

b. Pick some points and have students identify their ordered
pairs.

212 / Shape and Space (Transformations)
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Strand: Shape and Space:(transarmations)
;Specific Outcome: 9. Draw designs, using ordered pairs, in all four quadrants of the co-ordinate grid.

[PS, V] (7-13)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes
Portfolio

1. Have students create their own picture on a grid and then develop
the set of points that would produce their graphing picture.

2. Have students share their portfolio creations, and have others draw
the pictures.

Journal/Interview

1. Describe how to plot a particular ordered pair.

2. How can you always tell if an ordered pair is on:
a. the x-axis?
b. the y-axis?

3. Identify a way that you can determine the quadrant in which an
ordered pair lies.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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STRAND: .SHAPE AND SPACE (TRANSFORMATIONS)

GENERAL OUTCOME Create and analyze patterns and design, using symmetry, translation,
rotation and reflection.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME

MANIPULATIYES

10. Draw and interpret scale diagrams:
enlargements
reductions.

[PS, T] (8-11)

Ruler
Grid paper
Pencil crayons/felt markers

SUGGESTED Currently Authorized Resources
LEARNING Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 321-327
RESOURCES Interactions 8, pp. 65-72,77

Interactions 9, pp. 69-71,73
Mathpower 8, pp. 96-101
Mathpower 9, pp. 309-311
Minds on Math 8, pp. 134-152
Minds on Math 9, pp. 406-411
TLE 8, Enlargement and Reduction, Student Refresher pp. 72-73,
Teacher's Manual pp. 156-159
TLE 9, Dilatations and Similarity, Student Refresher pp. 90-91,
Teacher's Manual pp. 192-195

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 182-186,398-399
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 406-411
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 205-209,240-241

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Geometer's Sketchpad

214 / Shape and Space (Transformations)
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[Strand: Shape and Space (Transformations)
!Specific Outcome 10. Draw and interpret kale diagrams: enlargements, reductions. [PS, T](8-11)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Refer to the program of studies for an elaboration of dilatations.

Investigation Connecting Specific Outcomes 1 and 10

Problem: If the dimensions of a rectangular prism were tripled,
would the volume and surface area also be tripled?

Materials: 3-D package; e.g., candy box, juice box
ruler
grid paper (3 cm x 3 cm)
pencil crayons/felt markers

Procedure:

Open up the package into its net.
Measure all of its sides.
Calculate its surface area and volume.
Draw a 1 cm x 1 cm grid on the net.
Enlarge this net by reproducing the net onto the 3 cm x 3 cm
grid paper.
Measure the sides of the enlarged net.
Calculate the enlarged surface area and volume.
Reproduce all the logos and lettering of the 1 cm x 1 cm net
onto the 3 cm x 3 cm.
Cut out the enlarged net.
Assemble the package.

Analysis:

a. Compare your results with the class by compiling a table.

Volume

Original Size Enlargement

Surface Area

Original Size Enlargement

b. By what scale factor does volume increase, if the dimensions
were tripled?

c. By what scale factor does surface area increase, if the
dimensions were tripled?

Extension:

What is the relationship between the volume and surface area of an
object's original and enlarged size?

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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Strand: Shape and Space (Transformations)
,_Specific,Outcome: 10. Draw and interpret scale diagrams: enlargements, reductions. [PS, I] (8-11)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES /SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

As students are involved in the
activities, observe and note if they:

know the geometric names
of the solids, faces and
geometric shapes

measure dimensions
accurately

make reductions and
enlargements accurately

calculate surface area and
volume from nets.

Sample Questions°

1. Give pairs of students a bucket of interlocking cubes.
a. Show students a shape. Ask them to construct a shape which

represents an enlargement by a factor of 3.
b. Ask students to each make a shape, using exactly 6 cubes,

exchange shapes with a partner, and ask their partner to create
an enlargement of the shape by a factor of 2.

2. Determine the scale factor for each of the following:
A'

a.

b.

3. Reduce a figure by multiplying the x and y coordinates by the same
fractionbetween 0 and 1.
a. Plot the figure and its image.
b. Notice the differences in side lengths and areas.
c. Notice that the shape and angles are the same.
d. Identify the dilatation factor.

4. A photograph is 5 cm by 7 cm. It is enlarged by a scale factor of 2.5.
What are the new dimensions?

° Sample Questions 1, 2, 4 and 5 are reproduced with permission from Atlantic Canada Mathematics Curriculum: Grade 8.

216 / Shape and Space (Transformations) Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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!Strand: Shape and Space (Transformations)
iSpecific Outcome: 10. Draw and interpret scale diagrams: enlargements, reductions. [PS, T] (8-11)*

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES /SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes 5. In the diagram below, using the origin as the centre of dilatation,
a. enlarge the given figure by a scale factor of 2
b. reduce the given figure by a scale factor of -1-

c. record the vertices for each image

2

1

0 1 / 3 4 5 6

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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ISfrand: :Shape and Space ffransformatinn
[Specific Outcome: 10. Drayvand,interpret scale chagrams: enlargementsjeductions,:[PS, (8711)__

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Performance

1. Choose a cartoon to reduce in size. Draw a 3 cm x 3 cm grid onto
the picture. Copy the contents of the cartoon onto 1 cm x 1 cm
grid paper.

Project°

1. The town council of Churchill, Manitoba wants to commission a
giant statue of a walking polar bear based on the sketch shown.
They want a statue that is 8 m high. Your company wants to bid
on making the statue. The sketch is a reduction image of a real
polar bear. Measure the height of the bear in the sketch, estimate
the scale factor relative to the statue, then calculate the factor.
Compare with a classmate and discuss whether as a company you
would use the estimated or the calculated scale factor to produce
the statue. Write a report detailing to the council the size of any 3
parts of the statue, such as diameter of the eye, width of head and
length of body.

Extension: The density of the statue will be the same as that of the
average polar bear. Investigate the average mass of
polar bears. Using this mass, calculate the cost of the
statue at $55 per kilogram and add it to your report.

2. Make a 2-legged animal out of interlocking cubes. Determine its
surface area and volume. What is the ratio of surface area to
volume? Now double the size of the animal in all 3 dimensions.
What happens to the ratio of surface area to volume?

Project questions 1 and 2 are reproduced, by permission, from Manitoba Education and Training. Grades 5 to 8
Mathematics: A Foundation for Implementation. Winnipeg, MB: Manitoba Education and Training, 1997.
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Strand: Shape and Space (Transformations)
Specific Outcome: 10. Draw and interpret scale diagrams:, enlargements, reductions [PS, T] (8-11)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil

1. a. Plot ABCD, where A = (2, 3), B = (-5, 3), C = (-5, 1) and
D = (2, 1). Using (-2, 4) as the centre of dilatation, reduce
this quadrilateral by a factor of .1- .

b. Give the coordinates of the new quadrilateral A'B'C'D'.

c. Is there a scale factor that would reduce or enlarge the
quadrilateral so that it lies entirely in one quadrant? Explain
your reasoning.

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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STRAND: STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY (DATA ANALYSIS)

GENERAL OUTCOME Develop and implement a plan for the display and analysis of data.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 1. Read and-interpret graphs that are provided. [C, E, PS, R] (6-7)

MANIF'ULATIVES Newspapers, magazines

SUGGESTED Currently Authorized Resources
LEARNING Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 245,250-254
RESOURCES Interactions 7, pp. 9-12,20-22,128,205

Interactions 8, pp. 11-13,48,160-171,274,312
Interactions 9, pp. 95,145
Mathpower 7, pp. 326-341
Mathpower 8, pp. 320-331
Mathpower 9, pp. 130-131
Minds on Math 7, pp. 202-215,248
Minds on Math 8, pp. 215,220,227-230,296-297
Minds on Math 9, pp. 56-63
TLE 7, Reading and Interpreting Graphs, Student Refresher
pp. 82-83
TLE 9, Drawing Conclusions, Student Refresher pp. 102-103,
Teacher's Manual pp. 216-219

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 8, pp. 307,310-318
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 335-337,342-348
Mathematics 9, pp. 436-439

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Recognizing and Identifying Graphs
Have students find examples of graphs in local newspapers and
magazines.
Identify graphs as:

bar graphs
line graphs (broken line graphs)
circle graphs (pie graphs)
pictographs.

Use of Graphs in Providing Information
What information is given? (title, labels)
How were scales, pictures, data grouping used?
Does the graph present information clearly?
Is the graph visually appealing?
What graphs best represent certain situations?

line graphs for time
bar graphs to compare quantities
circle graphs to compare parts of a whole

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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!Strand: Statistics and PrOI;UtAlitil(iiiiUAtiaiiiis)
!Specific Outcome: '4. Read and interpret graphs that are provided. [C, E, PS, R] (6-7)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes
Examples of graphs.

Bar graph:

Number
of

Students

Line graph:

800 Students Enrolled in Mathematics

600

400 ---
200

10 11 12

Grades

Study Time and Marks

Circle graph:

1 2 3 4 5

Time Spent Studying (h)

How My Allowance is Spent

222 / Statistics and Probability (Data Analysis) Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual
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',Strand: Statistics and Probability (Data Analysis)
Specific_Outcome: 1 Read and interpret graphs that are provided. [C, E, PS, R] (6-7)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Portfolio

1. Make a scrapbook of various kinds of graphs. Collect as many as
possible, and separate them into categories according to type; e.g.,
bar, line, circle. Discuss what conclusions can be made from each.

Paper and Pencil

1.

pizza hamburgers

Boys

0 Girls

tacos ice cream

a. What conclusions could you make from this graph?
b. What important information is missing?
c. Could this be true in your school?

2. Reading graphs for information.

a. What percentage of the
students received a mark of
A? B? C?

b. What fraction of students
received a mark of B? C?

c. If there were 80 students,
how many received a B?

Grade 10 Mathematics
Marks

Mathematics Preparation 10: Teacher Resource Manual Statistics and Probability (Data Analysis) / 223
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Strand: Statistics and Probability (Data Analysis)
Specific Outcome: 1. Read and interpret,graphs that are provided [C, E, PS, R) (6-7)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 3. Class "XY" Heights

Bill

Clara

Jim

V) Ethel

Betty

Chin

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

Height (in cm)

a. How tall is Bill?
b. Who is about 130 cm tall?
c. Who might be a future basketball player?

Interview/Discussion/Journal

1. Give students three or four graphs, and ask them to select the one
that best represents a given situation. Discuss why one is better
than the others.

2. Given a partial graph; e.g., title, label or scale missing, discuss
what the graph describes and justify your responses.

3. Have students describe a situation when it is best to use each of the
following graphs:
a. bar graph
b. line graph
c. circle graph
d. pictograph.

224 / Statistics and Probability (Data Analysis)
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STRAND: STATISTICS AND` PROBABILITY (DATA ANALYSIS)

GENERAL OUTCOME Analyze experimental results expressed in two variables.

SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 2. Create scatterplots for discrete and continuous variables.
[C, V] (9-2)

3. Interpret a scatterplot to determine if there is an:apparent
relationship. [E; R] (9 -3)

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Grid paper
Ruler

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 448-449
Interactions 9, pp. 8-10,295
Mathpower 9, pp. 330-333
Minds on Math 9, pp. 66-70
TLE 9, Scatter Plots, Student Refresher pp. 96-97, Teacher's
Manual pp. 204-211

Previously Authorized Resources
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 267-269

TI-83 graphing calculator (optional)
Spreadsheet software

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Scatterplots are graphs used to analyze trends or relationships
between bivariate data.

It is useful to present data to students in the form of a problem and
then have students form a hypothesis of what they expect the
relationship to be. Scatterplots can be created to test their hypothesis
and to observe any trends or correlations in the data. From these
observations, predictions can be made; e.g., Is there a relationship
between a student's height and his/her mass? Is there a relationship
between a student's month of birth and shoe size?

Collecting Data and Creating a Scatterplot
Wherever possible, use data that is
relevant to student interest or can What is the relationship between the number of students and the
be obtained by measuring. length of time it takes all classmates to introduce themselves?

Have students gather data, using the following procedure.

. .
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[Strand: Statistics and Probability (Data Analysis)
!Specific Outcomes: 2. Create scatterplots for discrete and continuous variables. [C, V] (9-2)

3. Interpret a scatterplot to determine if there is anapparent relationship. R] (9

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Alternative names for the
independent variable include
manipulated and input.

Alternative names for the
dependent variable include
responding and output.

1. Start the timerthe time must be continuous.
2. The first student stands and states: My name is

I like to
3. The first student sits down and the next student completes part 2.
4. The continuous/cumulative time should be recorded after each

student finishes.
number of
students time

5. Create a scatterplot.

Time
(dependent
variable)

Title

Number of students
(independent
variable)

Optional: Creating a scatterplot using a graphing calculator
(instructions given are for a TI-83 graphing calculator)

Assume the following data set was obtained from the activity above:

Number
of

students

30 25 6 10 15

Time in
seconds

85 75 10 20 35

Ensure that all equations are turned off:
"Y=" Delete all equations using the "DELETE" button.
OR
Toggle down to each = sign and hit "ENTER" to ensure the = sign is
not highlighted.

226 / Statistics and Probability (Data Analysis)
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$tram:, Statistics and Probability (Data Analysis),I
Specific Outcomes: 2. Create scatterplots for discrete and continuous variables [C, y] (9-2)

3 Interpret a scatterplot to determine if *re is an apparent relationship [E, R] (973

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES /SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Spreadsheet software can also be
used to create scatterplots and
lines of best fit.

It is easier for students if they
type the independent data into
L1 and the dependent data into
L2. This will match the
calculator defaults.

Ensure that all "stat plot" are off:
"2nd" "Y=" "4" "ENTER"

O n
L1 La

2:P1ot2_Off
L1 La

3:Plot3Aff
L1 L2

EHNOtSOff

Turn only 1 stat plot on:
"2nd" "Y=" "1" "ENTER"

ltit..i
Off

Plota P14t3

9p$: con,
b1:14-.

X1 ist:Li
%gist:La
Mark: 15 t

Ensure that all lists are free:
"2'1" "+" "4" "ENTER"

Enter data into lists:
"STAT" "1" "ENTER"

L1 La

WM(
L3 1

L1(1) =

In L1, type in the independent data (the number of students).
In L2, type in the dependent data (time).
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[Strand: Statistics and Probability (Data Analysis)
Specific Outiomes: :2. Create scatterplots for discrete and continuous variables' Vr (9-2)

-3. Interpret a scatterplot to determine if there is an apparent relationship. [E, R] (9-3)L

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

Setting the minimum and
maximum values manually for x
and y, as well as the scale, are
important skills for students to
have for later mathematics
courses.

Create the scatterplot:

Toggle down using the down arrow to "Type" and select
scatterplot
Ensure that Xlist is LI (independent)
Ensure that Ylist is L2 (dependent)
Select a marker using the down arrow.

lot 1
OPlot2

Plot3ff
vpe: dbb

bai-1

Xlist:Li
Ylist:L2
Mark: 11:1

"GRAPH"
To fit the data automatically: "ZOOM" "9"
To fit the data using windows: "WINDOWS" and set the windows
using appropriate values.

Interpreting a Scatterplot

The interpretation of a scatterplot is important to highlight trends or
relationships within the data. There are three basic trends/correlations:
1. no relationship (zero correlation)
2. a positive relationship (shows an upward trend)
3. a negative relationship (shows a downward trend).

The scatterplot from the above exercise can be analyzed for its trend.
Make an overhead of the scatterplot, and place a clear plastic ruler in
the direction the data points go.

Does the data represent: an upward trend?
a downward trend?
no trend at all?

How does this observed trend relate to your hypothesis?

228 / Statistics and Probability (Data Analysis)
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'Sirand: Statistics and Probability (Data Analysis),
Specific Outiomes: 2. Create scatterplots for disciete and continuous variables. [C, V] (9 -2)

3. Interpret a scatterplot to determine if there is an apparent relationship. [E, R] (9-3)

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Paper and Pencil/Technology

1. Is there a relationship between the age of 14 randomly chosen
students and the number of days they were absent?

Age: 23 24 23 27 26 26 26 26 27 28 26 25 37 24
Absent: 8 6 11 7 11 8 10 11 10 8 5 8 9 10

2. Is there a relationship between the mass of a car and the fuel
consumption (FC), in litres per 100 km, for combined city and
highway driving?

Mass (kg): 700 1000 1100 1200 1300 1500 1700 1800
FC (L/100 km): 5.0 6.5 7.5 9.0 11.0 12.0 12.0 12.0

Predict the combined fuel consumption for a car with a mass of
1400 kg.

3. Does the mass of a bike affect its jumping height?

Mass (kg): 10.9 10.8 7.8 9.9 9.0 8.0 10.3 8.6 10.7
Height (cm): 24.3 24.5 26.3 24.9 25.6 26.2 24.8 26.0 24.7

John has entered a competition where his bike is expected to be
able to jump at least 25 cm. To the nearest tenth of a kilogram,
what is the maximum mass the bike should be?

4. There are six scatterplots shown below labelled A to F.
a. Which of these show a positive correlation?
b. Which of these show a negative correlation?
c. Which of these has a correlation coefficient that is closest to

zero? Describe what a correlation coefficient of zero tells us
about the variables.

d. The correlation coefficients of the scatterplots below are as
follows: 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0, -0.5, -1. Identify the scatterplot
associated with each of these correlation coefficients.

A B
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!Strand: Statistics and Probability (Data Analysis)
Specific Outcomes: 2. Create scatterplots tor discrete and continuous variables. [C, V] (9-2)

3. Interpret:'A,scatteipliit-to determine if there is an apparent relationship. JE,,RL(9-3)

1

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes 5. State whether you expect a strong positive, strong negative, weak
positive, weak negative or no correlation between the variables in
each case.
a. waist size and the time to run a long-distance race
b. IQ and shoe size
c. price of an airline ticket and the distance travelled by the

airplane
d. hours of homework and grade point average
e. number of absences and test marks
f. age and test marks
g. penalty minutes and number of goals scored
h. ski sales and air temperature

Journal/Interview

1. a. Describe what correlation means.
b. Compare and contrast the three main types of correlation.
c. How are scatterplots used to analyze data?
d. Describe how predictions can be made about the data.

2. If a strong positive correlation exists between the amount that
people smoke and their chance of getting cardiovascular disease
(CVD), does this prove that smoking causes CVD? Discuss.

232
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AND PROBABILITY '(DATA ANALYSIS)

GENERAL OUTCOME Analyze experimental results expressed in two variables.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 4. Determine the line of best fit from a scatterplot for an apparent
linear relationship by inspection. [E, PS] (9-4)

MANIPULATIVES

SUGGESTED
LEARNING
RESOURCES

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

Ruler
Grid paper

Currently Authorized Resources
Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 162-163,214,232,
450-451
Interactions 9, pp. 11-12,153,295
Mathpower 9, pp. 334-339,341
Minds on Math 9, pp. 71-75
TLE 9, Line of Best Fit, Student Refresher pp. 100-101, Teacher's
Manual pp. 212-215

Previously Authorized Resources
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 270-273

TI-83 graphing calculator (optional)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Line of Best FitThe line that best illustrates the relationship
between the variables.

A clear or transparent ruler works best for drawing a line of best fit by
inspection. By covering the majority of the points, the line of best fit
will show the trend. Put the ruler along a line that shows the trend
such that the following is seen:

approximately the same number of points above or below
(covered and uncovered)
approximately equal distances from these points to the line.

Use the following data to determine the line of best fit.

a. mass of car (kg) 700 1000 1100 1200 1300 1500 1700 1800
fuel consumption 5.0 6.5 7.5 9.0 11.0 12.0 12.0 12.0
(IJ100 km)

b. mass of bike (kg) 10.9 10.8 7.8 9.9 9.0 8.0 10.3 8.6 10.7
height of jump 24.3 24.5 26.3 24.9 25.6 26.2 24.8 26.0 24.7
(cm)

c. students' heights and arm spans

What predictions can you make based on the line of best fit?
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'Strand: Statistics and Probability Data Analysis)
Specific Outcome: 4. Determine the line of best fit fro_m a scatterplot for an apparent linear relationship by

inspection. [E, PS] (9-4)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes Optional: Finding a line of best fit using a graphing calculator
(instructions given are for a TI-83 graphing calculator)

To select a linear regression:
"STAT" "CALL" "4"

MITA:IAN TESTS
1:1-Var Stats
2:2-Var Stats
3: Med -Med
reLinReg(ax+b)
:QuadReg

6:CubicReg
740uartReg

To specify which lists data is stored in:
"2nd" "1" "," "2nd" "2" "," "VARS" "Y- `TARS"

LinReg(ax+b) Li,
L27

To store the equation in "Y=" and to display the equation:
"" "VARS" "Y-VARS" "ENTER" "ENTER" "ENTER"

LinReg
v=ax+b
a3
b=-12
r2=1
r=1

I

To view the scatterplot with the line of best fit:
"GRAPH"
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Strand: Statistics and Probability (Data Analysis)
SpecificPutcome: 4. Determine the line of beSt fit from a scatterplot for an apparent linear relationship by

inspection. JE, PS] (9-4) '

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes Journal/Interview

1. Describe how you would draw a line of best fit and how to use it to
make predictions.

2. How does a line of best fit relate to the trend of the data?

Portfolio

1. Find examples of data with which you would use a line of best fit;
e.g., sports statistics. Plot the data and determine the line of best fit.

Paper and Pencil/Technology

1. Plot the data below and draw a line of best fit.

Mass
(kg)

100 m time
(s)

Mass
(kg)

100 m time
(s)

42 12.3 47 14.0
43 12.4 48 14.7
44 12.9 46 13.5
41 12.0 45 13.1
40 12.0 51 15.6

2. Below is an approximate comparison of the actual age of a dog and
its equivalent age in "human years." Plot the data and draw a line
of best fit.

Age of Dog
(years) 1 2 4 6 8 10 14 18 20 21

Approximate
Human Age
(years)

15 24 32 40 48 56 72 90 94 101
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STRAND:- STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY (DATA ANALYSIS)'

GENERAL OUTCOME Analyze experimental results expressed in two variables.

SPECIFIC OUTCOME 5. Draw and justify conclusions from the line of best fit by:
interpolation
extrapolation.

[C, R] (9-5)

MANIPULATIVES Ruler
Grid paper

SUGGESTED Currently Authorized Resources
LEARNING Addison-Wesley Mathematics 10, pp. 162-163,214,232
RESOURCES Interactions 9, pp. 11-16,295

Mathpower 7, p. 212
Mathpower 9, pp. 334-339
Minds on Math 7, pp. 242-243
Minds on Math 9, pp. 71-75
TLE 9, Drawing Conclusions, Student Refresher pp. 102-103,
Teacher's Manual pp. 216-219

Previously Authorized Resources
Journeys in Math 9, pp. 310-312
Math Matters: Book 2, pp. 151,152

TECHNOLOGY
CONNECTIONS

TI-83 graphing calculator (optional)

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes A line of best fit is an important tool to predict values within the data
set (interpolation) and outside the data set (extrapolation).

Terminology
InterpolateTo estimate (or calculate) a value between two values that
are already known.

ExtrapolateTo estimate (or calculate) a value, by using the
established pattern and going beyond known values.

Use the data below to create a scatterplot and line of best fit and to
answer the following questions.

Number of students 30 25 6 10 15
Time to introduce in seconds 85 75 10 20 35

1. How long will it take five students to introduce themselves?

6
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Strand: Statistics and Probability (Data Analysis)
Specific Outcome: 5. Draw and justify conclusions from the line of best fit by interpolation, extrapolation.

C,

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES/SUGGESTIONS

Teaching Notes

This is beyond the scope of the
Mathematics Preparation 10
curriculum.

2. Did you interpolate or extrapolate to obtain your result in
question 1?

3. How long will it take 60 students to introduce themselves?
4. Did you interpolate or extrapolate to obtain your result in

question 3?
5. If your data set included five students, why is the time in the data

set the same as or different from the predicted value obtained
from using the line of best fit?

6. If it took 70 seconds for a group to introduce themselves, estimate
how many people were in that group?

7. Did you interpolate or extrapolate to obtain your result in
question 6?

Optional: Interpolating and extrapolating values from a scatterplot,
using a graphing calculator (instructions given are for a
TI-83 graphing calculator)

The view screen should indicate the scatterplot with the line of best fit.
To predict a y value (dependent value), given an x value (independent
value):

To answer question 1 above:
"2"d" "TRACE" "1" "5" "ENTER"

Y=3

To answer question 3 above:
"2nd" "TRACE" "1" "60" "ENTER"

Y1=3}1. -la

a

X=60

Note: The view screen may show "err:invalid".
If this occurs, the value typed in for x is out of the window
settings. Go back to "WINDOWS" and adjust the maximum
and minimum values for x and y accordingly. Then repeat the

'calculator sequence above to predict a time for x students.
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Strand: Statistics and Probability (Data Analysis)
Specific Outcome: 5. Draw and justify conclusions from the line of best fit by: interpolation, extrapolation.

[C, (9-5) 4.

TASKS FOR INSTRUCTION AND/OR ASSESSMENT

Teaching Notes JournalVInterview

1. What is the difference between interpolation and extrapolation?

2. In what data situations would you use interpolation? extrapolation?

Paper and Pencil/Technology

1. Some feedlot calves gain three pounds per day. A 650 pound calf is
placed in a pen and weighed every 5 days. The following weights
are recorded. How long will it take the calf to reach 975 pounds?

Days Weight (pounds)

0 650

5 664

10 684

15 695

20 710

2. Pairs of American bald eagles have increased in the last forty years
as indicated in the chart below. Graph the data and find a line of
best fit. From the line of best fit, predict:
a. the number of bald eagle pairs in 1982 and 1994
b. the number of bald eagle pairs in 2010.
Would it be better to use a curve of best fit for this data? Explain
your reasoning.

Year Estimated Number of Bald Eazle Pairs
1963 400
1974 800
1981 1200
1984 1800
1988 2500
1991 3400
1993 4000
1996 5000
1999 5800
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